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FOREWORD

On 14–15 September 2017, the History Department of the U.S. Naval Academy in 
Annapolis, Maryland, hosted the biannual McMullen Naval History Symposium, 
the largest conference series devoted to this subject in the Western Hemisphere, if 
not the world. The symposium drew hundreds of participants and observers across 
a spectrum of geographical boundaries and academic disciplines. The year 2017 
also marked the centennial of America’s entry into World War I. As a result, many 
of the symposium’s papers focused on naval aspects of “the Great War,” as do sev-
eral of the essays chosen for this volume.

Selection criteria for the papers here reflect a commitment to impartiality and 
academic rigor. The general editor solicited nominations from chairs and com-
mentators of all the symposium’s panels—more than fifty in all, producing nearly 
150 papers. These experts then recommended approximately a dozen titles, rep-
resenting about 10 percent of the total number of papers delivered. Nominated 
authors who accepted the general editor’s invitation to publish are included in this 
volume. These proceedings are organized chronologically, a structural choice made 
both logical and imperative by the broad range of periods and topics covered in the 
symposium papers.

Readers expect, and deserve, synopses of the selected papers. Jim McIntyre’s es-
say, “Johann Ewald at Yorktown,” brings to our attention a Hessian officer’s eyewit-
ness account of the pivotal naval battle of Yorktown in 1781. Nora Chidlow and Ar-
lyn Danielson present a social history of the World War I crew of U.S. Coast Guard 
cutter Tampa, in “A Legacy of Courage.” In “The Maritime Origins of the Italian 
Crisis of 1917,” Fabio De Ninno details how victory and defeat in the Great War 
were decided on the sea as much as on land (a theme similarly applied to World 
War II in Evan Mawdsley’s recent The War for the Seas). Branden Little’s “Anticipat-
ing Dunkirk” chronicles the U.S. Relief Commission’s efforts to safeguard Ameri-
cans in Europe during World War I. “ ‘We Didn’t Lose but One Horse, and That 
Was a Mule,’” by Salvatore Mercogliano, shows how a revitalized merchant marine 
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contributed to America’s emergence as a global sea power in 1914–17—a dynamic 
paralleled in William Thiesen’s “Plan One, Acknowledge,” which sees World War I 
as the first test of the U.S. Coast Guard’s modern capabilities. Moving on to World 
War II, Douglas Peifer’s “The American Response to the Sinking of USS Panay, 
December 1937” explains why the crisis elicited more apprehension than outrage 
in an isolationist America, while Katherine Macica in “Here Are Your Ships, Uncle 
Sam!” relates how shipbuilding in the Pacific Northwest grew to become a criti-
cal weapon in America’s “arsenal of democracy.” For the Cold War that followed, 
Nicholas C. Prime’s “J. C. Wylie and the U.S. Navy’s First ‘Strategic Enterprise’” 
documents how a rigid personnel system with strict hurdles undercut naval of-
ficers’ ability to acquire and apply strategic knowledge and insight. In one episode 
of the larger Cold War, Charles D. Melson explores the performance of American 
and South Vietnamese Marines during the “Easter Offensive” battle for Quang Tri 
in “U.S. Marine Advisors and the South Vietnamese Marines, 1972.” Finally, and 
appropriately, James Goldrick’s symposium keynote address, “History and Navies,” 
stresses how we all need to come to terms with our past—and navies need to come 
to terms with theirs—because the past has much to teach.

Brian VanDeMark
Director, 2017 McMullen Naval History Symposium
Professor of History
U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland
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Part 1: American Revolutionary War  
Naval History



I



I Johann Ewald at Yorktown
A Landsman’s View of the Naval Aspects of the Siege
JIM MCINTYRE

Toward evening on the 22d [of September 1781] a good friend of mine, a naval officer, 
came to me and disclosed that three fire ships were to sail during the night with the high 
tide against the three French ships which blocked the York River to burn them. Thereupon 
I boarded a boat with him to follow the fire ships, and to observe this business which I had 
never seen in my life. Captain Palmer led the fire ships. The sight was worth the trouble 
to see! The ships were set on fire and illuminated the area so brightly that we could easily 
detect the French ships at anchor in the very dark night. But since the fire ships had been set 
on fire too soon, the enemy ships cut their cables and sailed away. Moreover, the fire ships 
ran aground.—Hence, nothing came of it.1

The preceding is not from any account by Lt. Gen. Charles Cornwallis, Earl Corn-
wallis or George Washington. Nor is it by Rochambeau or any of the members 
of his staff. Instead, it comes from the diary of Capt. Johann (later von) Ewald of 
the elite Second Company of the Hessen-Kassel Jäger Corps. Since its publication, 
historians of the American War of Independence have recognized Ewald’s Diary 
of the American War as one of the best sources on the Hessian experience of the 
conflict. In addition, many have recognized the value of Ewald’s detailed descrip-
tions of the tactics employed.2 Until now, however, the analyses of his diary have 
focused predominantly on Ewald’s comments concerning land warfare. The follow-
ing proposes to examine the captain’s views on maritime warfare and its role in the 
American War of Independence, with specific reference to the role of sea power in 
the siege of Yorktown.

It is first necessary to sketch, in brief, Ewald’s career up until that time to estab-
lish his credibility as a military analyst. Johann Ewald was born in Kassel, the capi-
tal of Hessen-Kassel, on March 30, 1744. He joined the Hessian Regiment von Gilsa 
at the age of sixteen in 1760, roughly the standard age for his time.3 He therefore 
saw service during the Seven Years’ War battles of Krefeld, Vellinghausen, Warburg, 
and Amöneburg, as well as the siege of Kassel. Through his service in the conflict, 
he had risen from the rank of Freikorporal, essentially a junior supernumerary of-
ficer, to that of ensign and had received the Hessian decoration Pour la vertu mili-
taire. He emerged from the war “a serious officer with a strong sense of duty who 
comported himself courageously in battle.”4

At the conclusion of the Seven Years’ War, the Hessian army downsized for rea-
sons of economy.5 As a commoner, Ewald was lucky to retain his position in the 
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ranks and to receive a posting to a garrison regiment, really more of a cadre. He 
remained in this posting through the 1760s, during which he read on military af-
fairs, becoming more acquainted with his chosen profession.6

In 1771, after a night of carousing with his brother officers, Ewald and another 
officer argued with one another. Their disagreement intensified, no doubt fueled 
by their drunkenness, and they fought a duel. In it Ewald lost his left eye. He spent 
some eleven months in recuperation, enduring three painful surgeries.7 During this 
time of convalescence, as Ewald notes, he continued his military reading.8 This in-
vestment in professional study paid off, as on his return to duty he was sent by the 
landgraf of Hessen-Kassel to the Collegium Carolinium, an advanced school for of-
ficers. His admission to the institution itself stood as a mark of the landgraf ’s favor, 
as it was highly unusual for an officer with Ewald’s common roots.9

It was while attending the Collegium that Ewald composed his first work on 
military matters, dedicating it to his benefactor the landgraf: Gedanken eines hes-
sischen Offiziers uber sa, was man bei Fuhrung eines Detachments im Felde zu thun 
hat (Thoughts of a Hessian Officer on what has to be done during a Tour with a 
Detachment in the Field).10 Interestingly, the work dealt with the tactics and opera-
tions of partisan troops, fighting what we today refer to as “irregular warfare” or 
“small war.” Up to this point Ewald had had little opportunity for direct experience 
in this form of warfare. It would, however, become the focus of much of the re-
mainder of his professional life and what he is most remembered for by historians.

This short treatise received the approbation of the landgraf and likely contrib-
uted, at least in part, to Ewald’s promotion to the rank of captain. This promotion 
brought with it a transfer, this time to the Second Company of the elite Hessen-
Kassel Jäger Corps, then stationed at the town of Waldau.11 It was with this unit that 
Ewald would travel to America.

The Second Company of the Jäger Corps arrived in New York in late 1776, in 
time to take part in driving Washington and his beleaguered Continentals from the 
state and across much of New Jersey.12 Ewald was to take part in numerous riverine 
amphibious operations, from crossing the Hudson into New Jersey in 1776 through 
operating along the Delaware River during October and November 1777. During 
the latter Ewald served in a supporting role in the failed assault by a Hessian col-
umn on Fort Mercer in Red Bank, New Jersey, on October 22. There he witnessed 
the fort’s defenders, with support from oared galleys in the Delaware River, driving 
back the Hessians with heavy casualties, including the overall commander of the 
assault force, Col. Count Karl Emil von Donop. The experience must surely have 
imparted to the observant officer some appreciation of the importance of maritime 
power in support of land operations. This importance was especially evident in the 
Philadelphia campaign, as the British could retain the American capital only if they 
opened the Delaware River to their shipping for resupply.13
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Ewald later participated in the British maneuvers along the Hudson in 1778 
and the siege of Charleston in 1780. In the latter case he watched British land and 
sea forces gradually close their net around Charleston until the Continental Army 
commander, Maj. Gen. Benjamin Lincoln, was forced to surrender the entire garri-
son to the British commander, Lt. Gen. Sir Henry Clinton, and his subordinate, Earl 
Cornwallis. By 1781 Ewald would have witnessed enough of what we term “joint 
operations” to perceive the role of maritime power in land operations through his 
remaining service in North America.

From early 1781 Ewald campaigned in the Southern Department, particularly 
Virginia. Ewald gained intimate knowledge of the theater of operations, first un-
der Benedict Arnold, then briefly under Maj. Gen. William Phillips, and finally 
under Cornwallis.14 In Virginia he marched and fought over the territory between 
Portsmouth and Richmond repeatedly. His surviving work makes clear his profes-
sional alertness to terrain; the conditions in the region surely did not escape his no-
tice.15 Thus, his assessment of the conduct of the last phase of the campaign, as well  
as his judgments as to its outcome and the role of sea power in it, merits serious 
consideration. 

Probably the most significant engagement Captain Ewald witnessed during the 
siege of Yorktown was the exchange that occurred when Adm. François-Joseph- 
Paul, comte de Grasse brought his squadron into Chesapeake Bay on August 30. 
Ewald observed only a small part of the engagement from his post; his description 
of the reactions of the British leadership and the effect of the engagement on their 
strategic situation are our concerns here. He noted, “I had this [the engagement 
between French and British fleets] reported in town at once. Colonels Dundas and 
Simcoe came to me at full gallop and made long faces.”16 He further observed that 
“toward three o’clock we had positive news that the three vessels which lay before 
our noses were a French 74, a 64-gun ship, and a frigate; and that the French fleet 
of thirty-three sail under Comte de Grasse lay at anchor in Lynnhaven Bay [now 
Roads, north of the shallow Lynnhaven Inlet].”17 Following the engagement, de 
Grasse landed some 3,300 French troops under the marquis de Saint-Simon at the 
mouth of the James River, their intermediate destination Jamestown.18

Ewald commented, “Wind and weather were favorable to the French fleet, and 
I could foresee nothing else but that these three vessels would draw near with the 
incoming tide toward evening, drive me from my post on the Severn River [not the 
modern Severn near Annapolis, Maryland, but an inlet on Mobjack Bay north of 
the mouth of the York River], and bombard York and Gloucester [modern York-
town and Gloucester Point, forming the entrance to the York].”19 He went on to ob-
serve, in a critical vein, “This would be quite easy, because we still could not place 
cannon opposite them on the water side, where both places were open.”20 Here is a 
soldier whose forte was land warfare commenting quite astutely on the threat to the 
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army’s position for lack of maritime defense. Implicit in Ewald’s observation is the 
reality that the British had lost local control of the sea.

Ewald further left us with a description of the effect the French ships’ arrival had 
on the British commanders in Virginia—“now head banged against head in York 
and Gloucester.” The French arrival finally bestirred the commanders to action: 
“Now they hastily began to unload all the magazines and guns which had been 
brought from Portsmouth, but which—through negligence and laziness—were still 
on board the ships lying at anchor in the York River between the two towns.”21

Ewald assessed the possibilities open to the French at this juncture. “Now, if 
the French had been in better readiness, or perhaps had had better intelligence, 
the ships [i.e., the storeships mentioned above] could be shot to pieces.”22 If these 
vessels had been sunk with their cargoes, the siege of Yorktown might have ended 
much sooner than it did. But the French vessels did not advance as the Hessian cap-
tain had predicted: “Fortunately, for all our negligence the French admiral did not 
attack as I had feared.” Ewald ascribed the failure of the French to press their advan-
tage to faulty intelligence, on the basis of which de Grasse “had formed too good an 
opinion of our situation.”23 In general, he commented, “Here again the remark ‘that 
cannot be’ had turned out hideously.—Comte de Grasse had played a gigantic hoax 
on Sir Samuel Hood.”24 It is clear from the preceding that Ewald blamed the leaders, 
army and navy, for the errors that placed the garrison at Yorktown in so precarious 
a position. The most significant effect of the duel between the opposing fleets was 
to be the French seizure of control of the Chesapeake.

Following the engagement, de Grasse performed a service even more valuable 
to the Franco-American cause: he took his ships out to the entrance of Chesapeake 
Bay. Here they could block any British attempts at relief of Cornwallis and his be-
leaguered garrison.25

Ewald did not observe the September 5 battle of the Virginia Capes personally. 
Between the 4th and 6th he led a group of 150 of his Jägers to cover the rear of a 
foraging mission in the vicinity of Abingdon Church. He was therefore away from 
the coast at the time of the fighting. The captain was so focused on his mission that 
he does not mention the engagement at all in his diary.26 He may have learned of the 
engagement later from witnesses. 

Recall from the opening quotation from his diary that Ewald had strong profes-
sional interest in the actions of the fireships, which were attempting, days before the  
Franco-American siege of Yorktown was in place, to enable reinforcements to 
reach Cornwallis. Likewise, he perceived one of the chief problems that could be-
fall such attacks, premature firing and abandonment of the vessels. Nevertheless, 
Ewald’s assessment of the reasons for their failure has been somewhat corrected by 
historians. As several fireships, led by HMS Vulcan (previously a small American 
merchant vessel), made their way down the York River toward the French fleet, the 
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crew of one ignited it prematurely. The flames illuminated both it and the accom-
panying vessels in the night. Thus alarmed, the French sentries beat to quarters, 
and the crews prepared to counter the nocturnal incendiary assault (rather than, as 
Ewald reported, slipping their moorings and escaping—which would have served 
the British purpose of clearing the river).27 All told, five fireships passed close by the 
French fleet. However, the current was too swift and they passed harmlessly by the 
French fleet. The fireships, or what remained of them, continued to burn through 
the following day, even though rainsqualls swept the bay.28 From this point, Ewald’s 
recollections concerning the siege of Yorktown largely focus on the landward op-
erations, which of course would have consumed most of the captain’s attention.

During the siege, Ewald grew increasingly critical of his British counterparts, espe-
cially with regard to what he perceived as their lackadaisical attitude toward erect-
ing defenses around Yorktown. For instance, he notes wryly that only on September 
8, when “the water was now up to our necks, work was begun to palisade and dress 
the works at York and Gloucester.”29 His criticisms are not to be read as merely 
blaming superiors for the defeat and his own subsequent capture. In the tradition 
of modern professional military education, during the siege he devised some “hy-
potheticals,” ways in which the garrison might have fought its way out. This sort of 
critical analysis would later be made famous by the great Prussian military theorist 
Carl von Clausewitz, who observed that as “the application of theoretical truths to 
actual events, it not only reduces the gap between the two but also accustoms the 
mind to these truths through their repeated application.”30

One of the “what-ifs” of the siege of Yorktown is whether Cornwallis’s attempt-
ed escape across to Gloucester had any chance of success. In Ewald’s opinion, a 
breakout from the position at Yorktown might well have succeeded, if made in 
the opposite direction. “Thus I am firmly of the opinion that this plan to cut our 
way through could have been carried out ten times sooner to the south than to the 
north.” He continued, “We could have taken a number of boats in wagons with us to 
cross the James River, which is the only navigable river on this side toward Carolina 
that one has to cross. Instead of that, to the north one must cross the Rappahan-
nock, the Potomac, the Susquehanna, and the Delaware.”31 As it was, an attempt was 
made on the night of October 17–18 to move the bulk of the Crown forces across 
the river into Gloucester. The goal was to break out to the north in the hope of 
meeting reinforcements sent southward from New York by Clinton.32

Ewald not only challenged the plan but also suggested an alternate course of ac-
tion. The problem, in Ewald’s mind, aside from river crossings, was that such a bold 
scheme would require the support of General Clinton, “who had,” as Ewald noted, 
“no enemy against him now.”33 Here, the Jäger captain was alluding to the fact that 
only a small covering force lay outside New York City. Given the dysfunctional 
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command relationship that existed between Clinton and Cornwallis by this point 
in the campaign, however, such support was highly unlikely to materialize.34

The scheme Ewald preferred contained serious flaws of its own, aside from the 
need to cross the James, which was, south of Yorktown, over two miles wide. He 
assumed that once the British broke through the French and American lines they 
would have a clear path into North Carolina and would not be pursued. Likewise, 
the scheme’s supposition that the garrison was in condition to perform such a ma-
neuver is undercut by Ewald’s regular comments on the number of sick in the army, 
as well as his own illnesses on the swampy York Peninsula. His thinking does dem-
onstrate his appreciation for rivers for either facilitating or blocking troop move-
ments. Still, overall, his plan had about as much prospect of success as the one 
implemented, the failure of which led immediately to the British surrender on the 
19th. 

In Ewald’s defense, it should be pointed out that following the successful siege 
of Charleston the year before, Johann Ewald and his Jäger company had returned 
to New York City. They only arrived in Virginia in the spring of 1781, as part of 
Benedict Arnold’s raid against Richmond.35 Therefore, Captain Ewald would have 
been unfamiliar with the terrain of southeastern Virginia and northeastern North 
Carolina (where lies the aptly named Great Dismal Swamp) into which he hoped 
the army would make its escape. 

Nevertheless, by the time the siege of Yorktown was behind him, Johann Ewald 
was a highly experienced officer and military analyst. On his return to Europe he 
published several works on tactics, most concerned with the irregular warfare he 
had grown so adept at practicing.36 Ewald’s experience of riverine amphibious war-
fare is recorded only in his Diary of the American War. These recollections offer 
valuable insights concerning how operations were conducted on inland waters in 
the War of Independence. His summary of the maritime dimension of the siege of 
Yorktown, and especially his assertions concerning British shortcomings on sea 
and land, is revealing on why the engagement ended as it did.
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The brief history of USCGC Tampa is one of selfless service, valor, and ul-
timately human tragedy amid the wreckage of war. Tampa’s wartime crew 
was a dedicated, patriotic, and hopeful group. Its members were husbands, 

fathers, sons, brothers, uncles, and cousins. They left for the war zone idealistic 
and with every intention of returning. Instead, their lives were cut short just weeks 
before the official end to the conflict, leaving in their wake devastation and loss for 
those left behind. 

Tampa, built in 1912 as Miami, was a part of a small but nimble fleet of revenue 
cutters patrolling American coastal waters. After the sinking of RMS Titanic on 14 
April 1912, Miami’s Florida cruising missions of maritime law enforcement, search 
and rescue, aid to mariners, and derelict removal expanded to include ice patrol 
in the North Atlantic through 1916. On 1 February of that year, owing to her close 
and affectionate association with the city of Tampa, Florida, her name was changed 
to Tampa.1

With the entry of the United States into World War I on 6 April 1917, the Coast 
Guard was officially transferred to the U.S. Navy for the duration of the conflict. 
World War I was a time of trial and error for the newly formed Coast Guard, which 
had been established only in January 1915, when the Revenue Cutter Service and 
the U.S. Life-Saving Service merged. Tampa was one of six long-range cruising cut-
ters selected for overseas convoy duty in the North Atlantic. These cutters were part 
of the 2nd Squadron, Division 6 of the Atlantic Fleet Patrol Forces.2

The allied convoy system was introduced on a gradual basis at the start of the 
war in 1914. The British Admiralty established North Atlantic convoys in May 1917 
to stem the catastrophic losses of allied merchant ships and troopships to German 
U-boats. As the convoy system became widespread, allied shipping losses dropped,
diminishing considerably throughout 1917 and 1918. Tampa’s war service, escort-
ing 402 merchant steamers safely between allied ports during the conflict, contrib-
uted significantly to the convoy system’s overall success.3

On 29 September 1917 Tampa sailed out of New York, bound for Halifax, Nova 
Scotia. She departed Halifax on 6 October and was the last of the Coast Guard 
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cutters to arrive in Gibraltar, late in the evening of the 26th. The following day 
Tampa reported for duty as an ocean escort and was assigned to her first convoy, 
to England. She accompanied eighteen convoys without major incident and only 
minor repairs. Tampa never made it home from her nineteenth.4

CREW
Tampa’s crew at her loss consisted of 115 men, comprising 111 Coast Guard of-
ficers and enlisted men, and four Navy men; there were also fifteen British passen-
gers. The crew members came from all walks of life, both native and foreign born, 
the sons of farmers, bankers, tailors, lawyers, and businessmen. “Home” for these 
men included New York City; Tampa and Key West, Florida; Denver, Colorado; 
even Russia and Norway—just to name a few. Many had signed up for active duty 
as soon as the United States declared war on Germany in April 1917, although 
some had already been part of Tampa’s crew for several years. The wartime recruits 
were expected to serve a minimum of one year on board, but many reenlisted while 
at sea. Several foreign-born crew became American citizens while in the service.

Who were some of these brave Coast Guardsmen?

Charles Satterlee, Captain, 43, Gales Ferry, Connecticut. Satterlee was Tampa’s com-
manding officer. He served twenty-three years in the service, starting as a cadet in 
1895. His father had been a Revenue Cutter Service man who became a gentleman 
farmer in retirement. Satterlee was an officer of the highest caliber and integrity. 
His letters home portray a man who valued hard work and devotion to duty. They 
also provide a vivid description of wartime England and reflect Satterlee’s love of 
rural leisurely pursuits, such as gardening and exploring small villages and farm 
communities. He visited his ancestral home in Sotterley, England, and had lunch 
with the owner, a war widow, in her eighteenth-century manor house.5

John Farrell McGourty, Second Lieutenant, 36, New London, Connecticut. McGourty 
was one of Tampa’s censors. He wrote often to his wife, asking her to keep sending 
snapshots of their infant daughter and describing his off-duty activities and other 
efforts to make the best of a very difficult wartime situation. McGourty also men-
tions his annoyance at having to read an endless stream of sentimental love letters 
sent by the crew to their stateside sweethearts. His wife learned of his death while 
recovering from influenza during the epidemic of 1918. Sadly, McGourty would 
have seen his daughter only once by the end of his life.6

Benjamin Nash Daniels, Machinist First Class, 25, Baltimore, Maryland. Daniels 
was the son of a lighthouse keeper and a second cousin of Secretary of the Navy 
Josephus Daniels. Married with a three-year-old son, Daniels wrote extremely de-
tailed letters home. Owing to censorship he could not give his exact location in 
letters, but he sent postcards home as an alternative. This was common practice, 
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and other crew members did the same thing. Daniels mentions baseball games, 
boxing, swimming, hiking, and sightseeing on shore leave. He even mentions how 
little he thought of local girls compared with American girls. A sad Christmas at 
sea, many miles from home, is also described. Daniels did not care much for the 
Navy (of which his own service was now a part). “I didn’t know what home meant 
until I went overseas.” He just wanted to go home, a recurring theme in his letters.7

Harold Tonneson, Coxswain, 37, Brooklyn, New York. Born in Norway, Tonneson 
came to the United States in 1901. He served more than ten years in the Navy 
and the Coast Guard and was on the Revenue Cutter Service vessel Bear when she 
was sent to find the missing explorer Vilhjalmur Stefansson. Tonneson became an 
American citizen in September 1917 while on Tampa, just before she left for the 
war zone.8 He was on Tampa a total of six years.9

Alexander Louis Saldarini, Acting Quartermaster, 20, Union Hill, New Jersey. Salda-
rini, the son of a real estate developer, sent home a number of photographs of life 
on Tampa and ashore.10

Irving Alexander Slicklen, First Class Boy, 15, New York, New York. Slicklen was 
tall for his age, though with a boyish face. One day after school in March 1918 he 
decided to try his luck and enlist at the local recruiting office; he was accepted with 
no trouble at all. When he got home he told his mother, who in turn told his great-
grandmother. She was so appalled that a fifteen-year-old boy could have enlisted 
that she ran all the way to the recruiting office in her bedroom slippers. Unfortu-
nately, Slicklen’s application was already being processed. His father, an attorney, 
was called home; he too attempted to get him released from service, to no avail. 
Reluctantly, his parents gave him their blessing. He served only six months.11

Vincenzo Guerreiro, First Class Boy, 16, Tampa, Florida. Guerreiro emigrated from 
Italy to the United States with his family in 1909. He was the youngest of four sons 
of a tailor. He often saw Tampa when she was in port in her second namesake 
city and visited her deck, dreaming of adventures at sea. When the war broke out, 
Guerreiro enlisted under the name of Jimmie Ross, fearing his father would object. 
During Tampa’s final overhaul in Gibraltar, just prior to her last voyage, he was 
granted shore leave, but a practical joke at the expense of another crew member got 
it withdrawn.12

Charles Parkin, Seaman, 17, Greystone, Rhode Island. Parkin was born in England 
and came to the United States as a child. He was an office boy in Greystone (today 
part of North Providence) and tried to enlist in the Coast Guard several times but 
was not accepted, because of his age. He finally got his wish in April 1918, and, 
after a short training stint at the Coast Guard Academy, served on Tampa until her 
demise.13
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James Christopher Wilkie, Cook, 29, Charleston, South Carolina. Wilkie was one of 
eleven African Americans on Tampa, most of them from Florida. He had a wife and 
two young children at home. Not much is known about Tampa’s African American 
crewmen, as their lives and contributions were not well documented.14

FINAL DAYS, TORPEDOING, AND LOSS 
On 6 September 1918, Tampa and her crew were given a special commendation by 
Rear Adm. Albert Niblack, the commander of the 2nd Squadron, Division 6 of the 
Atlantic Fleet Patrol Forces. The admiral praised her exceptional war service and 
the morale and capabilities of her crew.

On 17 September Tampa set off on her nineteenth and final convoy. By the 26th 
she was running low on coal, and at noon Captain Satterlee requested permission 
to detach from the convoy. That request was denied, owing to the danger of sailing 
alone in broad daylight in submarine-infested waters. He made a second request at 
4 PM, as the cutter was now dangerously low on coal. This time it was granted, and 
at 4:15 Tampa, by now off Land’s End, proceeded full steam ahead toward Milford 
Haven, in Wales, her lights turned off as a security measure.

Tampa, sailing alone at dusk, her silhouette visible against the sky, was sighted 
by the German submarine UB-91. The submarine attacked with her last torpedo, 
fired from her stern tube at 8:15 PM. UB-91’s torpedo exploded just under the keel 
of Tampa, breaking her in half. As water filled the ship there followed a second 
explosion, caused by either ignited coal dust or detonating depth charges. Tampa 
sank with all hands in less than three minutes. There were no witnesses. The sub-
marine resurfaced at 8:25 PM to look for debris, bodies, or perhaps survivors but 
found nothing. When Tampa did not arrive in port at her expected time, a plane 
and two Royal Navy patrol craft were assigned to search for her. The following day 
they spotted a large debris field. Later, three U.S. Navy ships confirmed the identity 
of the wreckage. Ultimately the captain of UB-91 confirmed that he had fired on 
and sunk Tampa.15

OFFICIAL AND PUBLIC REACTIONS 
The complete destruction of an American warship in wartime service, the Coast 
Guard’s worst loss during World War I, quickly became an international tragedy. It 
was a painful cut, felt keenly throughout England and the United States.

Official and public reactions to the sinking unfolded over the following days, 
weeks, and months. Early-stage information was kept under wraps as it came in by 
naval officials until details could be accurately ascertained. Families of lost crew-
men were not notified of the sinking until 3 October, when the Coast Guard sent 
out telegrams—just ahead of the newspapers, which reported the disaster the same 
day and the next morning.16

The personal devastation resulting from the catastrophe was to hang over the 
families and former Coast Guard shipmates of the crew for years. In the decade 
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immediately following the sinking and the end of the war, families, friends, and 
former shipmates erected various memorials throughout towns, cities, and states 
associated with the lost crew. In 1928, William Wheeler, Captain Satterlee’s best 
friend and a fellow Coast Guard convoy captain, headed up the effort that was to 
erect the large Coast Guard memorial located at Arlington Cemetery, dedicated to 
the service’s losses during World War I.17

Alexander Saldarini’s body, recovered about three weeks after Tampa went 
down, was one of just three found. Two of them, including Saldarini’s, were identi-
fied, through “dog tags,” a new practice in World War I. In 1919, the body of Sea-
man James Marconnier Fleury, the other to be identified, was removed from its 
original burial place in Wales to his hometown of Queens, New York. It was not 
until 1952 that the Coast Guard held an official memorial ceremony at his grave. 
The third body, unidentified to this day, is still buried in Wales.18

In closing, we’d like to present the last letter Benjamin Nash Daniels wrote home. It 
conveys the general atmosphere on board Tampa and the feelings of the crew in a 
war zone, both as men and as personnel of the U.S. Coast Guard. Home was never 
closer to their hearts than in their final days, as they neared the end of their first 
year in the war zone. And they knew the war was coming to an end.19

12 September 1918, Somewhere

My Dear Wife and Baby—

I received six letters a few days ago and I surely was glad to get them. I hope you are OK. I 
am not feeling so good. I have been expecting to come home for so long it has me going. I 
don’t know if I will start home soon or not. I wish I did so I could write more. I had stopped 
writing entirely but I know you would be worried, so I will write these few lines and hope to 
be home before this. I think the picture is good of you and I am very anxious to see Ed. I will 
write you in a few days then I will know if I have to stay very much longer. Kiss Ed for me. 

 With lots of love, 
 I am your loving husband 
 B. N. Daniels
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III The Maritime Origins of the Italian Crisis of 1917

FABIO DE NINNO

W e must consider the presence of bread in this country as [being] as 
necessary as that of ammunition for war.”1 These words were part of 
a letter written in November 1916 by Antonio Salandra, Italy’s former 

prime minister, to his successor, Paolo Boselli. At that time, Italy had been at war 
for a year and a half. Its declaration of war, on 24 May 1915, had been followed by 
a harsh land campaign along the mountainous border with its historical enemy 
Austria-Hungary. However, the preoccupation expressed by Salandra was with 
something that came not from the mountains but from the sea. Growing short-
ages of food were reported across the country. Grain imports were falling, because 
German and Austro-Hungarian U-boats were dealing extensive damage in Medi-
terranean shipping lanes and inflicting severe losses on transports bound for Italy. 
The danger of a supply crisis was looming on the horizon. In 1917, finally, the crisis 
materialized, peaking during the months before Italy’s greatest defeat in the war, at 
Caporetto (24 October–15 November 1917).

Salandra’s words remind us of the centrality that naval warfare as a form of eco-
nomic warfare assumed during the First World War, in the forms of the blockade 
imposed on the Central Powers by the Entente and the counterblockade strategy 
adopted by Germany, utilizing submarines and surface raiders to attack the en-
emy seaborne communications. Histories of the Great War at sea have long ac-
knowledged the centrality of this maritime confrontation for the naval strategy, 
operations, and tactics of the conflict.2 Studies have also analyzed how naval warfare 
affected the plans for economic warfare, blockade, and the internal fronts of bel-
ligerent powers. These developments have been accompanied by an intense debate 
on the nature of the British blockade.3

Anglo-German confrontation is at the center of all this analysis—not surpris-
ingly, because both countries were at the core of the naval war and each aimed to 
starve the other in the attempt to win the conflict.4 In doing so, however, each of 
the two powers exercised a substantial degree of influence on the allies of the other: 
Austria-Hungary for Germany and Italy and France for Britain. The history of the 
effects of naval warfare on all these countries is somewhat neglected, and only in 
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recent years, mainly in France, has more attention been dedicated to the role of 
naval warfare in the national narrative of the Great War, seeing it as a “history to 
rediscover.”5 The Great War at sea, however, has not figured largely in Italian histo-
riography. Some influence of the crisis of supplies on the internal front in 1917 has 
been acknowledged, but these effects are often overshadowed by the greater focus 
on the internal front and the army.6 Some recent publications have argued that Ital-
ian effectiveness in protecting national maritime traffic was comparable to or even 
better than that of the rest of the Entente. However, these statements concentrate 
only on the convoy system, without considering the broader picture of the Italian 
shipping and distribution system or the geographical distribution of losses.7

The Italian victory in the war depended on the capacity of the Regio Esercito 
(Italian Royal Army) to defeat its Austro-Hungarian counterpart. However, the 
army relied for its supplies of food and weapons on an economy very vulnerable 
from a maritime perspective. Italy lacked raw materials, a major strategic weak-
ness, while its merchant fleet was inadequate to acquire resources abroad and was 
in any case poorly mobilized, making the country dependent on foreign shipping. 
The conduct of naval warfare by the Regia Marina exercised substantial negative 
influence on the Italian capacity to acquire supplies. National weaknesses worsened 
the impact of increasingly global submarine warfare. The first phase of unrestricted 
submarine attacks (4 February 1915–5 June 1915) hit mainly trade around the Brit-
ish Isles; Italy was neutral. The later concentration, from October 1915 to the end of 
1916, of submarine attacks in the Mediterranean, where the U-boats could operate 
more freely than in the Atlantic, inflicted heavy losses on Italian transports. The 
third phase (properly the second campaign) of unrestricted warfare (from 1 Febru-
ary 1917 onward) hit both the Atlantic and Mediterranean, with a prevalence in the 
former but heavy losses also in the latter.8 Italy took prolonged damage, because it 
was engulfed in the second and third phases for their entire durations.

Together these problems created the maritime origins of the Italian crisis of 
1917, which risked pushing Italy out of the war. The crisis demonstrated the ef-
fectiveness of a U-boat campaign against a country with such vulnerability to this 
form of economic warfare, comparable to that of a nation-island like Britain. Ana-
lyzing the maritime origins of the Italian crisis can contribute to a reassessment of 
both the national and global narratives of the conflict, possibly allowing a better 
understanding of how profound the impact of submarine warfare during the First 
World War was.

During the Great War, the first major Italian maritime weakness was structural: 
dependence on seaborne trade. From 1900 to 1913 the Italian economy experienced 
strong economic growth. Gross domestic product grew by 44 percent, and the coun-
try entered its first phase of massive industrialization.9 Nevertheless, Italy remained 
a poor country, with the largest part of its active population (59 percent in 1911) 
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employed in a backward agricultural sector. In vast areas of the South production 
was unable to go beyond subsistence farming, and imports had to compensate for 
insufficient agricultural output.10 The peninsula also lacked almost every strategic 
raw material necessary for a modern industrial economy: coal, iron, and oil all had 
to be imported.11 During prewar years imports soared to support industrial produc-
tion, increasing the dependence on seaborne trade, as shown in table 1.

Italy’s merchant fleet was in-
sufficiently large to deliver these 
goods. A strong protectionist pol-
icy had been set up during the pre-
war period to support merchant-
ship production for the national 
navigation companies and thereby 
achieve independence from foreign 
merchant fleets. Nevertheless, ship-
yards preferred the more profitable 
warships sector.12 Also, navigation 
and shipping were heavily subsi-
dized, so as to maintain even un-
profitable routes. As a consequence, 
the merchant fleet grew only from 

820,000 tons in 1890 to 1,282,115 tons in 1914, despite a tenfold increase in port 
movements, and retained a high percentage of sailing ships compared with other 
merchant navies (27 percent in 1914).13 With a merchant fleet unable to fulfill their 

needs, Italian importers turned to foreign 
freighters, as shown in table 2.

The early effects of this vulnerability 
were already emerging during the period 
of Italian neutrality (3 August 1914–24 
May 1915). Supporters of neutrality ar-
gued that Italy could bargain with both 
sides and raise imports from elsewhere 
(mainly the United States). Instead, the 
blockade measures introduced by the En-
tente produced the opposite effect. Indeed, 
during the fall of 1914 trade measures hit 
the economy hard, because Britain and 
France restricted Italian trade to avoid re-
exportation to Germany.14 The Entente’s 
wartime needs for transports reduced 

Total 23,554,289 100%

Italian 8,928,532 37.9%

British 6,653,678 28.2%

Greek 2,619,020 11.1%

Austro-Hungarian 1,466,921 6.2%

German 1,225,294 5.2%

Norwegian 650,761 2.8%

Spanish 573,606 2.4%

Danish 337,923 1.4%

Dutch 334,459 1.4%

French 147,461 0.6%

Table 2 
Seaborne Transportation in Tons to Italy by Nationality (1912)

Source: “Movimento di tutti i porti del regno con riguardo alla nazionalità 
dei bastimenti, Tonnellate di merce sbarcata,” ASI, II, III (1913), p. 215.

Total 
Importation

National  
Production

Largest Exporters  
to Italy

Coal 10,834,008 701,081 United Kingdom (9,397,132)

Scrap iron 326,230
603,116

France (78,340),  
Germany (71,340)

Raw iron 221,608 United Kingdom (112,550), 
Germany (71,370)

Wheat 1,810,733 4,615,300 Russia (881,546), Romania 
(319,447), Argentina (297,321)

Oil 150,030 6,752 United States (98,350),  
Romania (34,780)

Table 1 
Importation and Production of Strategic Raw Materials in Tons (1913)

Source: ASI, II, IV (1914), pp. 157, 227–33.
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availability for the Italian trade, rapidly increasing transportation costs: between 
November 1914 and February 1915, average freight costs per hundred kilograms 
rose from three to eleven shillings and almost tripled for coal. Food prices in the 
main cities rose between 4 and 11 percent in comparison with the previous year, 
mainly owing to increased transportation costs.15 The effects on the Italian economy 
were staggering: in the second half of 1914, imports fell by 45 percent and exports 
by 49 percent. Faced by the risk of economic collapse, Italian industrialists pressed 
the government to join the war on the side of the Entente.16 It was a first taste of the 
impact of seaborne blockade on the Italian economy.

The war introduced new variables. The closure of the Dardanelles and the 
impossibility of reaching the traditional import markets of Romania and Russia 
by land caused a significant shift in the importation of foodstuffs. In 1913, those 
countries supplied 41 percent of Italian food imports; in 1916 the United States 
and Argentina jumped to, respectively, 54.6 percent and 19 percent; later, in 1917, 
Australia and British India rose to 25.8 percent and 14.7 percent of the total. Coal 
remained predominantly of British provenance: 87.4 percent in 1916 and 78.1 per-
cent in 1917.17 To fight its war, Italy found itself dependent on these sources as never 
before, making it more exposed to German submarine warfare, which from 1915 
harassed the world’s sea-lanes.

Geography, natural resources, and the small size of the merchant fleet were cer-
tainly problems. However, Italian weaknesses were multiplied by unpreparedness 
for economic warfare at sea. The capacity of submarines to inflict damage on trade 
was a surprise for all the great powers. Prewar Britain, where strategic culture was 
deeply rooted in institutions, was already preparing the country for commerce de-
fense and attack.18 In contrast, the Italian Navy and even more so the government 
were thoroughly surprised by the capabilities of submarines, as postwar major naval 
thinkers admitted.19 Before the war the Italian Navy lacked even an in-depth view 
of commerce defense as part of its strategic thinking and naval planning. Possibly 
this shortcoming reflected its recent fighting experience, very limited and marked 
by the battle-fleet clash of Lissa (1866). Until the Great War, battle-fleet and deci-
sive engagements dominated Italian naval strategic thought. Despite some influ-
ence from the Jeune École in the 1870s, blockades and economic warfare attracted 
little attention among Italian naval thinkers.20 The merchant fleet was under the 
authority of the Navy Ministry, but prewar Italian plans and naval conventions with 
the Austrian allies paid no attention to trade defense, concentrating instead on the 
possibility of decisive engagements against the Austrian or French fleets. Potential 
attacks against British shipping, outside the northern entrance of the Suez Canal, 
were forecast only in the 1913 naval convention between Rome and Vienna.21 In-
deed in August 1914, at the outbreak of war in Europe, the Chief of Naval Staff, Vice 
Adm. Paolo Thaon di Revel, expressed the opinion that Italy should stay neutral in 
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view of the British intervention. However, he linked that choice to fear of a possible 
joint action by Anglo-French fleets to destroy the Italian Navy more than to the risk 
of a blockade.22 The failure to plan economic warfare had a substantial impact on 
all aspects of naval warfare, regarding both mobilization of the merchant fleet and 
the conduct of naval operations.

Regarding the first aspect, a major obstacle was that Italy’s production of new 
merchant ships remained limited. During the war the Italian shipbuilding indus-
try began significant expansion, fueled by public subsidies and expectations of in-
creased profits from wartime production, rising freight costs, and the necessity to 
replace losses. However, the absence of centralized control by the ministry, priority 
given to military construction, lack of raw materials, poor management, and low 
technological skills prevented Italy from producing enough new ships.23 The gov-
ernment hoped that shipping companies would enlarge their transportation capac-
ity by acquiring ships abroad. Indeed, in August 1916 a decree established total tax 
exemptions for profits obtained through new steamships, whether constructed in 
Italy or elsewhere, acquired within the next two years.24 However, navigation com-
panies’ profits were rapidly shrinking owing to losses and low profitability, and little 
money remained to buy new assets.25

In December 1916, larger companies such as Ansaldo drafted plans to purchase a 
number of ships in the United States.26 However, their attempts were stopped by the 
growing difficulty of insuring them. In March 1917, Ansaldo bought two merchant-
men (Eagerness, of 5,050 tons, and Lovli, 11,000 tons), but the Istituto Nazionale 
Assicurazioni (National Institute for Insurances), charged by the government with 
repaying wartime losses, offered to guarantee only half their value.27 Only in August 
1918 did a law force the institute to insure ships for their full worth—with the side 
effect of limiting the maximum coverage allowed.28 As a result, between 1915 and 
1917, Italy built only 115,058 tons of new merchantmen and bought 66,929 tons 
abroad. Much more significant was the acquisition, in 1915, of 251,188 tons of for-
mer enemy vessels blocked within Italian ports.29

Enlisting crews for merchantmen was another huge problem. Until 1917, navi-
gation was exempted from military law and crews were answerable only to their 
companies. Nevertheless, during the fall of 1916 and early 1917 shipowners “had 
difficulties in recruiting the personnel necessary to substitute [for] those who do 
not want to remain on board.” Even on requisitioned vessels, under the direct con-
trol of the government, crews often “tended to disembark evading the [relative] 
prohibition, committing a serious act of indiscipline.”30 Only in March 1917, in the 
middle of the severest U-boat offensive, did a decree put the merchant navy crews 
under military law.31

The functioning of the Italian merchant navy was awkward in other ways as well. 
During the prewar period, shipowners who believed that proposed compensations 
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were too small hampered legislative projects for wartime mobilization. On 21 Janu-
ary 1915 a decree authorized the requisitioning of merchant vessels for war pur-
poses and charged a “Commission for Requisitions” in the Navy Ministry with this 
duty. By June the commission had agreed to pay two-thirds of market price for 
requisitions, on the basis of the rates fixed by the British Admiralty Transportation 
Arbitration Board.32 The navigation companies put up stiff resistance. As a result, by 
October 1915 only 109 steamships out of the 949 registered had been requisitioned 
(sixty-five by the navy alone, to haul coal). The rest of the merchant fleet continued 
to operate under a free market, creating a mixed system of requisitioned and free 
navigation based on time-chartered freights.33

The lack of a single government agency for shipping produced serious inef-
ficiency. Ships often changed the type of cargo transported (coal instead of wheat, 
etc.), and often sailed with their holds not fully loaded. Loading and unloading in 
ports was disorganized and not entirely under the control of state authorities, with 
consequent delays.34 Italian freight rates were higher than those of other countries, 
reaching by 1916 “phantasmagorical heights.” In January, to keep prices down, a 
new fees system was introduced based on the ratio between the tonnage of goods 
transported and miles traveled. Although more efficient and cheaper, the system 
was not extended to all merchant vessels but instead was employed only for critical 
services.35

The government tried to improve mobilization by establishing the Commissione 
centrale per il traffico marittimo (Central Commission for Maritime Traffic), on 
7 February 1916, initially under the Navy Ministry but from July 1916 under the 
new Ministry for Maritime and Railroad Transportation. Officially the commission 
had jurisdiction over the entire Italian merchant fleet. In reality, the administrative 
process remained divided between the former Commission for Requisitions and 
the new board, which fixed contracts and tariffs for requisitions, while the Office of 
the Chief of Naval Staff retained the authority to call for the requisition of vessels.36

Difficulties grew after the spring of 1916. Parliament put the Boselli government 
under heavy pressure, because it had been unable to control the prices of shipping 
(or their effects on the living costs of the population) and because navigation com-
panies argued that the free market was more efficient in keeping freight costs down. 
Such was the influence of the shipping companies that in late November 1916 they 
were still lobbying the government not to arm merchant ships against submarine 
attacks.37 As a result, in January 1917 the “goods transported / mile traveled” sys-
tem was abolished, going back to a partially free market while the number of ships 
requisitioned jumped to 340 in November 1916 and 345 in June 1917, contributing 
to a further rise in costs.38 It is then not surprising that soon after the war one of 
Italy’s leading economists, Epicarmo Corbino, found that these policies, the direct 
consequences of prewar protectionism and thus of the high political power of the 
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navigation lobby, had been ineffective for acquiring new ships or lowering freight 
costs.39

The lack of a sufficiently large merchant marine forced Italy to rely on inter-
national shipping, mainly British. This dependence had significant consequences. 
First, the country was subject to rises in international freight rates. This point is 
especially relevant for coal, the raw material for which Italy was most dependent on 
imports. To limit transportation costs for its allies, Britain introduced a Coal Freight 
Limitation Scheme in May 1916. Initially intended for France, it was extended to 
Italy in October.40 Still, during the fall of 1917 only part of the coal sold to Italy was 
carried on discounted rates (50½ shillings per ton), mainly the stocks allocated for 
the Italian state and armed forces. The rest (and the largest part) of the Italian im-
ports was paid for at market prices, at that time around 185 shillings.41 Indeed, not 
even Britain could stop the rise in international prices of shipping caused by the war, 
and during the critical year of 1917 coal and phosphates freight to Italy experienced 
a twentyfold increase compared to 1914, as shown in table 3.

Further, Britain could use ship-
ping as an instrument of political 
pressure on Italy. In fact the Italian 
declaration of war on Germany in 
August 1916 happened in exchange 
for a promised rise (which never 
materialized) in coal shipments 
from 600,000 to 850,000 tons per 
month.42 Meanwhile, Italy was sub-
ordinated to British interests and 
decisions. During 1915 London put 

six hundred ships at the disposal of France and Italy, but in May 1916, pressed by 
national exigencies, the British Shipping Control Committee reduced the quota. 
Nor did the institution of an Inter-Allied Shipping Committee (January 1917), with 
Italian representatives, improve the situation.43 It is not surprising that during May 
1917 the Italian minister of agriculture, Giovanni Ranieri, complained to Sidney 
Sonnino, the minister of foreign affairs, that “practically, it is the English govern-
ment that decides and organizes: it tends to prioritize its own needs; next, it is 
influenced mainly by France, which hosts the British Army; we are the last, we 
always have to insist strongly to get our needs satisfied, and we are limited to being 
provisioned on a day-to-day basis.”44

The latter was an exaggeration but reflected the Entente’s increasing problems 
in finding the necessary ships to supply Italy. On numerous occasions during 1917 
the British government expressed awareness of the critical situation of Italian sup-
plies. The difficulty was that of assembling a sufficient number of merchantmen, 

Coal from Cardiff to Italy in  
Shillings per Ton 1914 1915 1916 1917

Genoa 8/8½ 33/½ 79/5 170

Naples  8/11¾ 32/2 75/3 79/2

Palermo 8/9¾ 30/5½ 77/3 n.a.

Phosphates from Tunisia to  
Genoa in Italian Lire 

    6 9.5 26.6   100

Source: Fortini, “La marina italiana nel 1922,” p. 42.

Table 3
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allied and neutral, to ship coal and grain to the peninsula when British and French 
transportation was also affected by the deficit (American ships started to make a 
difference for Italy only in 1918).45 However, this shortage was now made acute 
more by the Italian losses than by allied unwillingness. During 1915–16 the Italian 
merchant fleet lost 303,322 tons of ships, and its losses continued to grow in the 
next year. During early 1917, allies and neutrals (mainly Greece) were able to in-
crease the capacity at the disposal of Italy but not sufficiently to compensate for the 
continuing Italian losses. The deficit accumulated in 1915–16 was never replaced. 
(See, in general, table 4.)

All this explains why during the period 1916–17 goods delivered to Italy by Brit-
ish merchantmen declined much less than did those transported by Italian vessels, 
which in fact experienced a sharp fall in 1917, as shown in figure 1. The result was 
that by the end of 1916, because allies and neutrals could not compensate the Italian 

Month December January February March April May June July August

Italian 
merchant 
fleet

1,552,416 1,531,534 1,511,144 1,439,275 1,435,249 1,396,509 1,384,983 1,339,863 1,295,863

Allied 342,133 356,853 367,473 366,573 370,553 361,229 367,829 342,909 343,009

Neutrals 301,715 318,005 342,490 447,387 466,711 440,471 404,838 363,071 347,161

Total 2,196,264 2,206,392 2,221,107 2,253,235 2,272,313 2,198,209 2,453,031 2,157,650 1,986,033

Source: Ministero dei trasporti marittimi e ferroviari, Direzione generale del traffico marittimo, Appendice “alla situazione n. 34 del naviglio 
mercantile sotto controllo italiano al 1 Settembre 1918.” Riservatissimo. Tav. II, Tav. III, Tav. IV, Rdb, b. 499, f. 1, AUSMM.

Table 4   
Ships at the Disposal of Italy, National and Foreign (December 1916–August 1917)

1914 1915 1916 1917
Italian 15,890,522 15,571,165 15,003,357 9,851,243

British 5,760,721 6,844,827 6,038,751 5,600,096

Others 7,507,133 5,195,021 4,113,201 2,400,083

0
2,000,000
4,000,000
6,000,000
8,000,000

10,000,000
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Fig. 1  
Total Movements of Goods 
in Italian Ports (1914–
1917, in tons), Italian, 
British, and Others

Source: ASI, II, IV (1915), p. 231; V (1916), p. 203; VI (1917–18), p. 257.
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deficit by increasing their contributions, there was a constant shortage of tonnage 
for Italian transport needs.

By early 1916, Italy’s maritime vulnerability had placed it in a grim situation: 
imports had to come from farther away and at far higher cost than in the past, and 
there was a growing shortage of ships to carry them. In March the minister of the
navy, Camillo Corsi, explained the effects of this situation to the parliament:

The war imposed changes in the routes of maritime commerce. We are today obliged to 
search [for] products, earlier available in European states, beyond the oceans: the grain, 
which arrived in a significant part from the Black Sea . . . today we have to buy in America  
at a more than quadruple distance. . . . Foreign technical reviews recently announced that  
the Gulf was [i.e., the ports in the Gulf of Mexico were] available to freight at [a price of] 320 
shillings for Genoa if there will be a relevant tonnage. However, because there is no available 
capacity to satisfy the request, it was announced [that there would be] a likely rise of [prices 
for] this freight due to the [foreign] competition.46

Increasing prices and scarcities of consumer goods resulted by 1916. Between 1916 
and the first half of 1917, however, direct losses of merchant ships to German (and 
Austrian) U-boats made these difficulties a national emergency. 

The general conduct of naval operations in the Mediterranean is well known, 
mainly thanks to the transnational work of Paul Halpern.47 However, there are 
still questions to be analyzed. First, the Italian naval war effort was split between 
the Adriatic and the Mediterranean. The Italian Navy, in accordance with the war 
aim of gaining supremacy in the Adriatic, always asserted the primacy of opera-
tions there.48 For example, in October 1917, when the crisis of Italian supplies had 
reached its peak, Revel rejected a British request to provide more escorts to divert 
some shipping from the Atlantic to the Mediterranean so as to improve Italian de-
liveries.49 Between January and April 1918 Revel repeatedly opposed requests by his 
prime minister, Vittorio Emanuele Orlando, to divert light naval forces from the 
Adriatic to the Mediterranean for escort duty. According to Revel, the Italian Navy 
had a “debt of honor” with the country regarding the Adriatic (to avenge Lissa), 
and destroyers and torpedo boats were needed to escort capital ships in case the 
Austro-Hungarian fleet sought a decisive engagement.50 In the end, Revel’s behav-
ior reflects the substantial autonomy of the army and navy in the conduct of the 
war, sometimes bypassing even the authority of the government. It also explains the 
constant conflicts between Italy and its allies regarding the deployment of forces in 
the Mediterranean.51 The navy’s predominance in defining the political objectives 
of the naval war created a split between its vision of the conflict and the country’s 
necessities. Lower priority for the Mediterranean also meant that Italy counted 
more on Anglo-French resources for antisubmarine warfare. 

A first major consequence of the war in the Adriatic was that the entire Ital-
ian eastern coast was almost closed to civilian shipping. In 1915 and early 1916 
traffic shifted entirely to the ports of the Tyrrhenian and Ligurian Seas, mainly 
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Genoa, Savona, Leghorn, and Naples.52 Until the reduction of traffic in these ports 
as well caused by U-boat attacks, they experienced jams and problems in distribut-
ing goods, problems exacerbated by a shortage of railway cars caused by the army’s 
needs.53

In 1916, according to a study by the Naval Staff, 93 percent of the ships directed 
to Italian ports moved along the routes from Gibraltar to the Tyrrhenian and Li-
gurian Seas (72 percent to the north and 20 percent in the south), only 7 percent 
from Suez to Italy.54 By early that year the German U-boats, initially operating under 
the Austrian flag, were concentrating their efforts in the Mediterranean to avoid 
provocations against the United States. They were harassing British transports on 
the Gibraltar–Suez route and increasing their attacks on the shipping lanes that 
supplied the peninsula. Owing to the concentration of Italian trade, the Gibraltar–
Genoa route become a “shooting gallery.” Here during 1916 submarines sank ap-
proximately 239,308 tons of ships, 109,077 tons of which were Italian. August 1916 
saw the Italian merchantmen suffer the most during the war, losing 57,819 tons of 
ships, 40,291 tons on the Gibraltar–Genoa route alone.55 It was only a fraction (25.6 
percent) of the global losses suffered at the hands of German U-boats, but it was a 
highly significant part of the tonnage directed to Italian ports. Widespread panic 
was reported in Italian western coastal cities (Genoa, Leghorn, and Civitavecchia), 
and in October Ansaldo, not only a shipbuilder but Italy’s leading weapons manu-
facturer, based in Genoa, warned that losses on this route risked causing delays in 
production.56 Finally, in 1916 U-boats hit the even more vulnerable Italian sailing 
ships hard, destroying over 57,000 tons of these ships. As a result, in October Corsi 
restricted sail navigation from longer routes, further diminishing tonnage available 
for extra-Mediterranean transport.57

To improve coordination of antisubmarine warfare in the Mediterranean, the 
Entente held a conference in Malta (March 1916), dividing the Mediterranean into 
eleven patrolling areas distributed among the powers. The conference also estab-
lished “suggested routes,” proposed passive defensive measures, and assigned the 
overall coordination of antisubmarine warfare to the French admiral Louis Dar-
tige.58 In reality, however, by summer 1916 neither the French nor the Italians had 
enough destroyers and torpedo boats to patrol their areas. Losses and the need to 
escort both the battleship forces that were blocking the Austrians in the Adriatic and 
troop transports to the Middle East also reduced their availability. By the summer of 
1916, a substantial number of patrol ships were in procurement, even in Japan. The 
Italian Navy alone ordered a hundred vessels, but by the end of 1917 only sixty-five 
had been acquired.59

The antisubmarine effort also suffered from the primitive antisubmarine tech-
nology of the time, still based on decoy ships (Q-ships) and ineffective barrages of 
antisubmarine nets, such as in the Otranto Strait. Effective antisubmarine weapons, 
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such as depth charges, were still developing. Not until 1917 did hydrophones and 
improved aircraft bring greater efficiency to finding enemy submarines.60 Italians 
lagged behind their allies in technological development: only in the second half 
of 1917 did the physicist Antonino Lo Surdo develop the first experimental hy-
drophones, and procurement proved difficult.61 The MAS boats (motoscafo anti- 
sommergibile, antisubmarine motorboat) were another attempt; 299 were built, 
but their range was limited and navigation capabilities insufficient for open-water 
operations in the Tyrrhenian, Ligurian, and Mediterranean. Aircraft employment 
was more efficient, in particular after the institution of an inspectorate for air and 
submarine weapons (9 April 1916), and the naval air force underwent a major ex-
pansion. In 1918 there were 526 seaplanes and 92 other aircraft, but they were con-
centrated in the Adriatic. In 1917, the construction of seven new air stations for 
airships, necessary for antisubmarine patrolling, started along the Tyhrrenian and 
Ligurian coasts, but only four (at Palermo, Bagnoli, Corneto Tarquinia, and Piom-
bino) were completed before the end of the war.62

Limited resources explain a December 1916 report by the Italian Naval Staff that 
Italian and allied antisubmarine defense was highly ineffective. The report argued 
that enemy errors of navigation and their own mines caused a third of U-boat losses; 
only 6 percent were lost to antisubmarine barrages, 14 percent to decoy ships and 
the same to naval gunfire, 12 percent to allied submarines, 8 percent to mines, and 
6 percent to ramming. Even more important, decoy ships and antisubmarine bar-
rages, particularly in the Otranto Strait, were declining in efficiency, so much so that 
their effectiveness could already “be considered null.”63

Introduction of convoys was a possible way to improve defensive measures. At 
the end of 1916 the Italian Naval Staff analyzed the option but rejected it, because 
there were not enough escort ships.64 In February 1917, Revel argued that convoys 
would represent an “experimental and hazardous” solution. He believed it was pref-
erable to arm all merchantmen and equip them with radios.65 Nevertheless, a major 
improvement came with the appointment on 27 February 1917 of an ispettore per 
la difesa del traffico marittimo nazionale, inspector for the defense of national mari-
time traffic. The inspector, Vice Adm. Giuseppe Mortola, had jurisdiction over all 
matters regarding submarine defense, both at sea and on land, and was charged with 
discussions with allies and neutral powers.66 These developments in antisubmarine 
warfare reflected a common trend within the Entente: in December 1916 the Royal 
Navy set up the Anti-submarine Division, and exactly one year later the French 
established the Direction générale de la guerre sous-marine.67

Mortola was convinced that it was better to concentrate the few antisubmarine 
units available on protecting convoys, especially on the vital Gibraltar–Genoa route, 
than to disperse them in patrolling sea-lanes. On 11 March 1917, after some experi-
mentation in the preceding month, the convoy system was made mandatory on the 
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Gibraltar–Genoa route, prioritizing Italian, allied, and neutral ships that were car-
rying goods for Italian ports.68 By 19 May 1917, forty-five convoys with 150 ships 
had passed between Gibraltar and Genoa without loss.69 Nevertheless, this success 
had a price in terms of commitments, which, in combination with the Adriatic re-
quirements, explained the unwillingness of the Regia Marina to share escort ships 
with its allies.70 It also massively reduced the availability of units for the defense of 
Italian coastal waters assigned by the Malta conference.

For example, during the summer of 1917 U-boats concentrated their attacks in 
the Strait of Messina, harassing coastal traffic between the mainland and Sicily, im-
peding supply to the island and causing protests to Rome from local authorities. To 
defend the strait Revel was able to dispatch only four destroyers, one torpedo boat, 
eight cutters, and five MASs, while for the rest of Sicily, with its 1,632 kilometers 
of coastline, no more than two torpedo boats, six cutters, six MASs, and seven sea-
planes were available. Vice Admiral Mortola insisted that these were all the forces 
available, because of the Adriatic and other antisubmarine commitments.71 Italian 
difficulties were owing partly to the high level of attrition suffered by the fleet; many 
units had been lost or put out of service. Also, maintenance and new construction 
were made difficult by the scarcity of raw materials, further contributing to the re-
duction of antisubmarine effectiveness. By December 1917, the Italians’ best hope 
to improve their submarine defenses rested on the involvement of Americans, for 
which Revel heavily pressed Adm. William S. Sims, commander of the U.S. Naval 
Forces Operating in European Waters.72

A major problem was the defense of coastal trade, on which Italy now relied 
especially heavily with its railway system at its limits owing to the shortages of coal. 
The Regia Marina tried to react by improving coastal defenses, and by the end of 
1917 employed over seven thousand men against possible landings of spies and of 
smugglers that were resupplying U-boats. At the beginning of 1918 there were sixty-
seven “refuge points” for merchant ships, armed with 291 guns, all along the Italian 
coastlines.73 The measures were merely palliative, however, and losses in coastal 
waters grew continuously (see table 5).

The average tonnage—that is, the size of indi-
vidual ships—sunk in coastal waters was small and 
diminished during the war. Here U-boats sank 
mainly small sailing vessels often used for internal 
communications, the losses of which by the end of 
1915 were already causing significant damage to na-
tional commerce.74 In early 1917, this traffic plum-
meted. Countermeasures adopted by the navy were 
ineffective, because submarines attacked merchant-
men faster than the defenses could react or the ships 

Year Number Tonnage Average Tonnage 
(per ship sunk)

1915 10 19,917 1,991.7

1916 65 65,290 1,004.4

1917 181 107,011 591.22

Source: Calculation based on “Lista delle navi mercantile italiane perdute 
per cause di guerra.” Ufficio del capo di stato maggiore, Ispettorato per la 
difesa del traffico marittimo nazionale, Rdb, b. 499, AUSMM.

Table 5  
Italian Losses in Coastal Waters 
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seek refuge. The minister of the interior, Vittorio Emanuele Orlando, ironically 
argued that the navy nevertheless certainly “did not lack the most serene optimism” 
regarding the effectiveness of coastal defenses.75 Such was the damage inflicted on 
this traffic that in July 1917 Mortola and the Ministry of Transports agreed to fur-
ther restrictions on sail navigation, now allowed only in case of “unavoidable supply 
necessities.”76 The main consequence of the reduction of coastal trade was that by 
the summer some major coastal population centers in the south—including Naples, 
at that time Italy’s largest city—experienced even further difficulties in obtaining 
already scarce wheat. Nor could the local authorities improve transportation by rail, 
because coal was insufficient to increase train movements.77

Italian improvements were limited in their effects also because the war against 
submarines depended on a joint effort by the Entente. A major setback was the op-
position by the British Admiralty to introducing convoys, deeming them ineffective 
until the spring of 1917.78 The second round of German unrestricted submarine 
warfare, which began on 1 February 1917, wrought havoc, despite the entry of the 
United States into the war on 6 April 1917. April was the enemy’s most successful 
month: 860,000 tons of shipping was sunk, 277,984 tons of it in the Mediterra-
nean.79 Losses in the Atlantic too affected transportation to Italy; for example, of the 
374,494 tons lost by the Italian merchant navy in 1917, 152,061 (40.5 percent) were 
in the Atlantic.80 In the Mediterranean, the allies reacted with the Corfù conference 
of 28 April–1 May 1917, which devised a unified command and introduced the 
convoy system on selected routes. However, it was not until the London conference 
(4–5 September 1917), and thanks to American pressure, that convoys were intro-
duced extensively in the Mediterranean.81 Indeed, enemy submarine presence in 
the Mediterranean peaked in October 1917, when thirty-two German and fourteen 
Austro-Hungarian submarines were operating there, as well as four German boats 
at Constantinople.82 That moment corresponded with a worsening of the Italian 
crisis. The German and Austrian navies were aware how deeply their effort against 
Britain was affecting Italy as well.83

The trend analyzed above underlines the fact that although the Gibraltar– 
Genoa route, the most dangerous in 1916, was largely secured during the following 
year, losses grew in other areas, mainly the Atlantic and the Italian coastlines, as 
figure 2 shows.

The point about the Atlantic is significant as showing how interconnected were 
the various naval fronts (and with them, land fronts): the German submarine at-
tacks in the Atlantic directly and heavily influenced Italian shipping. In the first half 
of 1917 the shipping crisis, now inflated by the losses in the Atlantic, grew month 
after month, reducing deliveries of the raw materials and food necessary to fuel the 
national war effort. As Revel pointed out to Boselli in May 1917, “The campaign 
conducted by submarines against the maritime traffic, if [it] has not given to the 
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enemies the results they expected, [has,] however, produced a sharp reduction in 
the already scarce tonnage available for the kingdom[’s] importations of coal, wheat 
and raw materials needed for national life and wartime necessities.”84

In June 1917, Boselli was forced to replace the war and navy ministers. Rear 
Adm. Arturo Triangi took the latter ministry. During a closed-door meeting of the 
Chamber of Deputies the new minister admitted he did not foresee a solution for 
the transport crisis. He also envisaged that the entry of the United States into the 
war would absorb ships, reducing further their availability for Italy. The news of his 
statement in the press had a bad effect on public opinion at a moment when the 
situation was worsening day by day. Triangi was forced to resign on 15 July, just one 
month after his appointment, and was replaced by Vice Adm. Alberto Del Bono.85

The incident was an important indication that Italian imports were now reach-
ing the breaking point. The Mediterranean shipping lanes had been under heavy 
attack by U-boats since 1916, exposing Italian vulnerabilities in geographical, struc-
tural, and naval terms and resulting in prolonged losses of transports and of im-
ports. The crisis, already present at the end of 1916, was intensified by the further 
punishment inflicted by submarines during 1917, with their severe effects on the 
country’s economy. A full survey is not possible here, but we can focus on two key 
resources, coal and food, and some consequences of their scarcity. According to 
various sources, 800,000 tons of coal per month had to be imported: 740,000 were 
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necessary for the Italian economy to function, 60,000 to sustain the Italian fleet’s 
activity.86 However, imports never reached that volume during the final quarter of 
1916 and the first half of 1917 (see table 6).

Nor was it possible to substitute for seaborne imports. Attempts to introduce 
French coal proved of little effect: only 197,056 tons arrived between March and 
August 1917, because of the poor state of land communications along the Alpine 
frontier.87 Coal reserves, nearly two million tons in November 1916, dropped to 
900,000 tons in March 1917, and shortages did not allow restoring the reserves 
during the following months.88

Coal-supply problems affected even the Regia Marina, which had to share its 
stockpile with the civilian administration and the army. In May 1917, Revel pro-
tested to Boselli about the constant requests for coal by the government. In August, 
the navy’s stockpile fell to 450,000 tons. That month another 75,000 were allocated 
to other administrations from the navy reserves, while the fleet consumed 56,400 
tons and acquired just 16,768 tons.89 Dwindling reserves and subsequent preoc-
cupation with a reduction of the fleet activity remained constant well into the first 
part of 1918.90

The scarcity of coal had a significant impact on the railway system, despite 
increased consumption of domestic lignite (low-grade, soft coal). Train activity 
diminished and travel time increased, with resulting delays in the distribution of 
goods and food.91 Shortages of coal also affected urban transportation and public 
illumination; by the end of 1917, according to Orlando, public services were oper-
ating at full efficiency in only eight cities, while over 130 were experiencing severe 
restrictions.92 Thanks to submarines, 1917 looked cold and dark for Italian cities.

Coal shortages delayed production of armaments and the extraction of strategic 
raw materials, including sulfur, vital for the manufacture of explosives. Alfredo Dal-
lolio, Italy’s minister for armaments production, faced in a large part of 1917 con-
stant materials-supply problems: for example, in March 1917 the steel stockpile was 

1916 1917

Month July August September October November December January

Imports 999,673 769,403 810,316 798,864 630,960 519,960 480,055

1917

Month February March April May June July August

Imports 449,911 353,116 435,953 419,130 441,381 373,173 374,962

Source: Situazione di tutte le merci importate via mare.

Table 6 
Monthly Italian Importations of Coal (July 1916–August 1917, in tons)
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down to 60,000 tons, less than two weeks of consumption.93 Less production meant 
fewer working days and lower salaries for workers, making them less able to afford 
the rising cost of food and worsening general living conditions.94 Indeed, food re-
strictions were common to all European countries during the war, because agrarian 
societies cannot mobilize a huge number of men for their armed forces without 
diminishing agricultural output.95 In Italy, army mobilization (4.2 million men, 2.5 
million of them farmers) increased food consumption, because rations were larger 
than was usual in civilian life. The requisition of animals and diminished imports of 
fertilizers played their 
parts.96 A poor har-
vest in the summer of 
1915 led to rising food 
prices (up 53 percent 
between July 1914 and 
April 1916) and the 
necessity to increase 
imports. For example, 
in March 1916 im-
ports of 325,000 tons 
per month were re-
quired to sustain the 
internal consumption 
of wheat.97 After July, 
that requirement was never met, as shown in table 7.

In November 1917, Silvio Crespi, general commissioner for national provision-
ing, estimated in his diary that Italy now needed 400,000 tons of imported grain 
per month, while median arrivals in the previous months were down to 70,000 
tons. “The Provinces live on a day to day basis [provided] by the incoming ship,” 
Crespi noted. “When a ship is torpedoed, many others had to change their route. . . .  
[A]lmost every day there is a torpedoing.”98

The decline of imports led to increasing restrictions on food access for the popu-
lation. On 2 August 1916 rationing was introduced for civilians, and in November 
the Entente powers agreed to centralize the acquisition of grain in a new “Wheat 
Executive” to respond to the growing difficulties.99 Meanwhile, importations of 
foodstuffs continued to remain below what was necessary during the fall of 1916 
and first months of 1917. Meat, already scarce on the tables of Italians, almost disap-
peared, and average prices for meat and cereals were driven up by freight costs and 
losses: in 1917 they were 266 percent higher than those of 1913.100

The unrestricted submarine warfare and the poor harvest of 1917 pushed the 
situation to the brink. The winter was unusually cold and harsh, with so little coal for 

N. America S. America India Australia Total

July 1916 261,920 88,490 350,410

August 1916 177,678 59,541 237,219

September 1916 145,650 42,411 188,061

October 1916 122,753 29,215 151,968

November 1916 82,682 53,156 135,838

December 1916 126,591 40,490 4,156 16,750 187,987

January 1917 90,826 41,366 25,934 23,334 181,460

February 1917 98,888 29,416 22,317 9,938 160,559

Source: Situazione di tutte le merci importate via mare, pp. 3–4.

Table 7 
Importations by Sea of Grain (July 1916–February 1917, in tons)
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domestic heating, and during the first months of 1917 protests against the war and 
the famine erupted almost everywhere.101 Shortages and inflation worsened living 
conditions, causing rising social tension and strikes, in particular in the “industrial 
triangle” of Lombardy, Piedmont, and Liguria.102 Protests against the war intensi-
fied earlier in areas more vulnerable to maritime pressure, like Sicily. Between April 
and June losses of merchant ships led to an almost-total collapse of Italian imports: 
southern Italy simply ceased to receive wheat and could not replace imports with 
local production.103 In August, Turin, Italy’s second-largest industrial city, exhausted 
its supply of grain, and the prefect asked for urgent shipments from the procurement 
branch for supplies. The answer was that it was impossible; the ports simply were 
not receiving any more food:

It is argued that the commissariat was supposed to carry [a] regular supply of grain from 
the disembarkation centres and to establish a depot in Turin. If only we can! No we can’t, 
because the disembarkation centres, in other words, the harbour’s warehouses, were and 
are empty—due to the missed or delayed arrivals . . . , importations are rapidly dwindling—
stop[ping]—actually I’ve to inform S.V. [Signoria Vostra, Your Excellency] that from now 
and until September we can forecast only a few arrivals from abroad, hoping for an intensifi-
cation only by October.104

Here we can see the deep interconnection between submarine warfare, food 
shortages, and social tensions. Indeed, on 21 August, less than two weeks later, a 
revolt erupted in the city lasting until 28 August, when the army restored order at the 
cost of over fifty lives. The revolt marked the start of a rapid rise in strikes and pro-
tests all over the country, interrupting military production. These events reflected 
the growing war-weariness and pacifism in the population and caused fear in the 
ruling classes that a revolution could break out as in Russia.105

The food crisis between 1916 and 1917 was so harsh that restrictions also hit the 
army. Daily rations for frontline units, already inferior to those of European coun-
terparts, dropped from 863 grams in December 1916 to 703 by November 1917.106 
In part, the reduction was caused by the need to increase availability for the civilian 
population. It was at the beginning of 1917 that frontline units experienced short-
ages. According to the army’s Bureau for Provisioning, the transport crisis hit the 
Regio Esercito’s acquisition of wheat. By summer there was flour enough for only 
ten days, and the bureau distributed it to armies on a day-to-day basis until Octo-
ber, again too late to avoid the crisis.107 Soldiers on leave participated in the civilian 
protests regarding the scarcity of food, potentially spreading the poor morale of the 
population into the army.108 Food shortages played a significant role, in combination 
with war-weariness and harsh discipline, in depressing army morale before the di-
sastrous battle of Caporetto. Ultimately that defeat had military causes, but the poor 
state of army morale, indirectly caused by the U-boat sinkings, transformed it into 
a rout, which allowed the Central Powers to get as far as the Piave River and capture 
280,000 prisoners and 3,150 artillery pieces. The defeat destroyed the government: 
on 30 October, Boselli was replaced by Orlando.109
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The Italian conduct of the war caused many of these problems, but famine and 
shortages were pivotal in leading to crisis: U-boats pushed the Italian internal front 
to within one step of collapse. It was no coincidence that just as Caporetto was be-
ginning the Italian government pressed its allies to increase food transports by sea 
to keep widespread unrest from worsening into revolution: “In view of the shortage 
of this year’s grain crops in Italy, the Italian Government decided in order to avoid 
risking a revolution owing to lack of food, to divert some 75 steamers of a total ton-
nage of 374,000 tons to the grain trade. They calculate that these vessels will convey 
an additional quantity of grain to Italy amounting to 120,000 tons per month.”110

Indeed, the crisis of food and coal supplies caused by submarine warfare nearly 
strangled Italy. Soon after Caporetto the allied powers, fearing that Italy might exit 
the war and thereby significantly threaten their own military situations, agreed to 
reinforce transports to Italy and create the Allied Maritime Transport Council to co-
ordinate shipping.111 Ultimately allied efforts, in combination with the declining ef-
ficiency of enemy submarines late in the war (itself owing to convoys and improved 
antisubmarine warfare), allowed the restoration of Italian supplies, preparing the 
victory of 1918—but that is another piece of history.112

The Italian transport crisis of 1917 shows how nearly decisive the influence of 
the maritime front was for the Italian war, illustrating to how great a degree the First 
World War was a maritime war and how maritime realities shaped it, as Norman 
Friedman recently noted.113 If we look at the major maritime power of the time, 
Great Britain, despite heavy losses suffered by its shipping it could double its grain 
reserves even at the peak of submarine warfare in 1917 thanks to efficient manage-
ment of transport and supplies.114 The internal situation of Italy in the same year 
seems to have been more similar to those of Germany and Austria-Hungary than to 
that of Britain. Both Central Powers had been suffering from the British blockade 
since 1914, and lack of food and raw materials was “shattering” their societies, in-
creasing nutrition and health problems that fueled the internal moral collapse, and 
playing a significant role in preparing their defeat in 1918.115 In Italy, similar effects 
were caused by unrestricted submarine warfare, which interreacted with structural 
weaknesses. Lack of raw materials and geography were inherent problems, but poor 
mobilization of the merchant fleet and the primacy of the Adriatic in Italian naval 
strategy sharply worsened the situation. The crisis of supply in Italy late in the war 
was well on the way to causing the same effects that it had in Germany. In the short 
term, the army saved the situation by holding at the Piave River, to which it had 
fallen back after Caporetto. Nevertheless, in the previous two years and in the one 
to follow the country’s capacity to participate in the conflict depended on the sea 
and on naval warfare, notwithstanding that it was a continental country fighting a 
war in the Alps.

Analysis of the maritime origins of the Italian crisis of 1917 helps shape the per-
spective of the national narrative of the Great War. In small part it redefines the 
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overall view of the conflict. It is worth noting that similar internal crises affected 
other Mediterranean countries as well, such as Greece and Spain, in the same pe-
riod. In Italy’s case, the Entente blockade and German submarine warfare had major 
economic and political effects.116

Lawrence Sondhaus has pointed out that victory and defeat in the Great War 
came first from the sea and then from the land.117 This was also true for Italy. Un-
derstanding the impact of submarine warfare as an economic form of war is a key 
to understanding the Italian history of the Great War. It profoundly influenced the 
internal front and as a consequence the conduct of the war on land. It also had a 
significant impact on the political life of the country, both during the conflict and 
later. Italy’s naval and maritime problems also affected the general war effort of its 
allies.118 Finally, there is one last relevant point to make—that the crisis had a signifi-
cant impact on Italy’s vision of sea power and its strategic culture. Indeed, after the 
war the economic shock caused by German submarines in 1916–17 was an impor-
tant factor in Fascist ambitions for a navy capable of dominating the Mediterranean 
sea-lanes and a merchant fleet capable of transporting Italian trade autonomously.119 
Analysis of the naval and maritime origins and effects of the Italian crisis of 1917 can 
contribute to reassessment of the current view of the 1914–18 naval war, underlining 
how strongly naval warfare influenced continental powers other than Germany and 
contributing to new and perhaps more global interpretations of the naval history of 
that conflict.
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IV Anticipating Dunkirk
The Humanitarian Rescue of Americans in Europe,  
1914–1917 
BRANDEN LITTLE

On 6 August 1914, soon after World War I began, USS Tennessee (ACR 10) 
set out across the Atlantic to rescue 125,000 Americans stranded in Eu-
rope. Tennessee was the flagship of a small flotilla of warships that carried 

the U.S. Relief Commission (USRC)—American officials with millions of dollars in 
gold coins with which to aid Americans overseas. President Woodrow Wilson and 
Congress had authorized the USRC’s formation immediately on war’s outbreak, 
fearing that the exposure of Americans to violence in Europe would jeopardize 
American neutrality and endanger citizens’ lives. Expediting an American evacua-
tion instantly became a paramount national security priority.

Surprisingly absent from the political-humanitarian expedition was Assistant 
Secretary of the Navy Franklin Delano Roosevelt. He was an ardent naval enthu-
siast with considerable knowledge of maritime affairs and ship-related technical 
details. He sat, moreover, as the Navy Department’s representative, on a critically 
important committee with responsibility for forming the USRC. Roosevelt would 
seem to have been an ideal candidate to command the USRC and (by his account) 
was offered the chance, but instead he dumped it in the lap of his unwitting coun-
terpart, Assistant Secretary of War Henry S. Breckinridge. Despite Breckinridge’s 
lack of qualifications to direct a maritime evacuation operation, Wilson did not 
block his selection. In fact, the president even consented to the tasking of the War 
Department with rescuing Americans overseas. Secretary of the Navy Josephus 
Daniels did not resist this apparent diminution of Navy jurisdiction, possibly be-
cause the Breckinridge and Daniels families were longtime friends. Daniels also 
knew that Roosevelt had other reasons to pass up this plum assignment when it 
was offered.

Breckinridge’s unlikely selection to command the USRC was in fact a direct 
result of the desire of the progressive wing of the Democratic Party to support 
Roosevelt in a bid for a U.S. Senate seat for New York that fall. For Roosevelt and 
his patrons, national politics superseded international concerns and the custom-
ary prerogatives of the Navy. Had Roosevelt chosen differently, the Navy’s role in 
the USRC would have likely been more prominently remembered in the annals of 
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American naval and presidential history than it is today. The unheralded mission 
was nevertheless of tremendous importance to the United States at this critical his-
torical juncture, when the cataclysmic war exploded.1

WASHINGTON’S RESPONSE TO THE CRISIS
In late July 1914 the plaintive cries of American diplomats and prominent Ameri-
can citizens in Europe had fully roused a waking nation. In response to these warn-
ings of an urgent humanitarian crisis affecting American travelers across the Euro-
pean continent, the Wilson administration and Congress acted swiftly. American 
officials convened emergency meetings in Washington and New York during the 
war’s long “inaugural” weekend of 1 and 2 August. They understood that upward 
of 200,000 Americans in Europe were suddenly at risk of destitution owing to a 
Europe-wide banking moratorium, suspension of ordinary means of credit, and 
soaring rates for basic goods and services. Hotels were evicting travelers who could 
not pay in gold. Ticket holders for transatlantic crossings were discovering to their 
dismay mass cancelations by passenger liners afraid to sail amid the uncertainties 
of being captured or destroyed by rival fleets.2

Within a few days American policy makers, legislators, members of the armed 
forces, and an assortment of Wall Street financiers and Red Cross officials, drawing 
on the recommendations of American diplomats and bankers in Europe, estab-
lished policies and instruments by which the evacuation of Americans could be ac-
complished. Restoring American access to money and arranging transatlantic pas-
sage from ports stretching from Queenstown, Ireland, to Saint Petersburg, Russia, 
however, proved extraordinarily difficult, given the physical distances and political 
realignments attendant on a widening war. No forecast indicated when transatlan-
tic shipping companies and banks would resume operations. Administration of-
ficials hurriedly investigated the carrying capacity of U.S. and foreign commercial 
liners with the hope of chartering ships to remove Americans but abandoned the 
idea after discovering innumerable logistical and diplomatic obstacles.

Deploying U.S. warships carrying gold coins appeared to be the most viable 
option for aiding stranded Americans. Gold would pay for food, lodging, and ulti-
mately transportation home. Daniels enthusiastically endorsed the idea. But Roo- 
sevelt sharply disagreed. Understanding the limits of his own power, however, 
Roosevelt objected only off the official record. “To my horror,” he wrote his wife,  
Eleanor, on 2 August, “just for example, J. D. [Josephus Daniels] told the newspaper 
men he thought favorably of sending our fleet to Europe to bring back marooned 
Americans!” Roosevelt explained himself in this way:
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Aside from the fact that tourists (female etc.) couldn’t sleep in hammocks and that battle-
ships haven’t got passenger accommodations, he [Daniels] totally fails to grasp the fact that 
this war between the other powers is going inevitably to give rise to a hundred different 
complications in which we shall have a direct interest. Questions of refugees, of neutrality, of 
commerce are even now appearing and we should unquestionably gather our fleet together 
and get it into the highest state of efficiency. 

Roosevelt did not specify ways in which the United States might become militar-
ily entangled in the rapidly deteriorating situation. He nonetheless wished, if a gen-
eral war came involving all the great powers of Europe, that Germany be crushed. 
“I hope England will join in and with France and Russia force peace at Berlin!”3 His 
instinctive fear of a divided fleet drew on his reading of Adm. Alfred Thayer Mahan 
on the strategic uses of sea power. An active correspondence between Mahan and 
Roosevelt during the past year had further converted the assistant secretary into 
a disciple of Mahanian precepts. In August 1914 Roosevelt received several let-
ters from Mahan—including one written on 3 August that pleaded with Roosevelt 
to unify the American fleet in response to this unprecedented crisis. At the time, 
many U.S. ships were stationed in Mexican waters, where they could not readily 
protect the Eastern Seaboard from attack. Mahan’s timely support apparently rein-
forced Roosevelt’s convictions that the USRC was do-goodism at best and at worst 
catastrophically damaging to American interests, by siphoning off warships. 

Incapable of persuading Daniels and others in the Wilson administration to ad-
here to the Mahanian logic of fleet concentration, Roosevelt maneuvered to salvage 
what he could. He rapidly inserted himself into discussions concerning the evacu-
ation of Americans by representing Daniels in virtually all the important meetings. 
Daniels did not mind, because these emergency meetings in early August were pro-
longed, often lasting till three in the morning. Roosevelt, whose family was far away 
in the cooler climate of Maine, was a night owl. He relished being present at the 
creation of America’s responses to the war.4

Roosevelt understood that the U.S. government had traditionally dispatched 
warships to aid endangered Americans. But no administration until Wilson’s 
had ever contemplated the rescue of possibly hundreds of thousands of citizens 
scattered across an entire continent several thousand miles from U.S. shores. Roo-
sevelt’s sense of urgency in recalling American warships to home waters was not 
shared by the American people or their elected officials, who considered his fears 
exaggerated and the ships’ proposed use to aid Americans constructive.5

Immune to Mahanian imperatives, Congress responded favorably to Wilson’s 
urgent plea “to send agents abroad with funds” even as his policy of neutrality was 
being formed. Emergency meetings of cabinet officials with members of Congress 
netted Wilson strong support. On 5 August, House Joint Resolution 314 unani-
mously passed, authorizing the armed services to undertake a relief mission. Spe-
cifically, it provided $2.5 million for the “relief, protection, and transportation of 
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American citizens in Europe” and offered interest-free loans to travelers whose let-
ters of credit had been “exhausted,” to ease their burdens and facilitate their repatri-
ation. Representative John J. Fitzgerald, a New York Democrat who had sponsored 
the legislation, explained its rationale: “With a great conflict about to be waged 
between most of the powers of Europe, the presence of large numbers of Americans 
in the countries engaged in war is a constant menace to the peace and policy of 
this Government.” Foreseeing the possibility of prolonged detention of hundreds of 
thousands of Americans in Europe, American leaders recognized the unparalleled 
diplomatic peril that prospect presented. They were more concerned about foreign 
entanglements than about concentrating the U.S. Navy in home waters.6

On 5 and 6 August Wilson formalized mechanisms to resolve the cri-
sis. His Executive Orders 2012 and 2013 created the U.S. Board of Relief, with  
cabinet-level membership—that of the secretaries of state, treasury, war, and Navy. 
The two orders required the secretaries to coordinate and delineated their respec-
tive tasks. Wilson appointed his son-in-law and secretary of the treasury, William 
G. McAdoo, as chairman of the interagency board. The president assigned the War 
Department the premier role in orchestrating relief activities overseas. The Navy 
Department, even though U.S. warships would carry the USRC to Europe, would 
not command the operation. Wilson appears to have been satisfied to let the War 
Department do so, possessing as he believed more experience in chartering trans-
ports; it had sent troops to suppress an insurgency in the Philippines and more 
recently to occupy Veracruz, Mexico.7 Roosevelt sat in Daniels’s seat at board meet-
ings.8 With one eye on the impending Senate race, the assistant secretary of the 
Navy likely still harbored hopes that Army transports and not naval vessels would 
primarily be used for the American exodus, but his hopes went unrealized. Per-
haps, however, he helped to dissuade the board at least from assigning operational 
control to the Navy, to limit its distractions at such a time.

FORMING THE U.S. RELIEF COMMISSION
In haste, the newly appointed USRC members gathered in New York on 5 and 6 
August with orders to deliver gold to distressed Americans and facilitate their re-
patriation. Few of the designated relief commissioners had more than forty-eight 
hours to prepare for their departure, and some had much less time. In addition to 
various civilian government officials and prominent New York bankers, the USRC 
roster included two dozen Army and one dozen naval officers.9

The U.S. Board of Relief entrusted the USRC mission to the twenty-eight-year-
old assistant secretary of war, Henry S. Breckinridge. As the privileged scion of a 
powerful Democratic dynasty from Kentucky, Breckinridge possessed the requisite 
credentials to have obtained senior political appointments in the Wilson adminis-
tration. His appointment to head the USRC, however, likely came as a bolt out of 
the blue. He was in North Carolina attending to affairs resulting from his brother’s 
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unanticipated death when the telegram from Washington arrived. Breckinridge 
had no reason to suspect from it that Roosevelt had helped to arrange this matter, 
because his orders were signed by Secretary of War Lindley M. Garrison. Nonethe-
less, “I suggested Breckinridge [to the board] after declining myself to take charge,” 
Roosevelt confided to Eleanor.10 Roosevelt did not know that Breckinridge’s wife 
was pregnant and would possibly deliver the child while he was aiding Americans 
abroad, but that would not likely have changed his mind—Eleanor too was preg-
nant. (She would deliver Franklin Jr. on 14 August.) Breckinridge’s diaries reveal 
he was in fact worried about his wife’s pregnancy. Further, he thought his orders a 
fool’s errand. His grief over his brother’s death and fears for his wife compounded 
the belief that “my countrymen [in Europe] made asses [of] themselves” by being 
frightened of war, that they were not in mortal danger.11 Nevertheless, like a good 
soldier, Breckinridge followed Garrison’s orders.

If he was impelled by his sense of duty to accept the personally burdensome as-
signment, the young American aristocrat also saw in it an opportunity to witness 
European warfare firsthand. He embraced the novelty of taking a handpicked team 
of officers to observe the war. He hoped they would collect strategic and technical 
intelligence useful for modernizing the U.S. armed services. He envisioned depu-
tizing for the same purposes the nearly two dozen officers already in Europe, vaca-
tioning or serving as attachés. He needed help to formulate this plan, but he feared 
opposition from Wilson and Secretary of State William J. Bryan, who strenuously 
opposed governmental actions that might endanger neutrality or otherwise harm 
American interests. “I think nothing would have been accomplished,” Breckinridge 
later reflected, had he “gone frankly to the political authorities” and sought explicit 
permission for the USRC to engage in wartime observation and intelligence gathering.12

As it was, aided by enthusiastic senior officers and the energetic Roosevelt, 
Breckinridge hastily gathered many of the “trained, technical, military and naval 
observers” he desired.13 It only makes sense that Roosevelt would help Breckinridge 
succeed, inasmuch as he was responsible for Breckinridge’s assignment. He also 
concurred wholeheartedly with Breckinridge’s desire to utilize the relief mission for 
military purposes.14 Secretary of War Garrison may have known of Breckinridge’s 
scheme and approved of it. Secretary Daniels, however, was a pacifist and loyal to 
Wilson’s neutrality policy. Like Breckinridge, Roosevelt disparaged the pacifism of 
Bryan and Daniels privately as full of “idealistic nonsense.”15 “I am running the real 
work [of the department], although Josephus is here,” Roosevelt boasted to Eleanor.16

Among the officers joining Breckinridge at his behest were former attachés with 
extensive European experience, such as Cdr. Reginald R. Belknap, who had served 
in Berlin, Rome, and Vienna. Breckinridge presumed such officers could best gauge 
the effectiveness of the mobilizing force structures, operations, and technologies 
they witnessed. Breckinridge confided to Belknap that the latter’s appointment was 
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“really a subterfuge to enable the Navy to place these officers as observers with the 
British fleet, if possible.” Belknap joined the USRC without knowing whether his 
orders to aid stranded Americans would be expanded to include accredited ob-
server or attaché service or unofficial observation as an undercover assignment.17

One of the most exuberant members of Breckinridge’s growing staff was Lt. 
John H. Towers, a pioneer in the field of naval aviation. “None of us really believed 
a war was coming,” Towers later recalled, “but a few days after I arrived in Georgia” 
on vacation, “all hell broke loose in Europe.” Towers eagerly volunteered for service 
“as an observer abroad.”18 He telegraphed his desires to the Navy Department on 2 
August and received orders on the 4th for “temperary [sic] duty connection relief 
Americans in Europe.” He was to sail on board USS Tennessee, then anchored at the 
Brooklyn Navy Yard.19 He was surprised that the War Department was in command 
of the operation; Breckinridge was “going over for no reason that I quite under-
stood.”20 As his uniforms were still in Pensacola at the new naval air station, Towers 
wired a tailor in New York hurriedly to make a fresh set. On 6 August, “Dashing 
from the [train] station in a taxi, I picked them [the uniforms] up, caught a boat 
from the New York Yacht Club landing, and got aboard the Tennessee in the Lower 
Harbor less than one hour before she sailed.” He clearly welcomed the prospect of 
witnessing the war and did his utmost not to be left behind.21

Towers was unaware that Capt. Mark L. Bristol, his commanding officer in Pen-
sacola with overall responsibility for naval aviation and an ex officio member of 
the Board of Relief, had already designated him and other Navy pilots for USRC 
service. Bristol hoped several of the Navy’s first class of aviators would be “detailed 
as observers” after the USRC completed its mission.22

If Towers’s response to overseas duty was enthusiastic, Bristol had to placate Lt. 
Cdr. Henry C. Mustin, the only naval aviator who vociferously objected to deploy-
ment, because it disrupted flight training in Florida. “I do not think you will be 
gone very long and will get you back as soon as possible,” Bristol assured Mustin. 
However, “there may be a chance of some of you being left in Europe as observers.” 
Bristol in fact shared Mustin’s frustration at another unwelcome diversion of scant 
manpower and resources from the Navy’s fledgling aviation program. “It is cer-
tainly a shame that we have got to break up everything again, but considering this 
most unusual condition in Europe which has come upon us like a clap of thunder 
out of a clear sky, I don’t suppose we can kick [at it]. . . . I know it will not be neces-
sary to tell you and all the others to keep your eyes open for anything you can pick 
up abroad.”23

Bristol accepted the ambiguity surrounding the USRC’s assignment and sur-
mised that “it was a case where it was necessary to work quickly without definitely 
stating what was to be done.” From his perspective, the suddenness of the USRC’s 
formation produced great uncertainty about the duties of the officers he was 
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sending and the magnitude of disruption it would cause for flight training, Towers 
and Mustin being two of the Navy’s few pioneering aviators.

Speculation abounded whether officers would, after disbursing vast quantities 
of gold, be formally designated as neutral observers or attachés or simply brought 
home.24 Breckinridge added no light on the situation, issuing a series of contradic-
tory statements and orders. At a news conference prior to the USRC’s departure 
Breckinridge lied to reporters who skeptically inquired about the armed forces’ 
humanitarian role. “No one must for a moment believe that one of these officers 
is going to Europe to see the fighting, to observe the movements of armies and 
fleets, or for any purpose other than that I have stated,” he exclaimed.25 Echoing 
his misleading reassurances, Breckinridge issued General Order No. 2 to the uni-
formed officers of the USRC: “The purpose of this expedition is the aiding and 
relief of Americans in Europe.”26 No published orders concerning the USRC ever 
mentioned observation or intelligence collection.

In fact, Breckinridge concealed his plans to survey battlefields and glean infor-
mation from weapons manufacturers. He issued the orders to do so to his officers 
orally—and sotto voce. None of the officers who accompanied Breckinridge to Eu-
rope protested, because many wholeheartedly approved of his stratagem. Wilson 
and Bryan would have blanched had they known, because such clandestine under-
takings could have compromised the integrity of the explicitly humanitarian mis-
sion and undermined American neutrality. Sending accredited military observers 
and attachés overseas was a routine matter in itself, but neither the president nor 
Congress envisioned USRC personnel doing anything other than facilitating the 
removal of Americans from Europe.27 The reporters were shrewdly suspicious, but 
Breckinridge managed to mislead them.

The Navy Department had hastily arranged a flotilla of ships at the Brooklyn 
and Boston Navy Yards to carry the USRC delegation and millions of dollars in 
gold across the Atlantic. An armored cruiser, Tennessee, was the first warship avail-
able to steam overseas. Its hurried preparation exemplified the crash mobilization 
required for the expedition.28 Towers described the preparations: “The old Tennes-
see had suddenly been taken out of reserve at the Navy Yard and placed in emer-
gency commission and not only was she not properly fitted out for the trip but also, 
her officers and crew had literally been thrown aboard, and most of them had never 
been on the ship before.”29 Sailors from other navy yards, including Philadelphia 
and Portsmouth, swarmed on board. Breckinridge and fifty-five relief commission-
ers soon joined them.30

At the Boston Navy Yard, the armored cruiser North Carolina (ACR 12) and 
the collier Vulcan (AC 5) underwent breakneck preparations to carry additional 
commissioners and the coal the group would need in European waters. North Caro-
lina required structural modifications to convert it from the Navy’s only aviation 
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training ship to “a regular cruising man-o’-war.” Typically of an understrength 
peacetime navy, the two vessels were sent to sea without full complements of of-
ficers and men. “The greater part of our crew came on board within forty-eight 
hours before sailing and were drawn from three different ships at the Boston Navy 
Yard,” exclaimed Mustin, who became North Carolina’s executive officer.31

As acting Secretary of the Navy (which he was on several occasions) Roosevelt 
ordered Capt. Benton C. Decker to leave the Naval War College, where he was on 
the staff, to take command of Tennessee and take charge of the entire expedition. 
Roosevelt concluded a short note to Captain Decker on the 5th with this apparent 
confession: “I [wish] I were going with you.”32 Perhaps Roosevelt now felt some hes-
itation about not steaming headlong into the war—but the phrase reads insincerely 
considering the grand political plans that he had been formulating for weeks before 
the conflict began. In any case, Roosevelt did not dwell on missed opportunities for 
long. Like Breckinridge, Roosevelt had his own agenda in fulfilling Wilson’s and 
Congress’s mandate to save Americans overseas.

Roosevelt had great political ambitions. To accept the Navy position in Wil-
son’s administration he had resigned his seat as a state senator in New York. Others 
close to Wilson supported Roosevelt’s zeal for higher office than deputy to Daniels. 
Roosevelt’s powerful political patron, William G. McAdoo, had encouraged him 
to campaign for the U.S. Senate seat made available by Elihu Root’s impending 
retirement, announced only weeks before in early July.33 Since then, McAdoo and 
Roosevelt had envisioned that Roosevelt might win as a reform candidate and so 
strengthen Wilson’s progressive administration.34 Together the two hoped to dis-
lodge the entrenched and scandal-tainted Tammany Hall machine, association 
with which harmed many aspiring Democratic candidates. As for Daniels, believ-
ing his impetuous assistant secretary would lose the race, he vainly discouraged 
Roosevelt from running. Roosevelt did not care what Daniels thought about his 
political dreams. As enthusiastically as Roosevelt immersed himself in the USRC’s 
formation, he was indifferent toward its future: “There is little more to do about 
relief of Americans in Europe till we get further reports.”35

On 13 August, before the USRC had even arrived in European waters, Roosevelt 
suddenly announced his bid for the Senate.36 Far from Washington at his family 
retreat on Campobello Island, New Brunswick, Roosevelt organized his campaign. 
In September, Roosevelt commenced his attack on his Tammany-supported op-
ponent for the Democratic nomination, James W. Gerard, the current U.S. ambas-
sador to Germany. Roosevelt turned the importance of Gerard’s major diplomatic 
post into grounds for attack, blasting the ambassador as out of touch with local 
politics in New York. He took that line farther, insisting that Gerard should remain 
ambassador so that no rupture would occur in American representation in Berlin. 
Indeed, Roosevelt exclaimed, “even after the war has ended it will be of the highest 
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importance that the United States should have as its representative the same man 
who has been familiar with our interests since the beginning of the crisis.” In con-
trast, Roosevelt did not feel that any harm would result from his own extended 
absence in the Navy Department, even feeling as he did that Daniels was incom-
petent. He unabashedly ignored his official duties in Washington to campaign in 
New York.37

In absentia, Gerard decisively defeated Roosevelt. Daniels’s dismal forecast had 
proved correct. Sara Roosevelt sought to assuage her son’s loss: “You made a brave 
fight and can now return to the good work of the Navy Department, which you 
have missed all these weeks.” The would-be senator had not only bungled his most 
important political race to date but had also missed out on the USRC expedition. 
Humiliated, but still a ranking member of the Wilson administration, he returned 
to Washington and focused intently on naval preparedness for war.38 Roosevelt’s 
subsequent desires to see the front lines in Europe would signal his disappointment 
in having cast aside an unparalleled opportunity. His contemporary and counter-
part Breckinridge, flush with success after the USRC expedition, was to become a 
prominent champion of preparedness at the War Department.

THE USRC’S EUROPEAN DEPLOYMENT
The flagship Tennessee, decks blackened by coal dust, its aft magazines laden with 
gold transferred from the subtreasury building and private banks in New York, and 
its bunkers and storerooms filled with three months’ provisions, slipped from New 
York Harbor on 6 August.39 It carried more than $4.5 million worth of double eagle 
gold pieces when it rendezvoused off Cape Cod with North Carolina and Vulcan.40 
The amount is the equivalent of about $90 million today. The three vessels became 
popularly known as the “gold ships” when they departed American waters.41

Arriving at Falmouth, on the southwesterly tip of England, on Sunday  
evening, 16 August, the USRC began its relief work within hours. A series of con-
ferences at the U.S. embassy in London began on Monday, 17 August, and set a pat-
tern repeated across the Continent. Breckinridge’s commissioners in many capitals 
coordinated with American and local officials to distribute the gold to marooned 
Americans. In just four weeks the USRC expended almost all its precious metal. 
Meanwhile, Tennessee and North Carolina ferried hundreds of Americans to Eng-
land from the Netherlands and France. Tens of thousands of their countrymen, 
however, were forced to cross the Channel on civilian boats, a pale preview of the 
evacuation of Dunkirk in May and June 1940. The resumption of many transatlan-
tic passenger services by late August aided repatriation to the United States. Col-
lectively, the USRC’s actions reaffirmed Washington’s commitments to its citizens’ 
safety.42

Diverting the attention of Breckinridge and his uniformed coterie from the hu-
manitarian morass was gaining access to battlefields and armaments factories and 
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witnessing firsthand the use of new military technologies. “My ostensible mission 
was to get Americans home,” the assistant secretary of war admitted later; his actual 
priorities were different.43 He encouraged his officers to obtain permission from 
host-nation military departments, such as the British Admiralty, to observe combat 
and investigate manufacturing facilities. But neither he nor the American officers 
flinched from taking liberties with these permissions when they were granted and, 
when they were not, from ignoring the fact.

Breckinridge, who delighted in playing fast and loose, later boasted, “I had a 
most glorious naval staff and dropped them all over Europe. Mr. Daniels [Secretary 
of the Navy] forgot all about them, and they did a very fine job—gunnery experts, 
submarine men, flyers and so forth.”44 Breckinridge had reason to be satisfied: his 
vision of the officers immersing themselves in European warfare was mostly real-
ized. He was mistaken about Daniels’s knowledge, however, for the secretary had in 
fact authorized Mustin and two other naval aviators to investigate French aviation 
facilities near Paris.45 But the general thrust of Breckinridge’s subterfuge escaped 
the Wilson administration.

The aviation fact-finding survey led by Henry Mustin is an example of the many 
nonrelief activities undertaken by USRC officers. Mustin and his companions dis-
embarked from North Carolina in Cherbourg and left for Paris. They had ambi-
tious plans to inspect sixteen aviation factories and aerodromes. They stopped first 
at the U.S. embassy, but finding Ambassador Myron T. Herrick’s staff “so busy . . . 
handling destitute Americans,” Mustin and his party left. They then circumvented 
fifteen rejections by French officials before obtaining from the French general in 
command of aviation a letter of introduction to the Nieuport aircraft factory man-
ager. Mustin managed with this single letter to gain access to many other facili-
ties as well and engage in discussions with Louis Blériot and other leading French 
aviators. Mustin and his party also secured rides in French aircraft. Mustin even 
bluffed his way into a secret demonstration of a device that synchronized forward-
firing aircraft machine guns with the rotation of the propellers so that the bullets 
would not strike the blades. Mustin also, knowing the French would not divulge all 
their aviation-related secrets, exploited the confidential insights of an Australian 
counterpart, Oswald Watt, whom he had known in Sydney and who was now in 
the French Air Service. As interesting as these encounters were, Mustin stalwartly 
continued to resent the USRC deployment for “smashing up our [U.S. Navy’s] aero 
service” and would have preferred to continue training in Florida. After all, what 
they found convinced them, as he ruefully acknowledged, that “these people are 
so far ahead of us that it looks like an impossibility ever to catch up with our own 
resources.”46

Several of Mustin’s fellows found similar opportunities elsewhere, including 
John Towers, who later would become one of the driving forces in American naval 
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aviation. As Mustin relied on his Australian friend, Towers utilized long-standing 
contacts in the Royal Navy to circumvent British policy that barred the sharing 
of sensitive information with foreigners. His acquaintances afforded him access 
to England’s growing air forces and aircraft research and production facilities. On 
one remarkable day, Towers flew as a rear machine gunner in a British Sopwith 1½ 
Strutter biplane on a bombing mission against a German aerodrome in Belgium.47

This was a particular instance of cavalier disregard for American neutrality 
and of orders for its strict observance. But it was not exceptional—collectively, the 
USRC officers strained the boundaries of acceptable practice for observers. Their 
actions gave credence to lasting suspicions among the belligerents that humanitar-
ian relief missions were illegitimate, simply covers for spies.48 In his official Report
on Operations of United States Relief Commission in Europe the assistant secretary of 
war conveniently omitted any reference to these extracurricular activities.49

Less dramatic sightseeing trips made by USRC officers did, however, illuminate 
the contours of modern warfare.50 While awaiting Breckinridge’s unpredictable re-
turn from the front lines, Captain Decker and a party from Tennessee toured the 
French countryside and attended a dinner at the U.S. embassy in Paris. Later, on 
board Tennessee, Breckinridge and Decker discussed their experiences.51 They were 
both astonished by the numbers of civilian refugees and of military wounded, as 
well as by the nearly complete absence of men from rear-area towns and villages, 
owing to their conscription for the front. Shocked by the enormity of the conflict, 
the two men bizarrely agreed that the United States must prepare to fight an all-
consuming war or risk an invasion such as France and Belgium were experiencing.  
In their estimation, the United States could not adequately defend its long maritime 
and continental borders from a European invader, because it lacked a large, mobile 
army.

By late September 1914 most Americans stranded in Europe had returned 
to the United States. More than one hundred thousand Americans had crossed 
the Channel and left England for the United States. What had been a tsunami of 
refugees became a trickle. A fair number of Americans still remained in Western 
Europe, but by choice rather than compulsion. Many who stayed joined the ranks 
of various ambulance corps, relief agencies, and armies of the warring nations.52

THE USRC DISBANDS AND PASSES THE TORCH TO THE NAVY
Considering the traveler/refugee crisis resolved, Breckinridge wired Secretary Gar-
rison to recommend that the Board of Relief conclude its operations and bring the 
USRC home. Garrison unhesitatingly agreed and informed the board that “emer-
gency conditions with respect to Americans traveling in Europe have so far cleared 
up that it is no longer necessary for these officers to remain abroad.”53 American 
officials welcomed the news that on the lifting of financial and transportation  
barriers—in which the USRC played an essential part—nearly all Americans who 
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desired to leave Europe had done so. Breckinridge received orders shortly thereaf-
ter from Garrison to disestablish the USRC and immediately return to the United 
States. Before departing, he visited H. H. Kitchener, Britain’s secretary of state for 
war, who disclosed inadequacies in British troop reserves and ammunition sup-
plies. This brief tutorial on the voracious appetites of industrialized killing left a 
powerful impression on Breckinridge, who pondered the ramifications for the 
United States during his return voyage on board Lusitania. Back in Washington in 
October, Breckinridge and Roosevelt were to forge an unlikely alliance with Wil-
son’s and Daniels’s foremost Republican critics in Congress, Henry Cabot Lodge 
and Augustus P. Gardner, to spearhead a new campaign for military rearmament 
and restructuring that would coalesce as the “preparedness” movement in 1915–16. 
Meanwhile, the Board of Relief considered the emergency at an end and summarily 
disbanded itself.

Several officers were reassigned as attachés at U.S. embassies in Europe, but 
Breckinridge and the rest returned on an assortment of commercial liners, begin-
ning in late September 1914.54 Breckinridge’s official report, concluded within a 
week of landing in New York, portrayed the mission as an unqualified success— 
effectively eliding the assurance that “nearly all” Americans who wished to leave 
had done so to every such American. Breckinridge inexplicably omitted thousands 
of Americans still stranded in southeastern Europe and the Near East and requiring 
evacuation. He was certainly aware of their presence but nevertheless misled the 
Board of Relief into thinking that the USRC’s task was genuinely finished. Breck-
inridge neglected, or perhaps did not care, to consider the implications: primar-
ily, that failure powerfully undermined the U.S. government’s evacuation policy 
as a mechanism to protect its neutrality. Moreover, the abandonment of citizens 
who expected to be rescued, still needed assistance, and had been pledged support 
harmed the government’s reputation.

Fortunately for the Americans ignored by Breckinridge, a plan for their relief 
was soon devised. That very month, the State Department recognized the problem. 
Department officials acknowledged that the still-stranded Americans represented 
a diplomatic and humanitarian issue. They secured President Wilson’s approval to 
reposition Tennessee and North Carolina to facilitate their evacuation. The officers 
and men of these ships—the remnant of the USRC flotilla—were therefore uncer-
emoniously diverted to aid the Americans that Breckinridge left behind. What had 
been primarily an Army operation under Breckinridge’s direction now became a 
Navy one under Decker’s command. Decker’s orders were expanded to include the 
protection of Americans and other noncombatants living in the region.55

Relief operations in the Mediterranean continued under the U.S. Navy’s ae-
gis from October 1914 until April 1917, when the American declaration of war 
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on Germany, an Ottoman ally, necessitated the flotilla’s withdrawal.56 During that 
time American warships delivered humanitarian aid to beleaguered communities 
and conveyed thousands of American, Jewish, Greek, French, Filipino, and other 
traveler-refugees from cities under Ottoman control to the relative safety of British-
controlled Egypt.57 Whereas the warships’ deliveries of food and medicine were 
popular among American immigrant communities in the United States, Ottoman 
authorities bristled at them and rejected the American insistence on carte blanche 
to enter seaports and cities.58 In one volatile incident, on 16 November 1914, coastal 
guns at Smyrna (Izmir) fired on Decker’s launch and nearly triggered a battle with 
Tennessee. Across the United States newspapers reported the incident and rumors 
of other attacks, fueling speculation of American reprisals leading to a declara-
tion of war against the Ottoman Empire.59 However, it was not to be U.S. warships 
engaged in relief operations that led to war. Instead acts of aggression at sea by the 
Central Powers (such as Germany’s sinking of Lusitania and of several hospital 
ships, by torpedo attack and mining) would provide the Wilson administration 
much of its justification for declaring war on Germany in April 1917.

When Josephus Daniels and other contemporary chroniclers of the Navy’s activity 
in the war published their histories at war’s end, they overlooked both the multi-
year services rendered by the ships assigned to the USRC and the unnamed task 
force that safeguarded American lives in the Mediterranean. Compared to the na-
tion’s crash course in naval rearmament, the hazards of convoy operations, the neu-
tralization of the submarine peril, and the ever-alluring (never realized) prospect 
of decisive victory at sea against Germany’s surface fleet, relief operations hardly 
seemed to matter. To aviators like Mustin, moreover, USRC service had been an un-
welcome diversion from bona fide war preparations—even though he had learned 
a good deal about the state of aviation technology in Europe. More distantly, Roo- 
sevelt’s unwillingness to command the USRC meant that the relief operation was 
not to be among the formative experiences that shaped his presidential biography. 
The “gold ships” and their successors in the Mediterranean were all but forgotten. 
This paper is a preliminary effort to bring back into historical consciousness the 
origins and nature of the major but highly focused and circumscribed intervention 
by the neutral United States into the bloodbath known as the Great War.
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V “We Didn’t Lose but One Horse,  
and That Was a Mule”
The American Sealift Effort during World War I
SALVATORE R. MERCOGLIANO

In June 1916, not quite a year before the United States entered the Great War, 
the newly minted Chief of Naval Operations Rear Adm. William S. Benson 
testified before the Senate regarding the creation of a shipping board to encour-

age the construction of a revitalized merchant marine that could serve as a naval 
auxiliary and reserve. Senator Henry F. Lippitt (a Republican from Rhode Island) 
asked the head of the U.S. Navy, “It is not conceivable that we shall ever have such a 
war where we shall have to transport 2,000,000 or 3,000,000 soldiers into a foreign 
country by sea, is it?” Benson’s remark was direct and succinct, “I do not think so, 
sir. . . . [I]n our estimate [i.e., assessment] we are not considering the transport of 
troops at all; simply supplying the Navy with the necessary vessels to carry on a 
campaign.”1

Less than a year later, four convoys, containing fourteen chartered Army and 
two Navy transports, one former German passenger liner turned into an auxiliary 
cruiser, four cruisers, two yachts, one collier, one oiler, and thirteen destroyers, 
traversed the Atlantic carrying the infantry elements of the 1st Expeditionary Divi-
sion, along with the 5th Marine Regiment. The two ground units constituted the 
vanguard of the two-million-person American Expeditionary Force (AEF). When 
the ships arrived in Saint-Nazaire, after evading German U-boats in the Western 
Approaches, their casualties en route were reported: “We didn’t lose but one horse, 
and that was a mule.”2

After the war, Secretary of the Navy Josephus Daniels referred to the overall 
sealift effort as “not only the most important but the most successful operation of 
the war.”3 The transportation of two million troops and six million tons of cargo 
was the result of a development process that began when the United States outfit-
ted expeditions to transport two Army corps to Cuba and the Philippines during 
the Spanish-American War. The creation of the Army Transport Service (ATS) on 
18 August 1898 served as the basis for World War I sealift operation, alongside 
that the following year of the U.S. Navy’s Collier Service, which morphed into the 
Naval Auxiliary Service (NAS) in 1905. These two agencies handled the movement 
of troops and supplies in the years leading up to American entry into the Great 
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War. Besides the initial deployments of troops, the ATS oversaw the replacement of 
volunteer forces by regular Army troops in the Philippines in 1899, the dispatch of 
Americans to China during the Boxer Rebellion in 1900, a return to Cuba in 1906, 
and the Veracruz operation in 1914. The NAS, for its part, supported the Great 
White Fleet on its historic circumnavigation of the globe. Collectively, these opera-
tions formalized the relationship between two branches of the military and their 
use of merchant mariner–manned vessels.4

These organizations provided the experience needed to allow the U.S. Navy 
eventually to assume the mission of coordinating the transportation of the AEF 
to Europe, through two unique wartime organizations: the Cruiser and Transport 
Force (CTF) and Naval Overseas Transportation Service (NOTS). Yet at the end of 
the war—with the equally successful return of the AEF to the United States and ex-
peditions to northern Russia and Siberia—both services failed to learn from their 
experiences and returned to their own service-unique organizations.5

The accomplishments of the Navy’s Cruiser and Transport Force were impres-
sive. With twenty-four American cruisers and forty-five transports, manned by 
three thousand officers and forty-two thousand sailors, supported by three French 
cruisers and fifteen foreign transports, and eventually backed by 196 British vessels, 
the CTF oversaw the transportation of 2,079,880 troops by the time of the armi-
stice, losing only two Navy transports and one Army transport, a single American 
cruiser and a French one, and eight foreign transports. Of the total force dispatched 
to Europe, 45 percent traveled on American ships, 49 percent on British vessels, 
and the remainder in allied hulls. For the return of the AEF, the CTF modified fifty-
six cargo ships, fifteen predreadnought battleships, ten cruisers, and nine German 
passenger ships. A total of 1,945,367 were returned by 1 October 1919, 87 percent 
transported on American ships.6 The success of this overall endeavor began long 
before America’s entry into the world war and can be traced to the nation’s first 
foray into modern imperialism, the Spanish-American War.

With the American declaration of war against Spain on 25 April 1898 the nation 
faced the mission of deploying combat forces abroad. While the United States had 
done so during the Mexican-American War in 1847 and in numerous operations 
during the American Civil War, the war with Spain posed several unique technical 
issues arising from the advent of iron- and steel-hulled vessels and steam propul-
sion. As the nation prepared for the conflict, the Commanding General of the U.S. 
Army directed his quartermaster general, Brig. Gen. Marshall I. Ludington, to in-
quire into the availability of ships to transport five thousand troops to Havana from 
the port of Tampa, Florida. The first ship procured was for the Medical Depart-
ment; SS John Englis underwent conversion into the hospital ship Relief, at a cost 
of $586,851.11. The ships best suited for conversion to troopships, with subsidies 
received under the Postal Act of 1891, were earmarked for the U.S. Navy.7 A total of 
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eleven were taken up and converted not into troopships but into auxiliary cruisers. 
Additionally, the Quartermaster Corps maintained files on all American merchant 
ships; a depot in New York under Col. A. S. Kimball and Maj. J. W. Summerhayes 
coordinated the effort.8

As ships were selected and chartered in New York, they were loaded with lum-
ber and carpenters and sent to the port of embarkation at Tampa for conversion 
into troopships. As ships were chartered, the requirements escalated—they were to 
transport the twenty-five-thousand-man V Corps to Santiago, instead of Havana, 
a sailing distance of a thousand miles vice three hundred. The ships were fitted 
with “standee bunks” (canvas strung tautly in frames and closely stacked perhaps 
six high) in the cargo holds, as well as lavatories and water closets piped for direct 
overboard discharge. Cowl-head ventilators were fitted on the upper decks and 
blowers to circulate air, and water-holding capacities received upgrades. The one 
glaring omission was cooking facilities, as it had been envisioned the troops would 
live on rations during the two-day voyage to Havana. When it came time to sail, the 
fleet fell short of the requirement, being able to accommodate only 15,877 men and 
2,295 horses and mules.9 Concurrently, on the West Coast, the depot in San Fran-
cisco scoured the region for ships to transport the VIII Corps to the Philippines, 
following Commo. George Dewey’s success against the Spanish.

Altogether, between 1 April and 31 August a total of sixty-one ships were char-
tered, forty-four on the East Coast (for Santiago) and seventeen on the West Coast 
(for the Philippines). On average, the East Coast ships could accommodate about 
thirty officers, five hundred soldiers, and 150 animals, along with cargo. A deci-
sion to load men, animals, and cargo in the same ships proved ill conceived. On 
the voyage to Cuba, ventilation proved insufficient, and the odors from the ani-
mal holds permeated into troop berthing areas and throughout the ship. The West 
Coast ships were more extensively modified, so as to make longer voyages—it was 
seven thousand miles from San Francisco to Manila—and proved better adapted 
as troopships. On average, each of the seventeen carried forty-five officers and 930 
men. Animals were shipped on separate vessels, a practice that became standard.10

The stereotypical image of the transportation of the troops during the Spanish-
American War comes from a letter Theodore Roosevelt wrote to Senator Henry 
Cabot Lodge. “We are in a sewer; a canal [Port Tampa] which is festering as if it 
were Havana harbor. The steamer on which we are contains nearly one thousand 
men, there being room for about five hundred comfortably. . . . [S]everal companies 
are down in the lower hold, which is unpleasantly suggestive of the Black Hole of 
Calcutta.”11

Roosevelt would emphasize these conditions in his testimony to the Dodge 
Commission after the war. He was also to describe the chaos that existed in Tam-
pa: “I happened to find out by accident that the transport Yucatan had also been 
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allotted to the Second Infantry and the Seventy-first New York, and I ran down to 
my men and left a guard and took the rest and rushed them down to the dock and 
got on the Yucatan, holding the gangplank against the Second Infantry and the 
Seventy-first New York.”12

Capt. James M. McKay, shipmaster and assistant to the Army quartermaster 
Col. C. F. Humphrey, directly refuted Roosevelt’s colorful statements. McKay, who 
sailed with the Plant Steamship Line out of Tampa, was familiar with the port, 
many of the ships, and all aspects of ship operation. Humphrey had specifically 
sought out McKay to lend his expertise to the outfitting, loading, and operation of 
the charter fleet. During his testimony to the Dodge Commission Humphrey chal-
lenged Colonel Roosevelt’s account of seizing Yucatan. His master list detailing the 
loading of all vessels showed the U.S. 1st Volunteer Cavalry (the Rough Riders) and 
elements of the Second Infantry earmarked for Yucatan but the 71st New York on 
board Vigilancia.13

To overcome the ad hoc nature of the chartered merchant fleets on the Atlan-
tic and Pacific coasts, and with the potential of maintaining troops overseas for a 
prolonged period, the Quartermaster Corps sought to acquire ships that could be 
converted into suitable, and permanent, troopships and cargo vessels. On 18 Au-
gust 1898, Secretary of War Russell A. Alger issued General Order 122 directing the 
creation of a division of transportation to control all rail and water transportation, 
with Col. Frank F. Hecker as its chief and Col. Charles Bird as his deputy.14 This 
order marks the creation of the Army Transport Service.

The new ATS needed its own fleet of ships, and while many firms were will-
ing to charter their vessels to the Army—particularly those engaged in the coastal 
trade between the Gulf of Mexico and the East Coast, such as New York and Texas 
Steamship Company (better known as the Mallory Line) and the New York and 
Cuba Mail Steamship Company (Ward Line)—they did not wish to part with their 
ships. The Atlantic Transport Line (ATL) offered seven cattle carriers, which were 
ideal for conversion owing to their rugged construction, robust water facilities and 
ventilation, and the ease with which the cargo holds could be reconfigured to carry 
troops, vice cows. The problem was that the ships flew British flags and U.S. law 
had precluded reflagging foreign ships to American registry since the American 
Civil War. To circumvent this law, ATL sold its ships to an American, Mr. Bernard 
N. Baker, a wealthy shipping magnate from Baltimore.15 (He was later instrumental 
in the creation of the International Mercantile Marine and would be one of the 
original members of the U.S. Shipping Board during World War I.) Baker then sold 
the ships to the Quartermaster Corps.16

The Army acquired a total of twelve ships through purchase—at a cost of just 
under six million dollars—and two by capture and then began the process of recon-
figuring them into troopships.17 The ships initially received cursory modifications 
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like those ships chartered to support troop movements to Cuba and Puerto Rico. 
With the decreased demand for transportation on the Atlantic and the need to 
shift forces to the Pacific, three of the former ATL vessels—SS Mohawk, Mobile, 
and Massachusetts—were chosen for a more extensive conversion. Taken in hand 
at Bath Iron Works in Maine, William Cramp & Sons Ship and Engine Building in 
Philadelphia, and the John N. Robins Company of New York—the three lowest bid-
ders—they were each fitted to transport an entire regiment, approximately 1,500 
personnel, at an average cost of just under a hundred thousand dollars.18

The three ships, duly loaded at the Brooklyn Navy Yard with a regiment plus a 
battalion of another regiment, sailed in early 1899. The voyage from New York took 
them to Gibraltar, Suez Canal, Perim, Ceylon, and Singapore before arrival in the 
Philippines fifty days after departure. Before the ships sailed, on 9 January 1899, 
Secretary of War Alger had directed that they be renamed Grant, Sherman, and 
Sheridan. By March all other purchased ships, forming the core of the newly des-
ignated Army Transport Service fleet, had received the name of Union generals of 
the Civil War.19 As more troops were readied to sail to the Philippines to relieve the 
volunteer army sent out by the Pacific chartered fleet, the conversions to the first 
ships proved inadequate; other transports underwent more-extensive yard periods, 
costing nearly five times as much.20

By 1899, the Army had consolidated its major continental ports, one on each 
coast, New York and San Francisco. The service promulgated a series of regula-
tions, revised in 1908, 1914, and 1918, to codify its oversight of these government-
owned ships with civilian merchant-marine crews.21 On the East Coast, seven ATS 
ships provided liner service between New York, Puerto Rico, and Cuba for the oc-
cupation troops following the return of the V Corps. On the West Coast, chartered 
ships remained, while newly refitted ATS transports augmented the route from San 
Francisco to Manila, via Hawaii. For the return voyage, there was a northern route, 
with a coaling stop at Nagasaki, Japan.

In the Philippines, the outbreak of an insurrection against the American oc-
cupation shifted the mission of the ATS from returning the original state volun-
teer troops to shifting to the Far East many of the regular units that had fought 
in Cuba. The insurgency proved so large that the Army created new regiments, 
drawn from the state volunteers, to augment the regular forces. Between 21 Sep-
tember and 21 December 1899 a total of thirty-four troopships, twenty-five char-
tered and nine ATS transports, moved twenty-two volunteer regiments, a total of 
29,700 men, across the Pacific. Another fourteen ships transported their over ten 
thousand horses and mules. This operation moved a larger force than that which 
had invaded Cuba and over a substantially longer distance. However, even though 
no enemy threat appeared, some voyages were not without incident.22
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SS Morgan City, from the Johnson Locke Mercantile Company, sailed from San 
Francisco with eight officers, 675 recruits, and twenty-five enlisted men, nurses, 
and postal clerks for the Philippines. On the morning of 2 September 1899, while 
traversing the Inland Sea of Japan, the ship struck bottom. She was quickly beached 
and word was sent to the U.S. embassy in Tokyo. The chartered transport Ohio of 
the Empire Transportation Company sortied from Manila to take on the passen-
gers and complete the voyage. Morgan City was determined to be unsalvageable 
and became the only troop transport lost in the Pacific in support of the Philippine 
operation.23

The costliest voyages in terms of lives proved to be those of SS Siam of Mac-
ondray & Company and SS Victoria from the North American Mail Steamship 
Company, hauling both horses and mules to the Army in the Philippines. Both 
encountered storms during passages to the Philippines; the rough weather resulted 
in 357 dead animals on board Siam (in a typhoon) and eighty-seven on Victoria. 
These deaths brought to the attention of the ATS the need to do a better job of pro-
tecting and transporting animals. Improvements included stalls to keep the equines 
from moving too much, exercise areas, and the embarkation of veterinarians and 
handlers to keep the animals in good physical shape. Many ships were equipped 
with conveyors to allow the horses and mules to walk for extended periods. Owing 
to the number of animals carried and the length of the trip, even these expedients 
were not enough. Accordingly, at the midway point, Hawaii, corrals were built so 
that cargoes of livestock could be off-loaded to recuperate before continuing their 
voyages.24

Meanwhile, the Navy was facing an equal challenge. With the Navy now tasked 
to maintain a larger presence in the Far East and the fleet expanding, it proved 
difficult to man and equip auxiliary vessels. During the Spanish-American War, 
besides the eleven auxiliary cruisers from the merchant marine, the Navy procured 
nineteen colliers and a host of other support vessels. These ships included two ob-
tained in Hong Kong by Commo. George Dewey before he sailed to Manila Bay. 
The China and Manila Steamship Company ships, SS Nanshan and Zafiro, were 
purchased in April 1898 and their civilian crews were asked to remain on board—
unlike those of the colliers, which received naval personnel. Dewey dispatched two 
junior officers to sail on board as his liaisons with the masters as they followed his 
squadron to the Philippines.25 Both ships remained with the Asiatic Squadron, and 
in 1899 the Navy expanded civilian crewing to one of its naval colliers.26

Secretary of the Navy John Long selected the collier USS Alexander on 9 June 
1899, and had her outfitted at the Norfolk Navy Yard for operation with a civilian 
crew. Designated as United States Naval Collier (USNC) Alexander, she sailed from 
the East Coast to the Philippines with a load of Appalachian coal, following the 
same track as ATS Grant, Sherman, and Sheridan.27 She was laid up temporarily on 
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her arrival in the Philippines, while four Navy-manned colliers—Arethusa, Saturn, 
Nero, and Justin—were quickly converted to civilian crews, freeing up enlisted per-
sonnel for service on the new combat vessels entering the fleet. The five began the 
work of supplying American naval stations around the world with coal.28 By 1905, 
when the Collier Service was renamed the Naval Auxiliary Service and a naval 
captain was appointed as inspector of colliers (later of auxiliaries), the service’s fleet 
had grown to twenty vessels.29

Both the ATS and the NAS met with mixed reviews. After five years of opera-
tion, Quartermaster General C. F. Humphrey guardedly argued in his official re-
port that “the abandonment of this branch of the service would be a mistake. So 
long as we have garrisons beyond seas the transport service will be a most valuable 
adjunct to the Army’s transportation facilities.”30 The Navy proved not even that 
impressed with the Collier Service: “The Bureau [of Navigation] desires, therefore, 
to emphasize the fact that the economy of using colliers, while carrying coal, to in-
struct at the same time the enlisted force of the Navy is most marked and apparent. 
. . . [T]he crews of the merchant service would not be available to the naval service 
in time of war, except by voluntary enlistment.”31

While the Army retained the ATS, the Navy attempted to expand the Collier 
Service into a true Naval Auxiliary Service by adding transports, supply vessels, 
and hospital ships. The effort proved only partially successful. While these addi-
tional supply ships fell under the inspector of auxiliaries and were marked as ves-
sels of the NAS, they maintained their naval crews. There was persistent pressure 
to return naval crews to at least some of the colliers and fuel ships (i.e., tankers and 
colliers that carried oil as well as coal).32

Throughout the years prior to American entry into World War I, the ATS and 
NAS demonstrated the value of their support to the military in a series of con-
tingency operations and in the routine rotation of forces. In the summer of 1900, 
as the ATS continued to augment and rotate troops in the Philippines, the Boxer 
Rebellion in China necessitated the dispatch of American forces to relieve the be-
sieged legations in Peking (modern-day Beijing). On 27 June, following the repulse 
by the Chinese of the multinational Seymour expedition, the U.S. 9th Infantry Reg-
iment embarked on board ATS Logan, a total of thirty-nine officers and 1,271 men, 
and sailed from Manila for Tianjin; Logan was followed by the chartered transports 
Indiana and Flintshire, with the 14th Infantry Regiment. In the United States, the 
ATS transports Sumner, Meade, Hancock, Warren, Thomas, Grant, Sherman, and 
Rosecrans loaded five infantry, two cavalry, and three artillery regiments, in all 259 
officers and 8,553 men, and sailed for China.33

This diversion of transports delayed the return of volunteer regiments in the 
Philippines from December 1900 to June 1901, and the troops they carried proved 
unnecessary, following the arrival of Western forces in Peking. The ships proceeded 
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to Manila. With the declared end of the Philippine war on 4 July 1902, the ATS, af-
ter reducing the size of the Army in the Philippines, cut its sailings to once a month 
to rotate units in the Far East on a three-year cycle. The concomitant end of opera-
tions in Cuba signified a reduction in the Atlantic, most of the troopships on that 
coast placed into reserve or used to rotate troops to the Far East.34

In the fall of 1906, the situation in Cuba necessitated a second American inter-
vention. A force of six thousand from the 1st Expeditionary Brigade was alerted 
for the deployment. On 2 October, with the brigade’s 5th Infantry Regiment em-
barked, ATS Sumner sortied from New York for Cuba. She eventually made a total 
of twelve voyages, carrying 261 officers, 4,005 troops, 1,046 civilians, and 42,883 
tons of freight. To supplement her, ATS Kilpatrick and twenty-one chartered steam-
ers were added, starting 7 October 1906.35 Twice-a-month sailings were set between 
the East Coast and Havana. In early 1909, with the mission complete, ATS Sum-
ner, McClellan, and Meade returned five infantry and two cavalry regiments.36 The 
Cuba pacification campaign and the Boxer Rebellion had demonstrated the ver-
satility of government-owned transports that were always available and could be 
supplemented with commercial ships to meet any contingency.

To all this—the United States returning to Cuba and the ATS routinely rotating 
units to the Philippines (as well as Alaska in 1900)—was added the Navy’s greatest 
logistical challenge to date, the cruise of the Great White Fleet from its Atlantic 
base to the West Coast via Cape Horn, and then a circumnavigation back to the 
East Coast. In 1907, the NAS consisted of sixteen colliers, one fuel ship, three store-
ships, two transports, and one hospital ship, the majority with civilian crews.37 The 
bulk of the service was located on the East Coast, six colliers and one transport on 
the West Coast, and one collier and one transport in the Philippines. The Navy’s 
dependence on Appalachian coal—specifically from the New River, Pocahontas, 
Georges Creek, and Eureka mines—meant that to supply warships in the Pacific 
required the transportation of coal via the route pioneered by the ATS in 1899.38 
The Navy prepositioned large stockpiles of coal at Cavite, Pearl Harbor, and San 
Francisco, by sailing the largest of its civilian-crewed NAS colliers to the Philip-
pines, from where the Pacific-based colliers redistributed it to bases throughout 
the Pacific. 

The requirements of the Great White Fleet’s sixteen predreadnoughts, with a 
maximum range of approximately five thousand miles on a voyage of forty-six 
thousand miles, each loaded down with thirty thousand tons of coal (nearly two 
and a half times their normal bunker capacity), exceeded the capabilities of the 
NAS. As the commander of the Great White Fleet argued, “If we cannot have a suit-
able commercial marine of our own, then the government should own sufficient 
colliers.”39 As it was, foreign-flagged colliers provided 73 percent of the coal; the 
remainder comprised 9 percent on board the ships at departure, 8 percent from 
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NAS colliers, and 10 percent from U.S. Navy depots in Hawaii and the Philippines.40 
The Atlantic-based NAS colliers USNA (United States Naval Auxiliary) Marcellus, 
Leonidas, Hannibal, Ajax, Abarenda, Caesar, Brutus, Nero, and Sterling followed 
the fleet to the east coast of South America but then detached and returned to 
Norfolk, except for Ajax, which joined the Pacific-based Alexander for the cruise.41 
Since the ships needed to reload coal from Navy-approved mines, of which there 
was no storage site closer than Norfolk, and there was not yet an isthmian canal, it 
was impossible for the rest of the colliers to follow the fleet. Instead, the NAS ships 
loaded coal in Norfolk and were held in readiness to sortie eastward, if necessary, 
to meet the Great White Fleet on its way from Cavite. This contingency was to be 
employed if foreign coal was not available at Port Said and Gibraltar to replenish 
the fleet, which would prevent its return to the United States.

The performance of Ajax and Alexander with the fleet has largely been omitted 
from history.42 The Navy used the performance of the current fleet of colliers, and 
lack of American commercial vessels, as the basis for a new class of colliers. These 
new auxiliaries were larger and more efficient, fast enough to steam with the fleet, 
and fitted with improved delivery systems. The construction of Jupiter and Cyclops 
in 1909 (along with Vulcan, Mars, and Hector), followed by Neptune the next year 
and then Proteus, Nereus, Orion, and Jason in the years before World War I, marked 
the culmination of collier construction in the Navy. As the Navy transitioned to 
fuel oil, the NAS added tankers: Kanawha and Maumee were constructed in 1912, 
followed by Cuyama. All the fuel ships, as colliers and tankers were designated, 
were manned by merchant mariners (except for Jupiter, Neptune, and Maumee).43

On the eve of World War I, the Army and Navy each possessed a merchant fleet 
of its own, separate and distinct. The Army’s was geared to maintain its overseas 
forces, with a focus on the movement of personnel, supplemented by a limited car-
go capacity. The Navy’s concentrated on supplying the fleet and comprised almost 
entirely colliers and naval-manned supply ships. The two were complementary, but 
in their nearly twenty years of service they did not interoperate in any meaningful 
way. Navy personnel traveled to the Philippines on ATS ships, and the Army could 
draw fuel from the Navy stocks across the Pacific; otherwise, the services’ auxilia-
ries worked in their own niches. This helps to explain why Admiral Benson, when 
asked about transporting from two to three million men to Europe, replied, “We 
are not considering the transport of troops at all.” His answer reflected the official 
position of the service at that time; the Navy possessed only two transports on the 
eve of World War I.

As the world faced its largest conflict yet in 1914, the United States found itself 
embroiled in an intervention with its neighbor to the south. Instability stemming 
from the Mexican Revolution of 1911 had led to the deployment of American forc-
es. In February 1913 the four remaining ATS Atlantic-based transports—Kilpatrick, 
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McClellan, Sumner, and Meade—sortied to Galveston, Texas, from Newport News, 
Virginia, and were maintained there in readiness should the United States intercede. 
For a year the ships remained on standby; in April 1914, however, the 5th Brigade, 
consisting of the 4th, 7th, 19th, and 28th Infantry Regiments, embarked for Veracruz, 
Mexico. After the successful landing, McClellan sailed to New Orleans for conversion 
into a refrigerator ship, a “reefer,” to provide cold storage of food for the troops in 
Mexico.44

As in previous operations, the ATS provided only a core for a much larger force 
drawn from the American merchant marine. To transport supplies for American 
forces in Mexico, the Quartermaster Corps chartered ten ships (see table 1).45 By the 
time the intervention con-
cluded in November 1914, 
the ATS and chartered fleet 
had completed a total of 
twenty-nine voyages, at a 
cost of $1,196,608.22.46 To 
assist, ATS Buford sailed 
from San Francisco on 23 
August 1914 for Galves-
ton via the newly opened 
Panama Canal, becoming 
the first ship of either the 
Army or Navy to transit the 
isthmian passage, preced-
ing the collier Jupiter by six 
weeks.47 The deployment 
of the 5th Brigade, along 
with previous operations 
by the ATS and NAS, was 
to serve as the template for 
the movement of the 1st 
Division to France in the 
summer of 1917 and for the 
eventual metamorphosis of 
the Army and Navy sealift into new agencies.

A veteran troopship of the Veracruz operation, SS City of Memphis, became 
one of ten ships that catalyzed America’s declaration of war when on 17 March 
1917 she was sunk by the German submarine UC-66.48 The German attacks on 
merchant shipping were to prove a turning point for American shipping, not only 
in the tonnage sunk (over eight hundred thousand tons in the early months of 

Ship/Company Tonnage Charter 
Date

Rate/ 
Day Officers Men Animals

City of Macon
Ocean Steamship 5,311 9 May $1,000 50 2,400

City of Memphis
Ocean Steamship 5,252 9 May $1,000 58 2,867

Colorado
Mallory Line 2,764 8 May $442 5 50 411

Denver
Mallory Line 4,549 10 May $910 105 1,203

San Marcos
Mallory Line 2,839 24 April $600 26 351 320

Kansan
Mallory Line 7,913 9 May $1,200 2 132 868

Minnesotan
Am-Hawaiian 6,655 9 May $900 18 104 812

Panaman
Am-Hawaiian 6,649 11 May $900 3 100 772

Satilla
Texas City Line 2,667 25 April $450 1 89 308

Ossabaw
Texas City Line 2,667 9 May $425 1 89 322

Total 47,266 $7,827 269 7,385 3,813

Table 1
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American involvement), but also because of the impact they had across the globe. 
At the time Germany resumed unrestricted submarine warfare, the American mer-
chant marine was in a state of flux. The Shipping Act of 1916 had just brought forth 
the U.S. Shipping Board, with the stated purpose of “encouraging, developing, and 
creating a naval auxiliary and naval reserve and a merchant marine to meet the re-
quirements of the commerce of the United States.”49 The first commissioners were 
not appointed until 22 December 1916; only a few months later, with the nation’s 
entry into the war, the Shipping Board assumed the burden of preparing a mer-
chant marine in all its facets—ships, shipyards, workers, and companies—to wage 
a total war. To oversee an expansion in ship construction, the board organized the 
Emergency Fleet Corporation on 16 April 1917, with a capital stock of fifty million 
dollars to initiate a shipbuilding program.50

In addition to the threat posed by the German U-boat offensive, the American 
merchant marine experienced internal issues. The passage of the La Follette Sea-
man’s Act in 1915 increased the rights of merchant mariners, resulting in numer-
ous strikes and protests. On 27 March 1917, ATS Sherman returned to service to 
transport building material to Hawaii for the expansion of Schofield Barracks. As 
Sherman prepared to sail, her master reported that members of the crew threatened 
to leave the ship for higher wages in the Alaskan fishing industry. Under ATS regu-
lations, it was the responsibility of the master to sign on a crew for a year. Shipping 
articles were customarily limited to a voyage, ending when the ship returned to 
port in the United States. Since the ATS was a government-owned line, it operated 
under different rules and required its personnel to sail for the entire year. With 
shipping at a premium because of the diversion of the allied fleet and the elimina-
tion of the German merchant fleet from the world’s oceans (many of them interned 
in U.S. ports), American merchant mariners determined to negotiate pay increases 
found themselves in the driver’s seat.51

In December 1915 the War Department, realizing that the issue was manifest-
ing itself broadly and in a variety of forms—instances of insubordination, absences 
without leave, outright refusals to work, and calls for increased pay—had recom-
mended a law authorizing an auxiliary corps to man Army vessels. Initially, the 
law focused on civilian-manned minelayers of the Coast Artillery, but the incident 
on board Sherman, repeated on Thomas the following month, elevated the prob-
lem.52 With the passage of Selective Service, the War Department sought to draft 
the crews of its transports into the Army. The department’s judge advocate general 
ruled, however, that the draft did not “contemplate the selection of any particular 
persons, such as those comprising the present crews.”53 The issue proved moot. 
The Quartermaster Corps fell back on the process utilized during the Spanish-
American War, chartering ships from commercial lines, modifying them using all 
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the lessons learned in nearly twenty years of troop transportation, and preparing 
them for the dispatch of troops to Europe.54

With American entry into the war, the ATS found itself with a fleet of thirteen 
largely outdated ships, Sherman and Thomas among them, unsuitable for transat-
lantic troop transportation. The oldest, ATS Meade and McClellan, had been built 
in 1874 and the newest, ATS Merritt, in 1912. In the Pacific, ATS Burnside, which 
replaced ATS Hooker after she grounded off Manila in 1899, maintained the trans-
pacific cable between the Philippines and the United States, via Guam, Midway, 
and Hawaii. Crook served the Interior Department, supporting the government 
presence in Alaska. The remaining five—cargo ship Dix and troopships Logan, 
Sheridan, Sherman, and Thomas—ran a scheduled service for the seven regiments 
stationed in Hawaii, the seven in the Philippines, and the one in China. In the 
Philippines, three ships—Liscum, Merritt, and Warren—provided intra-island sup-
port.55 Any redeployment of these vessels would have disrupted the sustainment 
of the American military presence in the region. They did, however, prove instru-
mental in the dispatch of regiments to Siberia from the Philippines in 1918 and the 
repatriation of the Czech Legion at the end of the war.56

The smallest ATS presence was that in the Atlantic. In 1916 Sumner grounded 
off the coast of New Jersey; no lives were lost, but the ship was a total loss. On 1 
June 1917 Meade was transferred to the Shipping Board for use as a training ship 
for merchant mariners, leaving just three. McClellan hauled supplies, principally 
food, to outposts in Puerto Rico, the Canal Zone, and the recently acquired Virgin 
Islands. To move personnel and other cargo the ATS had only Buford and Kilpat-
rick. These assets were meager enough, but the transport service soon found itself 
even more short of hulls: Buford was converted to haul Chilean nitrates for Army 
ordnance contracts. When war was declared, she was at the Panama Canal awaiting 
a decision whether to proceed; fear of internment while she waited led to her diver-
sion to Puerto Rico to load a regiment to relieve a garrison unit in the Canal Zone.57

The Naval Auxiliary Service experienced the same problem, with the compli-
cation that the Navy was never enthusiastic about merchant mariners operating 
its vessels, even though 230 civilian officers and 1,100 mariners were on board 
nineteen of its ships. Of its fifteen colliers, there were nine in the Atlantic, four in 
the Pacific, and two attached to the Asiatic Squadron. The remaining ships com-
prised one hospital ship and three tankers in the Atlantic and a tanker in the Pa-
cific. The war declaration gave the Navy all the legal ammunition it needed with 
respect to the crews. One of its biggest concerns regarded the non-Americans em-
ployed on NAS vessels. In 1916, the Commission of Navigation for the Bureau of 
Commerce determined that of 21,010 crew members on board 433 ships of the 
nation’s merchant marine, fewer than half (43.7 percent) were either born or natu-
ralized American citizens. Over a thousand crew members were either German or 
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Austro-Hungarian.58 On 29 August 1916, Congress provided for a Naval Auxiliary 
Reserve that targeted merchant mariners, specifically American citizens on board 
ships of the NAS. Enrollments began in January 1917, and by the time of U.S. entry 
into the war on 1 May every master in the NAS had been commissioned a lieuten-
ant commander in the Naval Auxiliary Reserve, along with some of the Americans 
in the crew. At that point the Navy called eighteen of the nineteen ships in the NAS 
into active service (the sole exception being the hospital ship Solace), requiring 
them to land those merchant mariners not in, or willing to join, the Naval Auxiliary 
Reserve.59

As it had in the Spanish-American War, the Philippine Insurrection, the Boxer 
Rebellion, the Cuban pacification, and the intervention at Veracruz, the Army as-
sumed the burden of troop transportation. As Buford was in the Panama Canal 
Zone and Kilpatrick was returning from it on a monthly rotation, the initial dis-
patch of forces utilized available commercial ships.60 The first assets sent, while the 
U.S. Army gathered and formed a combat division to ship to Europe, were Army 
“base hospitals”—numbered military units, commanded by colonels, with the 
movable equipment and medical and support personnel required to establish self-
contained hospitals in commandeered buildings. Thus began what evolved into a 
seven-phase operation to transport and return the American Expeditionary Force.

The initial requirement identified by Maj. Gen. John J. Pershing, command-
ing the AEF, was to send, in addition to the base hospitals, a token force of one 
“expeditionary” (infantry) division and nine regiments of engineers. After consul-
tations with the allies, the goal increased to one million men by May 1918, with 
potential escalation to eighty divisions of three million personnel.61 The sealift 
effort accordingly broke down into the following phases:

 1. The use of existing commercial liner services on the North Atlantic  
route

 2. The chartering of American commercial ships by the ATS to transport  
the initial combat units, as had been done during the Spanish-American  
War

 3. The creation of the Cruiser and Transport Force under the jurisdiction 
of the Navy, arising from a joint decision by the Army and Navy on the 
use of sixteen interned German passenger ships, and assumption by the 
Army of embarkation and debarkation

 4. The expansion of the ATS and CTF fleets through incorporation of 
additional ships from the American merchant fleet, formalization of 
the employment of ships in the war zone, and consolidation of the ATS 
troopships into the CTF

 5. During the German spring offensive of 1918, an agreement between 
the British and the United States to expand the American use of British 
sealift in return for the allocation of American troops to British sectors 
of the front, along with the transfer of fifteen Entente liners to the CTF 
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 6. An agreement between the War Department and the Shipping Board to 
construct a fleet of ninety-nine troopships with a total lift capacity of 
over two hundred thousand troops

 7. The postwar return of the AEF by the CTF, augmented with cargo ves-
sels and warships, and the postdemobilization reversion of the transport 
services to prewar roles and missions, in the ATS for the Army and a 
newly established Naval Transportation Service (NTS) for the Navy

In the first phase, American personnel and support units moved via American 
and British liners in service on the Atlantic. One of the first to cross was Rear Adm. 
William S. Sims, on board the American Line’s SS New York before the U.S. entry 
but after the unleashing of unrestricted submarine warfare. Admiral Sims arrived 
in England on 9 April 1917, three days after the American declaration of war. New 
York did not make the passage unscathed: she struck a mine off the harbor of Liv-
erpool.62 While able to limp into port, she required dry-docking before her return; 
the experience highlighted for Sims the danger posed by the Germans to American 
shipping. 

With American entry into the war, the U.S. Army prepared to make its pres-
ence felt in Europe immediately with the deployment of medical units drawn from 
existing hospitals and universities around the nation. A total of six were shipped 
between 8 and 19 May 1917 on the following vessels:63

 SS Orduna, Cunard Line, Base Hospital (BH) 4, Lakeside Hospital, Cleve-
land, OH

 SS Saxonnia, Cunard Line, BH 5, Harvard Unit, Boston, MA

 SS St. Louis, American Line, BH 2, Presbyterian Hospital, New York, NY

 SS St. Paul, American Line, BH 10, University of Pennsylvania, Philadel-
phia, PA, and BH 21, Washington University, Saint Louis, MO

 SS Mongolia, Atlantic Transport Line, BH 12, Northwestern University, 
Chicago, IL

On 28 May, SS Baltic of the White Star Line departed New York with Major 
General Pershing and the command staff of the American Expeditionary Force 
embarked. Of the seven ships that carried Pershing, Sims, and the six base hospitals 
to Europe, three were British-flagged Cunard and White Star liners. This division 
between the United Kingdom and the United States foreshadowed how the entire 
AEF would be transported to France. All the vessels arrived at their destination, but 
on one the first casualties of the AEF were suffered. 

Given Germany’s unrestricted submarine warfare, Congress had prior to U.S. 
entry authorized the arming of American ships sailing into war zones. Guns 
were withdrawn from storage or removed from dreadnoughts, predreadnoughts, 
and cruisers and mounted on merchantmen. To man them, Naval Armed Guard 
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detachments were created, the first units, men from the newly commissioned bat-
tleship USS Arizona, going on board SS St. Louis and Manchuria on 12 March. 
Within two days similar teams were dispatched from thirty-eight ships to man the 
guns of other vessels, including SS New York, Mongolia, and St. Paul.64

In the Chief of Naval Operations office, Capt. Frank H. Schofield (later admiral 
and commander of the Battle Force from 1930 to 1933) promulgated a plan for 
the employment of the Naval Armed Guard. Armed Neutrality: Rules for the Con-
duct of American Merchant Vessels stated that because the ships were armed solely 
for defense, they could not be construed as privateers or, worse, pirates. Captain 
Schofield emphasized the right of belligerents to search neutral ships; it had been 
Germany’s policy to sink all vessels entering the war zone that had necessitated this 
action. Schofield’s rules laid out explicitly the relationship in each ship between the 
naval detachment and the civilian officers:

The master of a merchant vessel commands the vessel, her passengers, and crew. The naval 
detachment is subject to the orders of the master of the vessel in all matters except as to the 
employment of the ship’s battery. . . . The movements of the ship shall not be controlled, 
even during action, by the senior naval officer on board, but he shall advise with the master 
as to methods of directing the movement of the ship for defensive purposes.65

These detachments drew some of the first blood of the war for the United States, 
but in an unexpected way. On board SS Mongolia, a ricochet off the sea from the 
ship’s own after six-inch gun inflicted three casualties one day out of New York. 
The three, all nurses from Chicago—Emma Matzen, Edith Ayers, and Helen Bur-
nett Wood—were sitting in chairs on the port-side promenade, 150 feet forward of 
the stern gun, when it was routinely test-fired. A cap used as a buffer between the 
shell and explosive propellant charge struck the water and hurtled back toward the 
ship. Matzen was wounded, Ayers and Wood died instantly. Their remains were 
returned on board Mongolia, the first casualties of the effort to transport the AEF 
to Europe.66

Ships of the American, Atlantic Transport, Cunard, and White Star lines all pro-
vided space for the transportation of the AEF, but they sailed independently and 
under the control of their respective owners. Additionally, the United States had 
to pay regular fares; the berthing spaces were configured for commercial and not 
military use. This limited the number of troops that could be sent on board these 
vessels.67

In the second phase of the American sealift effort, again as had occurred nearly 
two decades earlier, the Army directed its depot quartermaster in New York to 
secure tonnage. The Army had been tasked “to provide for an expeditionary force 
consisting of infantry, field artillery, medical corps, signal corps and attached troops 
that would aggregate approximately 12,000 troops and about 3,000 animals; . . . it 
was desired to embark the force, if possible, on June 3rd.”68 On the earlier occasion 
the goal had been twenty-five thousand troops to Cuba, and that proved elusive. 
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This challenge represented an attempt to placate the British and French until the 
U.S. Army was prepared to ship over large, entire combat units.

The ships taken up had to meet requirements previously identified, with sev-
eral additional ones arising from the new situation. For instance, a coal short-
age in Europe necessitated that the ships possess the range to make the round-
trip without refueling; this led to the conversion of some cargo holds into coal 
bunkers. Further, as this was not a thousand-mile voyage to Cuba but a three- 
thousand-mile transit across the U-boat-infested North Atlantic, the ships had to 
be able to survive heavy weather, be sufficiently reliable to complete the voyage 
and at speeds high enough to complicate torpedo attack, have adequate lifesav-
ing equipment, possess the durability to accept gun mounts and withstand the 
shock of their firing, and be able to deal with potential damage. They would sail 
in convoys with armed escorts.69

That latter point dictated a modification to the policy authored by Captain 
Schofield. His rules envisioned ships sailing and facing off against U-boats in-
dividually. On 26 May 1917, Admiral Benson and the Army Chief of Staff, Maj. 
Gen. Tasker H. Bliss, submitted to their respective secretaries for presidential ap-
proval “Tentative Regulations for the Transportation of Troops to Europe.”70 This 
document codified several points, including that responsibility for all aspects of 
“charter[ing], fitting out, equipping, and maintenance of transports” would re-
side with the Army, as would the loading of the ships. The Navy would provide 
convoy commanders and Naval Armed Guards, each ship’s detachment under 
the command of an officer of rank no less than lieutenant commander. The con-
voy commander controlled all movements of the convoy and its formations. The 
most significant aspect of the regulations was encapsulated in section 9(d), which 
copied nearly verbatim section 316(b) of Army Transport Service Regulations of 
1914:71

The master and officers of the vessel shall perform their navigation duties affecting her 
speed and movement, under the direction of her senior naval officer on board, and should 
there be any opposition to or interference with his authority in any way, he may call upon 
the commanding officer of troops on board, who shall then take such steps with the forces 
under his command, as may be necessary to enforce the authority of the naval officer at-
tached to the vessel.72

While these arrangements had since 1914 applied to ATS crews hired by the 
government to man government-owned ships, they had never been imposed on 
civilian employees of private companies under charter to the government. This is-
sue of relationships among the shipmaster, the assigned transport quartermaster 
(the liaison between embarked troops and the ship, representing the quartermaster 
general of the Army), and the commander of embarked troops—referred to as a 
“queer three-headed affair”—had already come to a head in 1900, during a voy-
age of ATS Kilpatrick from the U.S. East Coast to the Philippines. As related in a 
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letter by an Army officer, the ship docked in Gibraltar and was boarded by a Royal 
Navy officer who asked for the commanding officer—and all three of these senior 
officers claimed that title.73 Subsequent iterations of the Army Transport Service 
Regulations clarified their roles but did give the military the ultimate say in time of 
conflict. This order, however, had never been exercised on board a merchant vessel. 
President Wilson approved the draft regulations the day they reached him.74

The reason for the order soon afterward manifested itself on board a chartered 
Army freighter, ACTS (Army Chartered Transport Ship) Teresa. The ship, built in 
Glasgow, was owned and had been operated by the Unione Austriaca di Navigazio-
ne of Austria-Hungary until the start of the war, when she was interned in New 
Orleans.75 The Shipping Board took control of the vessel on 27 September 1917 and 
chartered her to the Army. The ATS, in coordination with the Shipping Board, ar-
ranged for a master, transport quartermaster, crew, and cargo and then dispatched 
the vessel. Shortly after the ship sailed, a disagreement between the captain and the 
transport quartermaster led to the ship’s returning to the port of departure and to 
a request by the Army for the Navy to provide a crew for Teresa. The request ar-
rived on a Saturday afternoon in September, and by Monday she was remanned 
and ready to sail, the first Army ship to have a Navy crew replace the civilian mari-
ners. The episode would shape the mold for what would come later, but before that 
time the Army needed to get the first combat forces to Europe.76

The Army quar-
ter master depot 
in New York was 
gathering ships to 
transport the first 
increment of the 
1st Expeditionary 
Division. Charters 
commenced on 24  
May, the last of the 
fourteen ships join-
ing on 2 June. This 
first transport fleet 
possessed a capac- 
ity for fifteen thou-
sand passengers and 
forty thousand tons 
of freight (see table 
2).77

Name Owner Tonnage Officers Men Animals Charter Date

Antilles Southern Pacific 6,879 168 1,050 26 May 1917

Ed. Luckenbach Luckenbach Co. 7,900 599 31 May 1917

El Occidente Southern Pacific 6,008 613 30 May 1917

Finland Inter. Mer. Co. 12,222 520 1,450 2 June 1917

Havana NY & Cuba Steam 6,391 243 1,244 24 May 1917

H. R. Mallory Mallory Steam Co. 6,063 76 1,509 24 May 1917

Lenape Clyde Steamship 5,179 130 1,100 1 June 1917

Momus Southern Pacific 6,879 168 1,120 1 June 1917

Pastores United Fruit Co. 7,781 131 1,212 30 May 1917

San Jacinto Mallory Steam Co. 6,069 80 1,100 28 May 1917

Saratoga NY & Cuba Steam 6,391 143 1,259 2 June 1917

Tenadores United Fruit Co. 7,782 131 1,203 24 May 1917

Montanan Am-Hawaii SS Co. 6,659 800a 1 June 1917

Dakotan Am-Hawaii SS Co. 6,600 800a 29 May 1917

Table 2

Note: a. Approximate number, based on past performance of similar-type vessels.
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Meanwhile, the Navy Department ordered the commander of the Destroyer 
Force, Rear Adm. Albert Gleaves, to Washington. There on 29 May he received or-
ders as “Commander of Convoy Operations in the Atlantic,” with his flag on board 
the cruiser USS Seattle.78 Gleaves was to play an essential, if unheralded, role in the 
eventual success of the transportation of the AEF. In his A History of the Transport 
Service, he reflected on the first convoy: “It was necessary to commandeer such 
ocean-going vessels as could be found and alter them as quickly as possible for 
carrying troops. Unfortunately we had no adequate deep-sea Merchant Marine to 
draw upon and the somewhat motley assemblage of ships finally gathered together 
for the first expedition did not long survive the duty imposed upon them.”79

The United States did lack an adequate deep-sea merchant marine; all the ships 
in the first transport fleet except for Finland were drawn from the coastal trade. 
Of such vessels the nation had a large pool on which to draw. Gleaves refers to 
“commandeer[ing]” ships. In truth, only the two ships of the American-Hawaiian 
Steamship Company fell into that category, but even for them the quartermaster 
general was eventually able to negotiate a mutually agreeable rate. The charter rate 
for the ships, twelve dollars per ton for passenger and ten dollars for cargo, was 
twice the cost charged to the ATS during the Mexican intervention just three years 
earlier. Added to this figure was the escalating cost of insuring hulls sailing to Eu-
rope, which jumped from 0.025 percent of the value of ship and cargo on the eve 
of the war to, with the impact of the war, between 8 and 10 percent in the spring of 
1917.80

Gleaves’s recollection of the first convoy, then, is so far misleading. His last 
point, regarding the fate of the vessels, is the most erroneous of all. Two of the ships, 
Havana and Saratoga, did make only one voyage. Soon after their return to the 
United States, the Navy purchased them and converted them into the hospital ships 
Comfort and Mercy.81 Tenadores and Pastores, however, went on to set the record 
for the most crossings of the Atlantic as American troopships, seven each for the 
ATS and then, after incorporation into the Navy, another six.82 Lenape, Finland, and 
H. R. Mallory were later commissioned into the CTF after making voyages for the 
ATS. Only San Jacinto, Momus, and Antilles stayed with the ATS; Momus proved 
unreliable and was returned to her owner in February 1918. Antilles was sunk in 
October 1917. Of the four ATS ships fitted as cargo ships, one was sunk, two were 
later fitted as troop transports and joined the CTF for the return of troops from 
Europe, and the last joined the Navy’s cargo fleet in August 1918.83 The problems 
raised in Gleaves’s commentary, then, reflected not so much the unsuitability of the 
ships as the Navy’s decision to assume control of the troop transport mission and 
his displeasure in losing command of his destroyers and being relegated to shep-
herding commercial merchant ships.
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The fourteen U.S. Army chartered transports in what Gleaves would call the 
“first expedition” were formed into four convoys and married up with Navy ships. 
Joining Saratoga, Havana, Tenadores, and Pastores in the first convoy were Seattle, 
one converted yacht, three destroyers, and the former German auxiliary cruiser 
Prinz Eitel Friedrich converted into the auxiliary cruiser USS DeKalb. The latter 
was one of three Imperial German Navy warships in American harbors at the start 
of the war. Two former North German Lloyd liners were at the Philadelphia Navy 
Yard, having been interned following cruises against allied shipping. The eight-
thousand-ton Prinz Eitel Friedrich had sunk the first American merchantman, Wil-
liam P. Frye. The other was the four-stack liner Kronprinz Wilhelm, of fifteen thou-
sand tons. Since these ships were now warships, they along with all commercial 
German ships were seized on the declaration of war, and Executive Order 2624 of 
22 May 1917 gave Prinz Eitel Friedrich and Kronprinz Wilhelm to the Navy.84 The 
former, the smaller of the two, required less work and was quickly fitted out as 
DeKalb. Kronprinz Wilhelm duly became Von Steuben; both served as troopships 
throughout the war. 

On this first occasion, DeKalb and the two other U.S. Navy transports embarked 
the 5th Marine Regiment, while the ATS ships loaded elements of the Army’s 16th, 
18th, 26th, and 28th Infantry Regiments. The first convoy sortied at 1400 on 14 
June and proceeded at fifteen knots. The second (fourteen-knot) convoy sailed an 
hour later: ACTS Momus, Antilles, and Lenape and the Navy transport USS Hen-
derson. These ships were escorted by the cruiser USS Birmingham, an armed yacht, 
and three destroyers. A little over a half hour later, Group Three, a knot slower, 
followed: ACTS H. R. Mallory, Finland, and San Jacinto, along with the cruiser 
Charleston, collier Cyclops (under newly commissioned former merchant master 
Lt. Cdr. George Worley), and three destroyers. The fourth and final group, the four 
eleven-knot freighters, sailed at 0900 on 17 June. These were accompanied by the 
Navy transport Hancock with the last contingent of Marines, the cruiser St. Louis, 
fuel ship Kanawha, and four destroyers.85 One other ship, ATS McClellan, too slow 
to sail with even the last group, sailed independently and was to remain in France 
as a storehouse for Army stevedores.86

All four convoys arrived safely at their destination, Saint-Nazaire, although re-
ports of submarine attacks plagued them as they approached the French coast. On 
arrival, repairs were necessary to Momus, which was the least reliable of the ships. 
Also, problems arose over the off-loading of the ships, specifically the movement 
of coal from cargo holds to bunkers. The crews of the chartered transports refused 
to do the work until their pay was adjusted. In his report on the voyage, Admiral 
Gleaves commented about the civilian crews.

The merchant officers of the transports were, on the whole, a highly efficient and capable 
body of men. Of the crews, little good can be said. These men are mostly the sweeping 
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of the docks, taken on board just prior to sailing. They were shipped as regular merchant 
crews, and were not enlisted in the Army Transport Service. Men of all nationalities were 
shipped, and it is extremely probable that many spies were among the number. In one case 
a member of the crew of the Momus, of German extraction, openly threatened the safety of 
the ship. The crews of these transports at all times formed a serious menace to the safety of 
the convoy.87

The last of the four convoys left France on 14 July to return to New York for re-
loading. Meanwhile, a fifth convoy was formed with Pastores, Tenadores, and H. R. 
Mallory to transport the three artillery regiments of the 1st Division, to be followed 
in August by Antilles, Henderson, Finland, and San Jacinto with base elements of the 
division. The Army Quartermaster Corps realized that it would need to replicate its 
formula for success in the Spanish-American War if it was going to be able to ship 
a proposed force of a million men. In the earlier conflict the Army had purchased 
foreign-flagged ships, particularly from the Atlantic Transport Line, and converted 
them into the core of what became the ATS fleet. This option did not exist in 1917, 
but in continental American ports sat sixteen interned liners of the German mer-
chant marine, similar to the two taken over by the Navy, DeKalb and Von Steuben. 
The use of the German interned ships, along with one Austro-Hungarian vessel 
and another German ship in the Philippines, took the American sealift effort into 
phase 3.

The head of the ATS, Col. Chauncey Baker, worked with Mr. William Denman, 
the chairman of the U.S. Shipping Board (which had taken possession of the Ger-
man ships from the Treasury Department and U.S. Steamboat Inspection Service), 
to arrange for the use of some of these ships. Baker identified two passenger ships 
in Boston and seven in New York for acquisition by the Army; however, two is-
sues emerged. First, the Germans had sabotaged the vessels to impede this very 
thing, and, the Shipping Board estimated, repairs could take from a year to eighteen 
months. The Shipping Board’s mission, to coordinate the operation of the mer-
chant marine, meant that it lacked the ability to effect the repairs itself. The Navy, 
however, proved well equipped to handle this contingency, as demonstrated by the 
quick repair of DeKalb. Most of the German ships being near the navy yards in 
Boston, New York, or Norfolk, the solution manifested itself when President Wil-
son issued Executive Order 2651 of 30 June 1917 (following a joint congressional 
resolution of 12 May) by which the Secretary of the Navy was not only to take over 
the interned German ships but also to appoint a board of survey to inspect the ves-
sels and assess the necessary repairs.88

The second problem was that the ATS would have to provide crews much larger 
than it had for any previous vessel. On the basis of experience with Sherman and 
Thomas, the nine passenger ships required at least six thousand mariners, sub-
stantially more than the entire personnel strength of the ATS. As more commer-
cial ships entered the fleet, it proved difficult to recruit mariners for troopships 
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and other types that would be tempting U-boat targets. Another problem was that 
raised by Admiral Gleaves (above) concerning the “serious menace” that civilian 
manning had posed in the first troop convoys. 

The military and civilian heads of the War and Navy Departments met on this 
subject on 12 July 1917. With White House approval they released a plan whereby 
the sixteen German ships would be commissioned in the Navy (and subsequently 
renamed, with no specific pattern) for transporting troops.89 The ATS would con-
tinue to operate its fleet of transports in the Pacific and along the East Coast, plus 
the original chartered ships in the Atlantic and additional charters of troopships 
and cargo ships from the American merchant marine. Having the Army and Navy 
each running its own troopship fleet would prove less than ideal. 

To formalize this arrangement, President Wilson directed the Shipping Board 
to transfer control of the ships to the Navy on 29 August 1917 for sabotage repairs. 
Cdr. E. P. Jessop of the Navy, attached to the Shipping Board, believed that damage 
to the cast-iron cylinders and machinery could be fixed with electric welding, a 
new technique. With the transfer of the ships, Capt. O. W. Koester took charge and 
had the respective yards dispatch personnel to the sixteen ships. On board SS Ham-
burg, later renamed USS Powhatan, a note had been left by the German chief engi-
neer listing nineteen acts of sabotage to the vessel, noting after nearly all of them 
“Can not [sic] be repaired.”90 The Navy proved the German engineer wrong. In her 
career, Powhatan did suffer a breakdown that delayed a sailing, but she crossed the 
Atlantic seven times starting in November 1917, transporting 14,613 personnel, 
and so demonstrated the ability of the American engineers to overcome German 
attempts to immobilize her.91

When Gleaves returned to the United States after the success of the first convoys, 
he was promoted to the commander of the Cruiser Force, U.S. Atlantic Fleet, on 17 
July 1917. In addition, he assumed the title of commander of the Transport Force, 
on 3 August; thereafter the two were conflated as the Cruiser and Transport Force.92 
Initially, his troop lift consisted of the sixteen ex-German transports, the two aux-
iliary cruisers, and the seven remaining ATS transports. For long-range escort 
across the Atlantic, he eventually controlled twenty-four cruisers: those of Squad-
ron 1, under his personal command in New York, to escort troopships; and Squad-
ron 2, commanded by Rear Adm. Marbury Johnston, for cargo ships. On 20 July 
the Army had created port-of-embarkation organizations under Brig. Gen. D. C.  
Shanks in New York and Col. Grote Hutcheson in Newport News.93 This pairing 
of Gleaves/Shanks and of Johnston/Hutcheson was to be instrumental in the suc-
cess of the transportation of the AEF to Europe. The division of labor between the 
Army and Navy resolved itself during this phase, the Army coordinating the ports 
of embarkation and debarkation, the Navy the operation and passage of the ships.
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On 7 September 1917, six transports loaded the first elements of the 26th Infan-
try (Yankee) Division of the National Guard, in the seventh American troop con-
voy. Protected by the cruiser Huntington of Squadron 1 were ACTS H. R. Mallory, 
Pastores, and Tenadores, as well as the Navy transports USS DeKalb and the recently 
commissioned Huron (ex–Friedrich der Grosse) and Pocahontas (ex–Prinzess Irene). 
From 25 July to 5 September the sixteen transports entered service; the last of the 
sixteen, USS Mercury (ex-Barbarossa), embarked its first troops and sailed on 4 
January 1918, in the sixteenth troop convoy (table 3).94

The sailing of the eighth convoy, specifically its return, had particular ramifica-
tions for the American military troop sealift effort in World War I. Once again, a 
mixed convoy of Army and Navy transports sailed on 24 September 1917 under the 
protection of USS San Diego. (On 19 July 1918, she was to become the sole Ameri-
can cruiser lost by the CTF when she struck a mine laid by U-156 off Fire Island, 
New York.) The convoy—ATS Antilles, Finland, and Lenape, along with USS Hen-
derson—transported the remaining elements of the 26th Infantry Division and the 
1st Battalion, 6th Marines. Antilles, after discharging her troops and cargo, sailed on 
15 October. Two nights out of Brest, while in formation with USS Henderson and 
the Army cargo transport Willehad and escorted by three Navy patrol yachts, she 
was attacked by U-105: a torpedo struck her port side and exploded in the engine 
room, destroying the ship’s propulsion machinery and killing all the engineers but 
one. The ship sank in six and a half minutes. A total of sixteen Army soldiers, four 
members of the Naval Armed Guard, forty-five mariners, a stevedore, and a civilian 
ambulance driver died, a total of sixty-seven out of 234 on board.95

A little over a week later ATS Finland departed France in company with two 
Army cargo ships under an escort of three yachts and four destroyers. Early that 
same morning of departure, a torpedo fired by U-93 struck the ship on the star-
board side under the bridge. On board Finland were the survivors of Antilles. As 
Gleaves characterized them, “The majority of these merchant sailors were a very 
low class of foreigners of all nationalities, the sweepings of the docks, shipped just 
before sailing from New York for one voyage only.”96 Not knowing whether the ship 
was mortally wounded and some of them having already had one ship shot out 
from under them, many of the crew took to the boats as the ship listed to starboard. 
It was soon ascertained by the master and a few who remained on board that the 
damage was limited to one of the cargo holds; the crew reboarded and set a course 
back to France for repairs. A court of inquiry into the Antilles and Finland episodes 
recommended the transfer of all troop transports to the Navy. As Gleaves noted 
with satisfaction, “This reënforced the recommendations I had previously made 
and was done as rapidly as possible.” 97

Once again, however, Gleaves’s account does not exactly mirror the facts. The 
transfer of ATS assets was not effected until April and May 1918, nearly six months 
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after the attacks on Antilles and Finland, owing to the loss of the two transports 
from service and an increased tempo of deployments. Underlying these reasons 
was the Navy’s difficulty in manning. First of all, it was trying to find crews for 
not only the ex-German ships (a requirement that increased with the sailing of 
SS Prinzess Alice, renamed USS Princess Matoika, from its internment in Cebu in 
the Philippines to the navy yards at Mare Island and New York) but also, with the 
American declaration of war against Austria-Hungary, adding SS Martha Washing-
ton. Second, the creation of the Naval Overseas Transportation Service in January 
1918 meant that Navy crews were required for all merchant ships entering the war 
zone and slowed replacements for the ATS troopships.

Phase 4, which responded to the issues manifested in the eighth convoy, wit-
nessed the expansion of the ATS and CTF with ships from the American com-
mercial fleet. Again, the bifurcation in manning led to a meeting between the War 
and Navy Departments, this time with the Shipping Board as well. The problems 
with ACTS Teresa, Antilles, and Finland highlighted to the Navy the problematic 
nature of civilian crews. However, the Navy was already hard-pressed for person-
nel. A twofold solution emerged. The first step was to formalize in early 1918 the 
weekly Wednesday meetings on the allocation of merchant tonnage as the Ship-
ping Control Committee. P. A. S. Franklin, head of the International Mercantile 
Marine (which operated the American, White Star, Red Star, and Atlantic Trans-
port Lines), served as the chairman, assisted by H. H. Raymond of the Clyde and 
Mallory Lines and Sir Connop Guthrie of the British Ministry of Shipping. This 
triumvirate exercised operational control of all Army cargo transports, except 
embarkation and loading, and acted as agent for all Shipping Board tonnage. 
This equated to a total of 1,400 vessels with a capacity of over seven million dead-
weight tons.98

The second agreement, reached on 5 July 1918, formally assigned responsibility 
for ships entering the war zone and laid out how they were to be crewed:
 I. All troop ships [sic] and hospital ships are to be manned by the Navy. 
 II. Animal transports and vessels engaged exclusively in the service of the War and/or  

 Navy Departments, are to be manned as directed by the interested department,  
 which we understand will, in a great majority of cases, require that they be manned  
 by Naval personnel. 

 III. Commercial vessels engaged exclusively in the trade to ports within the war zones  
 are to be manned by Naval personnel. 

 IV. Commercial vessels engaged occasionally in trade as above, but which are likely to  
 be sent to other ports in strictly commercial trade are to be manned as far as pos- 
 sible, by merchant seamen. 

 V. Commercial vessels engaged exclusively in safe trade, such as for instance, to West  
 Indies, South America, Orient, Australia, and coastwise to be manned by merchant  
 seamen.99
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These two agreements led to several immediate changes. On 9 January 1918 
Admiral Benson informed his fleets and naval districts of the establishment of the 
Naval Overseas Transportation Service, under Cdr. Charles Belknap, to maximize 
sea time for vessels and to meet the parameters of the agreements. Initially, the 
service possessed seventy-three ships, with sixteen for dedicated Army service. 
The NOTS fleet numbered 450 by war’s end, with another 109 on track to join. At 
its peak, NOTS required five thousand officers and thirty-eight thousand enlisted 
personnel, imposing a great strain on training centers and the entire Navy. Com-
bined, the CTF and NOTS were nearly as large as the entire prewar Navy in terms 
of personnel and operated the largest ships in the Navy. The CTF alone oversaw 
more passenger ships than any single shipping company in the world, and with the 
addition of NOTS the Navy possessed a merchant fleet larger than the Hamburg-
America, North German Lloyd, and Cunard Lines combined.100 The high profile of 
these ships within the Navy can be seen by the list of commanders who went on to 
become full admirals:

 William D. Leahy USS Princess Matoika

 Claude C. Bloch USS Plattsburg

 Edward C. Kalbfus USS Pocahontas

 David F. Sellers USS Agamemnon

 Arthur J. Hepburn USS Agamemnon

 Charles P. Snyder USS Mongolia

 Frederick J. Horne USS Von Steuben

Freighters and tankers went to NOTS, passenger ships in the American mer-
chant marine and ATS to CTF. The Quartermaster Corps would select ships in the 
merchant marine it desired. The Shipping Board, under an executive order of 12 
October 1917, would requisition them. By agreement between the Army and Navy, 
the CTF had to take these ships over. Some of the first were on the West Coast, 
specifically the newly completed Great Northern and Northern Pacific. These two 
oil-fired ships, capable of over twenty knots, proved to be among the best per-
formers in the CTF. The Army contacted their builder, the William Cramp & Sons 
Shipbuilding Company, about the construction of four more. The burden on the 
shipyard from other contracts, however, proved too much, and the ships were not 
constructed. Also on the West Coast, three oil-fired passenger ships of the Hawaii-
based Matson Line, Wilhelmina, Matsonia, and Maui, transited the Panama Canal 
to join the fleet in early 1918.101

With the U.S. decision to seize Dutch shipping in American ports in March 1918 
under the “right of angary” in international law, three further ships were added to 
the CTF fleet: Zeelandia, Rijndam, and Koningin der Nederlanden. (The last named 
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proved unsuccessful and went to NOTS to carry freight.)102 Two ships under con-
struction for the Ward Line, Siboney and Orizaba, further supplemented the fleet. 
Between 27 October 1917 and 29 May 1918 the four liners of the American Line 
joined the Navy. These ships—Knoxville (ex–St. Paul), Plattsburg (ex–New York), 
Louisville, and Harrisburg—had all served as auxiliary cruisers during the Spanish-
American War. By 1917, they were the best passenger ships on the Atlantic route 
flying the American flag, and now carried troops during the initial phase.103

In April 1918, the Navy incorporated the remaining ATS transports, including 
the veterans from the first convoys, Pastores, Tenadores, Lenape, Finland, and H. 
R. Mallory. They joined Manchuria and Mongolia of the Atlantic Transport Line, 
Kroonland (a sister ship to Finland), and another of the United Fruit vessels, Cala-
mares—all transferred since June 1917. The last ship to join the CTF was Sierra 
from the Oceanic Steamship Company, set to operating between San Francisco and 
Australia on 1 July 1918; she made only one passage before the war ended.104

The unleashing on 21 March 1918 of the German spring offensive, also known 
as the Ludendorff offensive or Kaiserschlacht (kaiser’s battle), required the accel-
eration of the transportation of the AEF to Europe and marked the fifth phase of 
the sealift operation. General Pershing had envisioned a million troops in France 
by May 1918. As of 31 December 1917 a total of 194,965 had arrived, 113,429 car-
ried on American ships. By the end of March the figure had increased to 377,969, 
of whom 235,347 arrived on U.S.-flagged troopships.105 The monthly delivery of 
troops increased in response to the offensive. Only four U.S. divisions were im-
mediately for the front, with another in support; three others were arriving but 
not ready to commit.106 The expansion of the CTF with ex-German and -Austro-
Hungarian hulls and ships of the ATS fleet and from the U.S. merchant marine now 
proved insufficient for the emergency, especially allowing for embarkation, debar-
kation, convoying, maintenance, and repairs. The CTF needed reinforcements. 
Unfortunately, the cupboard was bare in the United States. The military turned to 
several other sources, particularly its new allies.

As early as May 1917, in phase 1, the British had agreed to make space avail-
able on a priority basis on their liners already in service between America and 
Europe. For instance, on 14 July SS Carpathia sailed from New York with 1,202 
troops on board, approximately half her capacity. (The ship was well known to 
many Americans for her role in the rescue of the survivors from RMS Titanic five 
years earlier; she would meet her end on 17 July 1918, struck by a torpedo from 
U-55 while bound for New York.) Three other Cunarders (Carmania, Orduna, and 
Saxonia) provided transport during the war, between the four transporting 69,499 
Americans to the theater. They had been joined by liners from the White Star Line 
(Adriatic, Baltic, Canada, Cedric, and Lapland), which added another 106,294.
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In November 1917, desiring yet more troop capacity, the Army requested from 
the British the use of one of their largest passenger ships: the sole remaining four-
funnel White Star liner, RMS Olympic. Earlier that year, after taking Canadian 
troops to Europe, she had been laid up because of her operating costs, particularly 
for coal. The British were hesitant to make their superliner available to the Ameri-
cans and risk her in U-boat-infested waters, where had already been lost RMS Lu-
sitania in 1915, HMHS Britannic in 1916, and the Italian liner Principe Umberto 
that same year. The last-named loss, to the Austro-Hungarian U-5 in the Adriatic, 
had cost nearly two thousand lives and would prove the largest single maritime 
disaster of World War I. The British, concerned about risk to life, were also looking 
toward the postwar situation, when ships like Olympic would be needed. Neverthe-
less, after prolonged negotiations, the British agreed to release the ship—on two 
conditions. The first required the ship to remain under operational control of the 
Admiralty and the White Star Line. Second, the United States had to underwrite 
fully, assume the risk of, any damage to or loss of the vessel in the conveyance of 
American troops.107 Olympic sailed to the United States in December 1917 and left 
New York on 11 January 1918 with 6,042 troops embarked, the first of an eventual 
total of 53,967.108

The unexpected success of the Kaiserschlacht—in conjunction with the decision 
of Russia to leave the war, the collapse of the Italian front, and near mutinies in the 
French army—left the British as the last large and fully reliable combat force on 
the western front until the AEF could take over a portion of the line. The Germans 
were striking at the “seam” between the British and French armies, attempting to 
drive them apart; the allies, now under the leadership of Gen. Ferdinand Foch, 
urged the United States to get its divisions to France as quickly as possible. Accord-
ingly, the U.S. military needed yet more British shipping. Fortunately, in January 
1918 the British had agreed to release enough tonnage to ship six divisions if those 
units trained in the British sector and could be utilized by them. To this end the 
Admiralty had agreed to release Mauretania and Aquitania, under terms similar to 
those for Olympic. Combined, these two liners added 81,146 men just as the crisis 
was developing, starting in March and April 1918, respectively.109

As the situation on the western front deteriorated but with the tide turning 
against U-boats in the Atlantic, the British committed to the AEF 124 ships be-
tween 31 March and 31 August. In return they called on the United States for ten 
divisions vice the original six. (Over the entire war, Britain provided a total of 196 
hulls.)110 To reinforce the CTF directly, the British agreed to release four Russian 
ships taken over after the collapse of the tsarist government: SS Czar, Czaritza, 
Dwinsk, and Kursk. These joined in March, followed by seven Italian and three 
French liners, as well as one Brazilian. Among these was SS France, France’s re-
sponse to the British and German behemoths constructed in the prewar superliner 
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race. The last of these fifteen ships reported for duty in June 1918. The group did 
not emerge unscathed from the war. Dwinsk became a victim of one of the kai-
ser’s long-range cruiser submarines when U-151 torpedoed her on 18 June 1918 
four hundred miles northeast of Bermuda, westbound heading for Newport News. 
Among the ships from Britain, Tuscania, Moldavia, Justicia, Otranto, Aurania, and 
Andania all succumbed, joining (aside from Dwinsk) ATS Antilles as well as USS 
President Lincoln and Covington, the latter two sunk by U-boats on their way back 
to America.111

With the growth of the CTF and of the urgency in the dispatch of troops, New 
York proved unable to handle the embarkation by itself. Admiral Gleaves split the 
transports into two divisions, as he had the cruisers, with himself commanding Di-
vision 1 in New York and Rear Adm. Hilary P. Jones Division 2 in Newport News, 
effective 31 March 1918. Division 2 consisted of twelve CTF transports, along with 
the non-British foreign-flagged vessels (the three British superliners, operated out 
of New York).112 With the addition of the allied ships, as well as the complete inte-
gration of the CTF with ships from the Army and American merchant marine, the 
AEF transportation rate increased dramatically (table 4).

Date

Carried 
by  

U.S. 
Ships

Number 
of U.S. 
Ships 
Sailed

Carried 
by Allied 

Ships

Number 
of Allied 

Ships 
Sailed

Total  
Transported

Total 
Ships 
Sailed

U.S. Divisions 
Operationala

May–Dec. 1917 113,429 92 81,536 58 194,965 150 1, 42

Jan.–Mar. 1918 121,918 60 61,086 33 183,004 93 2, 26, 32, 41

Apr. 1918 68,290 38 51,782 25 120,072 63 93

May 1918 99,561 55 148,153 86 247,714 141 (77)

June 1918 121,259 47 159,175 81 280,434 128 3, (4, 28, 30,  
33, 35, 78, 80)

July 1918 112,465 46 198,894 101 311,359 147
5, (27), 29, 37,  
(82), 89, 90, 
91, 92

Aug. 1918 124,896 51 161,479 89 286,375 140 6, 36, 76, 79, 81, 
83, 85

Sept. 1918 112,536 53 147,134 76 259,670 129 7, 39, 40, 87, 88

Oct. 1918 76,801 60 107,262 67 184,063 127 34, 38, 84, 86

1–11 Nov. 1918 1,426 12 10,698 12 12,124 24 8, 31

Total 952,581 514 1,127,199 628 2,079,780 1,142

Table 4 

Note: a. Divisions in parentheses committed to the British army.
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In building the AEF, American planners had not foreseen a collapse of Germany 
in late 1918 but rather envisioned fighting going on into 1919 or later. As matters 
turned out, from American entry on 6 April 1917 to the armistice on 11 November 
1918, U.S.-flag ships would transport 45 percent of the AEF, the British 49 percent, 
and other allies 6 percent. The United States had planned to assume a larger bur-
den of the transfer, in a longer war, of a larger force: four million troops, a total of 
a hundred divisions.113

Accordingly the nation embarked on an extensive construction program to 
build not only a  navy “second to none” (the Naval Act of 1916) but also a com-
mensurate merchant marine (the Shipping Act of 1916). In late December 1916 
the Emergency Fleet Corporation, led by the former chairman of the Bethlehem 
Steel Corporation, Charles Schwab, undertook a building program that aimed to 
produce 2,851 ships, a total of fifteen million tons, a tonnage over four times larger 
than that of the prewar commercial fleet.114 The vast majority of these new ships 
were to be freighters or tankers, but troopships were also required, to help the CTF 
deal with transporting the expected four million troops and then returning them. 

Gen. Frank T. Hines, the head of the Army’s Embarkation Service, which over-
saw the transportation and loading of troops in the United States, needed vessels to 
replace the lost British ships. To accomplish this, Mr. Edward Hurley, the new head 
of the U.S. Shipping Board, arranged for the construction of new American troop-
ships, initiating the sixth phase of the sealift effort. The success of ships like Great 
Northern, Northern Pacific, Mongolia, Manchuria, Siboney, and Orizaba, all built 
to commercial designs, and the conversions of Atlantic Transport Line ships dur-
ing the Spanish-American War informed the designs of two new classes. The first, 
known as Emergency Fleet Corporation Design 1029 (but more commonly the 
“535s,” for their overall length), could carry 2,500 troops at eighteen knots. Using 
oil fuel and with steam turbines and twin screws, at thirteen thousand tons these 
ships were ideal midrange ships: useful in time of war and in peacetime suitable for 
operation by the ATS or conversion into commercial passenger ships. Construc-
tion was spread across three yards—nineteen hulls at the New York Shipyard in 
Camden, New Jersey; eight at Bethlehem Steel in Baltimore, Maryland; and two at 
the Newport News Shipyard in Virginia. Five of these ships were scheduled to be 
complete by August 1919, the others within a year.115

The other design, Emergency Fleet Corporation 1024, better known as the “Hog 
Island Type B” for the shipyard that was to build them, would employ new tech-
niques of ship fabrication. One of four new yards laid down by the Emergency Fleet 
Corporation, Hog Island at Philadelphia, with its fifty shipways, became the symbol 
of World War I ship construction (though in the event it had not delivered a single 
ship before the war ended). Army and Shipping Board plans called for 110 of the 
437-foot Type Bs. A modification of the more numerous Type As, the Bs were akin 
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to the earlier commercial ships that had become the basis of the Army Transport 
Service. Naval architects took the basic freighter design and added to it all those 
features found necessary over the years for use as troopships. With oil-fired boil-
ers, steam turbines, a simple-to-construct design with slab sides, and bridge-grade 
steel—which marked a departure from the higher-grade steel previously required 
for commercial ships—these eight-thousand-ton, single-screw ships could steam at 
fifteen knots and carry two thousand troops.116

Plans called for seventy of these to be completed by August 1919, joining the 
five 535s also due then. By 1920, the ninety-nine of these two types projected to 
be in service would be able to haul over two hundred thousand troops, more than 
doubling the capacity of the CTF.117

The end of the war curtailed the entire shipbuilding program of the Emergency 
Fleet Corporation. Of the envisioned twenty-nine 535s only sixteen were complet-
ed, and none made it into the hands of the ATS or CTF. Instead, all were turned 
over to commercial shippers. Ironically, twenty years later eight of the ships would 
fulfill their original roles when the eight, seven of which renamed for World War I 
generals, became part of the Army Transport Service just before World War II.118 Of 
the 110 Type Bs, only twelve were completed. A single hull went to the Navy; the re-
maining eleven, principally named for World War I battles, transferred to the ATS 
as the core of its interwar fleet.119 With the announcement of the armistice on 11 
November, the United States halted the transportation of forces to Europe. The last 
troop convoy, consisting of Siboney and Orizaba, arrived in France on the 12th.120

Initial plans by General Pershing envisioned maintaining a force of thirty di-
visions in Europe. It had taken a year and a half to transport the two-million- 
person AEF then in Europe, the majority in the last six months. Worse, the return 
home now faced a new threat: not U-boats but the withdrawal of British ships from 
American service. The United Kingdom too needed to transport troops home, not 
only British soldiers across the Channel, but also imperial forces back to Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand, India, South Africa, and elsewhere throughout the em-
pire. Additionally, the British aimed to restore their commercial dominance on 
the world’s oceans, the biggest threat to that supremacy, Germany, having been 
eliminated. They were concerned, however, at the U.S. Shipping Board’s building 
program that was about to flood the seas with American commercial ships and ten 
new Colorado- and South Dakota–class battleships and six Lexington-class battle 
cruisers. As for American transportation resources, the CTF had a capacity to lift 
112,000 men at once, and its ships needed a month to make transatlantic round-
trips; it was going to take about eighteen months to return the AEF.121 (The strand-
ing of the AEF proved advantageous to the British, who could dangle the possibility 
of assisting as leverage in their negotiations with the Americans at Versailles.)122
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With the added difficulty of an outbreak of influenza on a few ships, the United 
States took steps to increase the transport capacity of the CTF and so offset the 
loss of British ships. First, the introduction of “hot bunking” (two or three men 
assigned to a single bunk, sleeping in rotation) and the expansion of troop accom-
modations increased capacity by nearly 50 percent. These measures had not been 
taken during the war, for fear both of an overloaded transport being lost and of the 
flu (which had broken out in February 1918), but with the former danger removed 
and screening processes in place against the latter, the existing CTF ships were so 
modified.

The second resource was existing shipping, specifically naval combatants and 
cargo ships. Admiral Gleaves already had the immediate use of his cruisers, which 
were no longer needed as escorts. Late in the war the possibility of a breakout into 
the North Atlantic of a German battle cruiser had caused a detachment of dread-
noughts to be sent to Ireland as a striking group. These ships, as well as predread-
noughts from the Battle Force and Gleaves’s cruisers, entered navy shipyards for 
conversion of available spaces into berthing. The first battleship so modified, USS 
Kansas, returned to service on 10 December 1918 with a capacity for 1,600 troops, 
which could be expanded to 1,900. She made a total of five trips, returning 7,569 
men by 27 June 1919. The cruiser USS Huntington, similarly converted, carried 
11,955 troops between 14 December 1918 and 5 July 1919. In total, ten cruisers 
and fifteen battleships made a total of 108 voyages and repatriated 145,929 soldiers.

Third, and as in the past, the military surveyed the cargo fleet for ships suit-
able for conversion into troop transports. Modifications to each ship would take 
forty-one days and cost $161,000 (almost $2,800,000 in 2020) on average; a total of 
seventy-one were so fitted and joined the CTF, ranging from new ships built by the 
Shipping Board during the war to seventeen interned German freighters and even 
three “veterans.” These last included two Navy hospital ships, Comfort and Mercy, 
reprising the roles they had played as SS Havana and Saratoga in the first convoy 
to France. The third was also an ATS veteran: previously detached to the Shipping 
Control Committee for use as a freighter but now again outfitted as a troop trans-
port, ATS Buford returned 4,714 doughboys to America in five trips.123 Her most 
unusual mission came in 1920 when she transported 249 deportees to the Soviet 
Union after the First Red Scare.124

The final addition to the homeward fleet came in the form of foreign ships. 
General Hines secured thirteen Italian liners, twelve from neutral Spain and the 
Netherlands, and eight from France to perform a mission the reverse of that per-
formed by foreign-flagged ships that joined the CTF in the summer of 1918. By far 
the greatest windfall was the allocation of nine German ships surrendered to the 
Americans after the armistice. These ships possessed berths for 42,400 personnel 
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and included the larger sister ship of USS Leviathan (ex–SS Vaterland), the unique-
ly named USS Imperator.125

The 2.4 million tons of shipping from all sources had a capacity of 383,935 per-
sonnel at once. From the armistice to 1 October 1919, forty-two CTF transports 
returned 1,098,451.126 With the return of the American Expeditionary Force the 
CTF’s mission ended, but it had not been completed without some casualties. USS 
Tenadores, a veteran of the first convoy to France, grounded off Saint-Nazaire on 
30 December 1918, a total loss. Northern Pacific also grounded, on the other side of 
the Atlantic two days later, but she was salvaged. Another ten days later occurred 
the last incident, a collision, involving USS Graf Waldersee; she too survived.127 As 
the transfer progressed and the requirement for troop berths diminished, ships 
were returned: to the U.S. Shipping Board, their owners (whether American, al-
lied, or German), or the Navy. On 1 September 1919 Gleaves, now a vice admiral, 
stepped down to take command of the Asiatic Fleet and was relieved by Rear Adm. 
C. B. Morgan.

The biggest question dealt with the eighteen remaining interned troopships 
from Germany and Austria. The agreement brokered by Admiral Benson and Gen-
eral Bliss in July 1917 provided only for temporary operation of the ships by the 
Navy. In September and October 1919, forty-two transports, including many of 
the former German and Austro-Hungarian vessels, were returned to the Shipping 
Board and fifteen more to the Army either for active use or to form the core of the 
U.S. Army Transport reserve force. By the end of October only USS George Wash-
ington, Martha Washington, and Pocahontas remained in naval service, under the 
orders of Third Naval District since the dissolution of the CTF.128

On 7 July 1920, as the Navy auxiliaries returned to their prewar mission of sup-
plying the fleet, the new Chief of Naval Operation, Adm. Robert E. Coontz, es-
tablished a new agency, the Naval Transportation Service. Like the old NAS, the 
new NTS would be made up of support vessels: two transports, six tankers, ten 
freighters, three colliers, one communication ship, and two ammunition vessels. 
Unlike the predecessor organization, the NTS continued the use of Naval Reserve 
personnel and did not revert to civilian crews. A few years after the end of the war, 
however, many experienced crewmen who had sailed in the NAS found themselves 
dismissed owing to cuts in reserve personnel.129 The NTS proved to be an unwanted 
stepchild, and many of its resupply missions were assumed by the fleet trains, ships 
of the regular, active-duty Navy. By 1939 only two transports, three tankers, three 
cargo ships, and one ammunition ship remained.130

In the Army, plans to resurrect the ATS in its prewar status initially met with 
much success. With the continued presence of American forces in Western Europe, 
northwestern Russia, and Siberia as well as the Caribbean, the Panama Canal Zone, 
and the Pacific, a large fleet was proving necessary. By 1 July 1920, however, a total 
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of only fourteen troopships and two cargo vessels remained, along with chartered 
ships, of the 150 turned over by the Navy.131 It was proposed to take the former Ger-
man fleet and create a reserve of fifty vessels (400,000 tons) that could be mobilized 
and drawn on in times of emergency.132 But funding proved scarce in the postwar 
years, and the Army relinquished the reserve ships to the Shipping Board for the 
commercial fleet.133 With the final withdrawal of American forces from Europe in 
1923, the New York–to–Antwerp service was discontinued. The ATS fleet declined 
to ten ships by 1925 (some of them new, Hog Island Type Bs and refurbished Ger-
man ships) and only six by 1939.134 In general, then, the accolades and success of the 
wartime sealift effort did not produce a commitment to stay ready to replicate it.

On the eve of World War I, the ATS and NAS possessed twenty years of experi-
ence, on the basis of which the Army and Navy created the Embarkation Service 
and the Cruiser and Transport Force, which transported two million Americans to 
and from Europe over three years. The process was by no means perfect, and it did 
cost lives; nevertheless, the losses of personnel and ships proved amazingly small 
in terms of the result. Prime Minister Lloyd George characterized the transporta-
tion of Americans as a race between Wilson and Hindenburg, and beyond doubt 
the Americans arrived on the battlefield in time to play a role in blunting the final 
German offensive.135 The transportation of troops from the spring to the fall of 1918 
was unprecedented in terms of size and scale, even without regard to the threat 
posed by German submarines—and yet not one American transport was sunk en 
route to Europe during the war. The three lost to enemy action—ATS Antilles, USS 
President Lincoln, and USS Covington—were sunk while returning.

The impact of sealift would manifest itself again in World War II. Once again, 
the Army and Navy developed a concept whereby in time of war the Navy would 
take over the Army fleet and create, effectively, a new CTF. However, this agree-
ment, brokered in March 1941, did not come to fruition. Instead, the ATS and NTS 
each operated its own fleet but alongside a civilian agency, the War Shipping Ad-
ministration, that operated civilian vessels manned by merchant mariners.136

Between the American entrance into World War I and December 1917, only 
the 1st and 42nd Divisions arrived in France. In nearly that same space of time in 
early 1942, using the lessons of World War I, the United States was to move seven-
teen divisions across not only the Atlantic but the Pacific as well. Whereas in the 
Great War the building program for troop transports produced only eleven out of a 
planned ninety-nine ships, in World War II the Maritime Commission would build 
twenty Admiral-class P2 transports and thirty General-class C4s, all named for 
flag and general officers of World War I. (These ships were originally configured 
for civilian crews, but issues arose over the use of merchant mariners and the Navy 
decided to man them with its own personnel.)137
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                   N O T E S

The Vice Chief of Naval Operations during World War II, Vice Adm. Frederick 
J. Horne (who had commanded USS Von Steuben during the return of the AEF), 
specialized in logistics. On 12 May 1942 he submitted to the Chief of Naval Opera-
tions, Adm. Ernest J. King, a “Plan for Operation of Strategic Overseas Shipping 
Other than Combatant Forces”:

The present system of operating three services (Army, Navy, and War Shipping Administra-
tion) . . . is wasteful. . . . In order to more effectively employ tonnage, closer coordination 
between Army, Navy, and War Shipping Administration is urgently needed. . . . There is an 
acute shortage of tonnage . . . of all seafaring personnel to man merchant ships now in ser-
vice. . . . All merchant ship personnel [are] so liberally paid that many voyages are followed 
by considerable delays in assembling crews due to drunkenness and other handicaps. Under 
present conditions there is a marked breakdown of discipline afloat.138

Horne proposed the creation of the War Overseas Transportation Service, an 
entity that would merge the attributes of the CTF/NOTS, the ATS, and the War 
Shipping Administration. President Franklin D. Roosevelt declined, and instead 
the War Shipping Administration, under Vice Adm. Emory S. Land, oversaw ship-
ping during the war. It took the reorganization of the War and Navy Departments 
into a combined Defense Department to bring about the eventual demise of the 
independent Army and Navy sealift agencies. In 1949 they were merged into one 
unified service under the command of the Navy known as the Military Sea Trans-
portation Service. The Navy thereby assumed the shipping mission, combining 
ships manned by Navy sailors and others by merchant mariners. The Army con-
trolled embarkation and debarkation. This organization, which mirrored the one 
created in World War I, was the arrangement with which the United States entered 
the world stage as a superpower.
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VI

Were such a reminder necessary, I feel sure that the splendid record 
of its forbear, the Revenue-Cutter Service, in all the previous wars in 
which this country has engaged, would serve as an incentive to the 
officers and men of the present Coast Guard to maintain unsullied its 
past reputation for heroic deeds in battling with the Nation’s enemies.

SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY WILLIAM MCADOO



VI “Plan One, Acknowledge”
Combat Operations of the U.S. Coast Guard  
in World War I
WILLIAM H. THIESEN

McAdoo wrote the words of the epigraph on the facing page to U.S. Coast 
Guard Commandant Ellsworth Bertholf on Friday, April 6, 1917, the 
day Congress declared war on Germany.1 That same day, the U.S. Navy’s 

communications center in Arlington, Virginia, transmitted the code words “Plan 
One, Acknowledge” to Coast Guard cutters, units, and bases throughout the United 
States. This coded message initiated the service’s transfer from the Treasury De-
partment to the Navy, placing the service on a wartime footing. World War I would 
prove the first true test of the modern Coast Guard’s military capability.2

Prior to World War I, President William Taft’s administration had nearly dis-
established the U.S. Revenue Cutter Service, the Coast Guard’s predecessor orga-
nization. As a cost-cutting measure, Taft proposed to dismantle the service and 
distribute its assets and missions between the Navy and other federal agencies. But 
contemporary events convinced American political leaders to scrap this plan.3

In April 1912, the Royal Mail Ship Titanic struck an iceberg and sank in the 
North Atlantic. The accidental sinking of this “unsinkable” passenger liner and the 
consequent loss of life shocked the public on both sides of the Atlantic and led to 
both the 1914 Safety of Life at Sea Convention in England and the establishment of 
the International Ice Patrol. Originally supported by the Navy, this patrol tracked 
icebergs and reported their locations to ships in the North Atlantic. Soon, however, 
the Navy could no longer spare warships for patrols, so the Revenue Cutter Service 
assumed the duty.4

Then war erupted in Europe, in 1914. The outbreak of World War I saw the 
responsibilities of the revenue cutters grow exponentially. As the conflict spread to 
other parts of the globe, President Woodrow Wilson saw the benefit of retaining 
the Revenue Cutter Service as an armed sea service. Its assets and personnel, com-
bined with those of the U.S. Life-Saving Service, would prove effective in guarding 
the nation’s shores both by land and at sea. On January 28, 1915, Wilson signed the 
Act to Create the Coast Guard, combining the civilian agencies of the Life-Saving 
Service and Revenue Cutter Service into one military agency. The act went into ef-
fect on the 30th, establishing the U.S. Coast Guard as a military organization that 
would serve as a branch of the Navy during conflicts.5
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Plan One was developed in secret, laying out procedures for the transfer of the 
Coast Guard to the Navy when required. In March 1917, in anticipation of the dec-
laration of war, Commandant Bertholf issued a confidential booklet that laid out 
Plan One and the assignments of cutters to various naval districts. It was on April 
6, when the United States declared war against Germany, that Bertholf released an 
“ALCUT” (all cutters) message three words long—Plan One, Acknowledge—imple-
menting the transfer.6

In San Francisco, at 6 pm that day, the cutter McCulloch received telephone in-
structions from its division commander to put into effect Mobilization Plan Num-
ber One. By 7:25 pm the cutter had also received the ALCUT from Coast Guard 
Headquarters. In response, McCulloch transmitted to the local Navy commander 
a coded radiogram: “Commanding Officer, U.S.S. Oregon. Mobilization orders re-
ceived. Report McCulloch for duty under your command.” In addition to McCul-
loch, nearly fifty cutters, hundreds of small craft, and 280 shore installations now 
came under Navy control.7

With the declaration of war and the execution of Plan One—the transfer by the 
Treasury Department of its officers and enlisted men, cutters and units, to the op-
erational control of the Navy Department—the Coast Guard had joined the fight. 
The service augmented the Navy with 223 commissioned officers and 4,500 en-
listed personnel. The latter number included the first women to don Coast Guard 
uniforms and the first significant number of minority Coast Guardsmen.8 

One of the service’s first important wartime missions was port security. This 
mission had been a long-standing function of the service. In the 1800s, the Revenue 
Cutter Service had been tasked with responsibility for ensuring the safe movement 
and anchorage of vessels in American waters. In 1915, the modern Coast Guard 
had adopted the mission when directed by the Rivers and Harbors Act “to establish 
anchorage grounds for vessels in all harbors, rivers, bays and other navigable waters 
of the United States.” With the war in Europe, protecting American ports became a 
matter of national security.9

During the war, the tremendous increase in munitions shipments required in-
creased manpower and assets for port security. Never before had the threat of mas-
sive destruction from explosives been so great. This was borne out by an explosion 
that rocked New York City on July 31, 1916. The munitions terminal on Black Tom 
Island, New Jersey, across the Hudson River from Manhattan, was a primary stag-
ing area for ordnance shipped to the war in Europe. Set off by German saboteurs, 
the blast shattered windows as far away as New York City, killed several persons, 
and caused property damage amounting to approximately a billion dollars in to-
day’s currency. The explosion was thirty times more powerful than the shock wave 
from the 2001 World Trade Center collapse and ranks as the worst terrorist attack 
on U.S. soil prior to 9/11. This disaster quickly focused attention on the dangers of 
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storing, loading, and transshipping volatile explosives near major American popu-
lation centers.10

Accordingly, the Coast Guard’s port-security duties expanded rapidly. The Es-
pionage Act of June 1917 shifted responsibility for safety and movement of vessels 
in American harbors from the Army Corps of Engineers to the Department of 
the Treasury, specifically the Coast Guard (now under Navy control for the emer-
gency). The act bestowed on the Coast Guard the authorities necessary to protect 
merchant shipping from sabotage, safeguard waterfront property, supervise vessel 
movements, establish anchorages and restricted areas, and regulate the loading and 
shipment of hazardous cargoes. It also empowered the Coast Guard to monitor 
people on board ships and to remove them. As a result, the service assisted in ar-
resting crew members of merchant vessels of enemy belligerents interned in U.S. 
ports.11

During the war, Capt. Godfrey Carden, overseer of New York Harbor port se-
curity, became the nation’s best-known Coast Guard officer; the term “captain of 
the port” was invented to describe his role. He commanded the Coast Guard’s New 
York Division, nearly 1,500 officers and men, four tugs borrowed from the Navy 
and the Army, five harbor cutters, and an assortment of small craft. In all, his was 
the service’s largest wartime command. More weapons and war matériel were em-
barked on vessels in New York than in any other U.S. port. In the span of a year and 
a half Carden’s men oversaw the loading of 1,700 ships with more than 345 mil-
lion tons of shells, smokeless powder, dynamite, ammunition, and other explosives. 
The Coast Guard established captain-of-the-port offices at Philadelphia, Hampton 
Roads (Virginia), and Sault Ste. Marie (Michigan).12

Coast Guard officers held other important commands during World War I as 
well; the service was not limited to domestic duties. Twenty-four commanded na-
val warships in the war zone, five commanded warships attached to the American 
Patrol detachment in the Caribbean, twenty-three commanded warships attached 
to naval districts, and five commanded large training camps. Shortly after the ar-
mistice, four Coast Guard officers were assigned to command large naval trans-
ports bringing the troops home from France. Officers not in command served in 
practically every phase of naval activity, including in transports, cruisers, cutters, 
and patrol vessels; in naval districts; as inspectors; and at training camps. Of the 
223 Coast Guard officers who served, seven met their deaths as a result of enemy 
action.13

At home, the war required vigilance on the part of Coast Guard stations. For 
example, on August 16, 1918, the British steamship Mirlo steaming northward 
off the North Carolina coast struck a mine laid by a German U-boat. Its cargo of 
gasoline and refined oil spread over the sea and ignited. Chief Boatswain John 
Midgett and a crew from the Chicamacomico Coast Guard Station on the Outer 
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Banks launched their motor surfboat and forced their way into this mass of fire 
and wreckage to rescue six men clinging to a capsized lifeboat. Midgett and his 
men then fought the intense heat to pick up two more boatloads of men, land-
ing them ashore safely through heavy surf. Altogether, the Chicamacomico boat 
crew saved forty-two people, for which they were all awarded the Gold Lifesaving 
Medal.14

In August and September 1917, six Coast Guard cutters—Ossipee, Seneca, Yama- 
craw, Algonquin, Manning, and Tampa—joined U.S. Navy forces in European wa-
ters. They were based at Gibraltar and constituted Squadron 2, Division 6, of the 
patrol forces of the Atlantic Fleet. Throughout the war, these cutters escorted hun-
dreds of vessels through the sub-infested waters between Gibraltar and the British 
Isles and performed patrol and escort duties in the Mediterranean. Several other 
large cutters also patrolled and escorted in U.S. coastal waters, off Bermuda, around 
the Azores, in the Caribbean, and off the coast of Nova Scotia. They operated either 
under the orders of naval district commandants or under direct orders from the 
Chief of Naval Operations.15

At the same time, cutters continued to perform their traditional missions. At 
2:45 in the morning of March 25, 1918, the British naval sloop Cowslip steamed out 
of Gibraltar to meet a convoy escorted by the cutter Seneca. Cowslip was struck and 
almost broken in two by a torpedo from one of three German submarines bound 
for the Mediterranean. Although warned to stay away because of the presence of 
enemy submarines, Seneca followed the laws of its service and three times stopped 
to send boats to pick up survivors. These boats succeeded in saving two officers and 
seventy-nine enlisted men. In late June Seneca saved twenty-seven crew members 
of the torpedoed British merchant steamer Queen. When in mid-September the 
British steamer Wellington was torpedoed a volunteer crew from Seneca attempted 
to save the vessel. The ship finally foundered on September 17, taking with it eleven 
Coast Guardsmen. In all, twenty of Seneca’s boarding party, some posthumously, 
received the Navy Cross and one the Navy Distinguished Service Medal: the most 
combat-related decorations for a single operation in service history.16

Naval aviation expanded rapidly during the war, and many of the Coast Guard 
aviators transferred to it were senior in rank to their Navy counterparts. Eight 
Coast Guardsmen had earned their wings by the onset of the war, and all par-
ticipated in the war effort. Six were given major commands. Coast Guard lieu-
tenants became commanding officers of the naval air stations at Île-Tudy, France; 
Chatham, Massachusetts; Sydney, Nova Scotia; and in Florida, Key West and the 
enlisted flight training school at Pensacola. A year after the war, the Coast Guard 
would also provide a pilot, Lt. Elmer Stone, in the first flight to cross the Atlantic, 
in the Navy’s NC-4 flying boat.17
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Lt. Phillip Eaton’s wartime service is a representative example. Upon his des-
ignation as a naval aviator, Lieutenant Eaton was assigned command of Naval Air 
Station (NAS) Chatham. During the late spring and summer of 1918 the German 
navy stepped up submarine attacks on shipping off the East Coast. On July 21, a 
surfaced U-boat began firing with its deck guns on a tugboat towing three barges 
off Cape Cod. The sub was attacked by two seaplanes from NAS Chatham. In one 
of them was Lieutenant Eaton, who regularly took patrol flights; he made his ap-
proach and dropped two bombs. One landed on the submarine and the other close 
to its hull. Unfortunately, neither bomb exploded and the U-boat submerged and 
escaped. Nevertheless, Eaton had prevented the sinking of the tug and any loss of 
life. So ended the first naval aerial attack of the Western Hemisphere.18

During the nearly nineteen months of American participation in World War I, 
the Coast Guard would lose five ships and nearly two hundred men. These ships 
included two combat losses. On August 6, 1918, U-140 sank the Diamond Shoals 
lightship (off Cape Hatteras) after its crew transmitted to shore the location of the 
marauding enemy submarine, but no lives were lost.19 On September 26, 1918, after 
escorting a convoy from Gibraltar to the United Kingdom, the cutter Tampa was 
torpedoed by UB-91. The cutter quickly sank with all 130 persons on board: four 
U.S. Navy men, fifteen Royal Navy personnel, and 111 Coast Guard officers and 
men. It proved America’s greatest naval loss of life from combat in that war. Tampa 
had escorted eighteen convoys between Gibraltar and the United Kingdom, was 
never disabled, and was always ready when called on. An additional eighty-one 
Coast Guardsmen also lost their lives during the war.20

On Monday, November 11, 1918, Germany signed the armistice, ending World 
War I. The conflict had been the Coast Guard’s baptism of fire, the first true test of 
its military capability. Altogether, over 8,800 men and women served in the Coast 
Guard during the war. The service’s heroes received two Navy Distinguished Ser-
vice Medals, eight Gold Lifesaving Medals, almost a dozen foreign honors, and 
nearly fifty Navy Crosses—dozens more of the latter than were to be awarded to
Coast Guardsmen in World War II. In 1919, control of the Coast Guard was re-
turned to the Treasury Department.21

During the war, the Coast Guard carried on its traditional missions of search 
and rescue, maritime interdiction, law enforcement, humanitarian response, and 
port security. The service also undertook new missions of shore patrol, marine 
safety, and convoy escort, and played a vital role in naval aviation, troop transport, 
and overseas naval operations. By war’s end, these assignments had become perma-
nent parts of the Coast Guard’s defense readiness mission. World War I cemented 
the Coast Guard’s place among American military services and prepared it for the 
challenges it would face during the Rum War of Prohibition and in World War II.
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Part 3: World War II Naval History





VII The American Response  
to the Sinking of USS Panay, December 1937

DOUGLAS PEIFER

December 2017 marked the eightieth anniversary of the sinking of the U.S. 
gunboat Panay by Japanese aircraft, an incident that predated the Japanese 
attack on Pearl Harbor by four years. The sinking of Panay was front-page 

news, but unlike the sinking of Maine in 1898, the crisis elicited more apprehension 
than outrage. Public opinion and Congress feared an overreaction on the part of 
the executive branch; isolationist papers and politicians asked why U.S. naval ves-
sels had been stationed in China in the first place. A broad spectrum of the public 
feared that Franklin D. Roosevelt’s response would somehow entangle the United 
States in the ongoing Sino-Japanese War, and Congress sent a clear signal that it 
had no intention of authorizing any sort of military response.

Much of the literature on Panay focuses on the incident itself rather than on 
political response to the crisis. The tale of the attack on Panay is a riveting drama, 
encompassing eyewitness accounts of dive-bombing aircraft coming so close that 
American sailors could see the faces of Japanese pilots, of the “pantless gunner” 
of Panay who had rushed up to the ship’s deck half dressed to man one of the .30- 
caliber machine guns, and of a heroic executive officer who suffered a neck wound 
and was unable to speak but calmly wrote out orders on the back of a nautical chart 
as blood dripped onto it.1 The drama of the incident too often pushes its real signif-
icance into the background. This article, focusing on the dynamics of presidential 
decision-making, explores several key areas where foreign policy, naval diplomacy, 
and crisis decision-making overlap.2 Was the incident entirely unanticipated, or 
had China experts feared that something of the sort might happen? Once news of 
Panay’s destruction reached Washington, what courses of action were presented to 
the president, and what avenues did FDR push his subordinates to examine? Why 
did FDR select the option he did? Finally, how does all this inform our understand-
ing of developments in 1941?

THE SETTING
On 22 August 1937, Adm. Harry Yarnell, commander in chief of the U.S. Asiatic 
Fleet, dispatched a stern protest to the commander of the Japanese Third Battle 
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Fleet, whose ships were firing on Chinese positions near Shanghai’s International 
Settlement. Yarnell, joined by his British and French counterparts, complained that 
Japanese destroyers were shooting directly over his flagship, the heavy cruiser USS 
Augusta, and other nonbelligerent naval ships; in fact, two days earlier a shell had 
struck the deck of his flagship, killing one American sailor and wounding eigh-
teen. Other neutral shipping as well, moored off Shanghai’s bustling waterfront, 
the Bund, was being endangered, caught in the cross fire between Chinese and 
Japanese forces. Admiral Yarnell urged the Japanese admiral to shift his warships 
to a different anchorage.3 Yarnell’s request was duly conveyed to Tokyo, and the 
Japanese government responded reassuringly that it had directed its forces to ex-
ercise utmost caution to avoid incidentally damaging Western embassies or ships. 
The reality, however, was that the escalating conflict between Imperial Japan and 
Nationalist China threatened long-established Western interests.

These interests took many forms, including large international settlements with 
extraterritorial jurisdiction at dozens of treaty ports along China’s coast; factories, 
railroads, and warehouses throughout the country; and missionary schools and 
churches tucked deep in the hinterland. By the mid-1930s the United States had 
around 2,400 ground troops in China: 528 Marines in Peiping (as Peking [Beijing] 
was known at the time), 785 Army troops in Tientsin (Tianjin), and 1,100 Marines 
at Shanghai.4 In addition, units of the U.S. Asiatic Fleet regularly visited Chinese 
ports; Admiral Yarnell’s flagship had been anchored conspicuously at Shanghai’s 
Battleship Row all that summer and would be for the rest of 1937. Lastly, the riv-
erine gunboats of the U.S. Yangtze Patrol provided a reassuring presence for the 
scattered American missionary outposts, schools, trading enclaves, and businesses 
strung out deep in the interior along South China’s major trade corridor, the Yang-
tze River.

Clashes between Kuomintang (the ruling party of the Nationalists) and Japa-
nese soldiers escalated into full-fledged (though undeclared) war in July 1937, and 
the environment in which U.S. troop detachments and gunboats operated became 
increasingly dangerous. The gunboats of the Yangtze Patrol were particularly vul-
nerable, usually operating as detached units and lacking the firepower to defend 
themselves from anything more serious than light-arms fire. On 10 August Secre-
tary of State Cordell Hull clarified the mission of the Yangtze Patrol, specifying that 
it included neither offensive nor coercive operations against foreign governments. 
He emphasized that the Yangtze Patrol’s function was primarily to protect Ameri-
can nationals and secondarily to protect American property. American forces in 
China were

in no sense expeditionary forces. They are not in occupation of an enemy territory nor are 
they defending territory of the United States. They are expected to protect lives but they 
are not expected to hold positions regardless of hazards. They would be expected to repel 
threatened incursions of mobs or of disorganized or unauthorized soldiery, but they would 
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not be expected to hold a position against . . . armed forces of another country acting on 
express high authority.5

By this time, Sino-Japanese fighting had spread from northern China and the 
Peiping area to Shanghai and the Yangtze River valley. Both sides showed a general 
disregard for lives and property of neutral Americans, other Westerners, and non-
combatant Chinese civilians caught between them.

It soon became apparent that Japanese aircraft and artillery were becoming the 
main threats to American lives and property in China. Secretary of State Hull re-
layed a report from the U.S. embassy in Nanking (Nanjing) to the American am-
bassador in Japan that remarked, “Sooner or later some incident is going to happen 
resulting in the death or injury of American citizens going about their legitimate 
occupations within the interior of China where such dangers should not exist.” Hull 
directed Ambassador Joseph Grew to deliver an aide-mémoire to the Ministry for 
Foreign Affairs urging Japan to “refrain from these attacks upon defenseless cities, 
hospitals, trains and motor cars, et cetera.” The American aide-mémoire noted that 
although Japan claimed it was not at war with China, Japanese aircraft were raiding 
deep into the interior of China, with “consequent serious damage to the rights of 
other nations.”6

Hull’s misgivings were justified. As Japan proceeded with military operations 
around Shanghai and then pushed up the Yangtze River toward the Republic of 
China’s capital at Nanking, a growing number of reports reached the embassy in 
Tokyo of Americans hurt, attacked, or witnessing brutal attacks on Chinese em-
ployees and civilian facilities. On 17 September Grew lodged an official complaint 
with the Japanese government, charging that Japanese military forces were showing 
a reckless disregard for American lives and property. Japanese aircraft had sub-
jected even American humanitarian and philanthropic establishments in China to 
savage attacks. Three days later Ambassador Grew again called on the Japanese 
foreign minister, Kōki Hirota, warning him of “the very serious effect which would 
be produced in the United States . . . if some accident should occur in connection” 
with the Japanese navy’s announced intention to bomb Nanking. Grew, as he later 
recalled, employed the most emphatic language, reminding Hirota that “we must 
not forget history[:] . . . neither the American Government nor the American peo-
ple had wanted war with Spain in 1898, but when the Maine was blown up noth-
ing could prevent war.”7 Ambassador Grew feared that overeager Japanese aviators 
might attack a U.S. ship or contingent of Marines despite restraining directives. He 
blamed young, hotheaded Japanese aviators for causing trouble already, comment-
ing in his diary that “having once smelled blood they simply fly amok and ‘don’t 
give a damn’ whom or what they hit.”8

Less than three months later Grew found himself ordering the American em-
bassy staff in Tokyo to begin planning for a hurried departure. The ambassador had 
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received word that Japanese aircraft had sunk USS Panay on 12 December as it lay 
at anchor upstream of Nanking.

THE DOMESTIC CONTEXT
Franklin Delano Roosevelt and his advisers were keenly aware of the strength of the 
isolationists as they attempted to forge a coherent strategy for dealing with Japanese 
aggression in East Asia during the 1930s. Cordell Hull would later write that in the 
spring and early summer of 1937 the United States contemplated relinquishing its 
extraterritorial rights in China and had begun exchanging views with the British 
on restoring full sovereignty to China.9 The Marco Polo Bridge incident of 7 July 
and the ensuing outbreak of the Second Sino-Japanese War put the matter of the 
American military presence in China on the front burner, where it would remain 
until Panay was sunk in December.

Harold Ickes, FDR’s secretary of the interior, recorded cabinet deliberations that 
reveal that both the president and vice president were deeply ambivalent about that 
presence.10 Vice President John Nance Garner of Texas, when told that American 
troops could not be removed without inadvertently encouraging further Japanese 
aggression, exploded, “Are we going to keep our troops in China for twenty or fifty 
or a hundred years?” For Garner, the issue was clear: the United States “oughtn’t to 
have soldiers and Marines in foreign countries. . . . [W]e wouldn’t take it in good 
part if Japan insisted on having marines in San Francisco.” FDR, learning from 
Adm. William D. Leahy, the Chief of Naval Operations, how many Marines were 
in Shanghai, sighed that he “wished they were not there.” When Leahy pointed out 
that the Marines were protecting four thousand Americans in the city, the president 
countered that “there were about twenty-five thousand Americans in Paris and not 
a single Marine.” Ickes recorded that the president nevertheless reluctantly agreed 
with Hull and Leahy that the Marine contingent could not be removed given the 
present situation. Ickes concluded, “It is the old case of not doing something when 
it can be done and then when a crisis arises, deciding that it can’t be done then.”11

Roosevelt predicted that some Americans were going to get hurt and instructed 
Leahy to work out plans to evacuate those who wished to leave. The president, ac-
cording to Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau Jr., told Garner that the 
administration would base its policies in the Far East “on the hope of Japanese 
disaster, which could be produced by a rise in the strength of Russia and China and 
a revolt on the part of the Japanese population against militarism.”12 Yet hope is not 
a strategy, and FDR would find that creating policies that supported his aspirations 
was difficult in the domestic political climate that prevailed.

If the president, vice president, and secretary of the interior were frustrated that 
outdated treaty rights dating back to the Boxer Rebellion had put American forces 
in a vulnerable position from which it was difficult to withdraw them without ap-
pearing weak, isolationist congressmen and senators were appalled. Immediately 
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after the outbreak of fighting in China in July, Representative Hamilton Fish of New 
York announced to the press that he would introduce legislation forcing the admin-
istration to relinquish extraterritorial rights in China. Fish challenged his fellow 
House members to come up with a single good reason for maintaining American 
troops and gunboats there.13 Democrat J. Hamilton Lewis of Illinois raised the same 
point on the Senate floor the next day, 4 August; on the 9th a Republican, George 
Holden Tinkham of Massachusetts, submitted in the House a resolution for the 
withdrawal of all American forces from northern China. As the situation in China 
deteriorated, more isolationist congressmen and senators took to the floor, Rep-
resentative Jerry Voorhis of California exclaiming on the 17th that America had 
everything to lose and nothing to gain by keeping Marines and gunboats in China.14

Public opinion was divided on the matter. On 5 August Gallup conducted a poll 
asking whether the United States should withdraw all troops in China to keep from 
getting involved in the fighting or keep them there to protect American rights. Fifty- 
four percent of those polled answered “Withdraw,” forty-six “Remain.” Yet when the 
president remarked to journalists that same day that Americans in China had been 
urged by the State Department to leave and warned that any who decided to re-
main did so “at their own risk,” hundreds of messages poured into the White House 
from missionary leaders and businessmen stunned at the statement.15 English- 
language newspapers in China, such as the Shanghai Evening Post and Mercury, the 
China Weekly Review, and the North China Daily News, which reflected the sensi-
bilities of the American expatriate community in China, ascribed the president’s 
remark to an oversensitivity to congressional isolationists and peace activists.

The president had to reconcile the wishes and recommendations of his foreign- 
and security-policy advisers with the political realities at home. When in mid- 
August Admiral Yarnell requested additional Marines to reinforce the detachment 
in Shanghai the president endorsed the request, in the face of considerable pressure. 
But when at the end of the month Yarnell and Stanley K. Hornbeck, the former the 
on-scene military commander in Shanghai and the latter the State Department’s 
East Asia expert, asked for an additional two cruisers (watered down from an initial 
four), FDR turned down the request emphatically.16 When in September Yarnell 
issued a statement to the press asserting that American forces had the duty and 
obligation to protect American citizens in China even at the risk of being exposed 
to danger, the president curtly instructed Leahy that “hereafter any statement re-
garding ‘policy’ contemplated by the commander in chief Asiatic Fleet [must] be 
referred to the Secretary of the Navy for approval.”17 Harold Ickes, more attuned 
to domestic considerations than his State Department and Navy colleagues, had 
recorded his assessment candidly earlier that month. A political animal and one of 
the key implementers of the New Deal, Ickes confided to his private diary,

There isn’t any doubt that we are in a bad spot so far as the Sino-Japanese situation is 
concerned. When the president some time ago warned all Americans to leave China or to 
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stay there at their own risk, a great protest went up, especially from the American Chamber 
of Commerce in Shanghai. As usual, Americans who went abroad to engage in business 
because of the big profit that they thought they might make expect us to sacrifice thousands 
of lives if necessary and millions of treasure in an attempt to protect their investments when 
we can’t do it anyhow. It all seems so stupid to me. . . . After all, there is no compulsion to 
invest money in foreign enterprises and it ought to be at the risk of the investor. Certainly we 
oughtn’t to be expected to go to war, with all the dreadful consequences involved, to protect 
people who are doing something they want to do and are doing voluntarily.18

Roosevelt presided over a back-and-forth struggle between isolationists in Con-
gress and internationalists in the State and Navy Departments, calling on adminis-
tration allies in Congress to find him room for maneuver. He attempted to steer a 
course that would enjoy public support, opposing recommendations that seemed 
either too accommodating or too confrontational. The advice and counsel he re-
ceived from members of the cabinet was divided, as were the inputs the secretar-
ies received from their subordinates.19 The administration, then, had to tread very 
carefully dealing with the Sino-Japanese conflict in the summer and fall of 1937. 
Isolationist sentiment expressed itself not only in calls for the rapid withdrawal of 
U.S. military units in China and in demands that FDR implement the Neutrality 
Act but in a deep-seated skepticism toward any joint, multinational, or interna-
tional response to the crisis.

With the passage of time, it has become tempting to characterize the isolation-
ists as know-nothing provincials, Republican holdouts embittered by the New 
Deal, or the offspring of the Midwestern “hyphenated Americans” who had op-
posed Wilson’s tilt to the Entente in World War I. Yet isolationist sentiment was 
widespread even in circles most enthused about the New Deal; college professors, 
ministers, and intellectuals warned against collective responses to overseas aggres-
sion. Charles Beard serves as an example of a progressive, highly educated isola-
tionist. Writing in the Political Quarterly that fall, Beard commented that “with 
much twisting and turning, the American people are renewing the Washington tra-
dition and repudiating both the Kiplingesque imperialism of Theodore Roosevelt 
and the universal philanthropy of Woodrow Wilson.” They were showing a “firm 
resolve not to be duped by another deluge of propaganda—right, left, or centre.”20 
Beard supported the administration’s New Deal and was sympathetic to its domes-
tic activism, but he opposed FDR’s internationalist tendencies. As he wrote in the 
New Republic,

It is easy to get into a great moral passion over the distant Chinese. It costs nothing now, 
though it may cost the blood of countless American boys. It involves no conflict with greedy 
interests in our own midst. It sounds well on Sunday. . . . [But] [a]nybody who feels hot with 
morals and is affected with delicate sensibilities can find enough to do at home, considering 
the misery of the 10,000,000 unemployed, the tramps, the beggars, the sharecroppers, ten-
ants and field hands right here at our door.21

A few voices pushed back in the fall of 1937. Senator M. M. Logan, Demo-
crat of Kentucky, advised the administration to act more forcefully, explaining to 
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journalists that “I am opposed to war, but I am also opposed to running for a hole 
every time anyone says ‘boo.’ I think the fleets of a group of nations blockading 
Japan would stop the present hostilities. But it would have to be collective action 
by several nations.”22 FDR’s Secretary of the Navy, Claude Swanson, made a similar 
point in cabinet discussions, reporting that the Navy Staff was of the opinion that 
“if it was considered necessary to put Japan in its place, this was the right time to 
do it, with Japan so fully occupied in China.” The president ignored Logan’s public 
call and smilingly chided Swanson that he, the president, was a pacifist and had no 
intention of making any warlike moves.23

PRESIDENTIAL CRISIS DECISION-MAKING
Japanese naval aircraft attacked Panay in the early afternoon of Sunday, 12 Decem-
ber 1937. The ship sank beneath the muddy surface of the Yangtze shortly before 
four o’clock. The first hits destroyed the ship’s transmitter; when Panay went down, 
its survivors hid in the riverbank reeds until nightfall, fearing that the Japanese 
intended to kill them. As word reached the commander of the Yangtze Patrol and 
the American ambassador that British gunboats had been subjected to Japanese 
artillery and air attacks that Sunday afternoon, a sense of alarm began to grip State 
and Navy Department personnel in Hankow (Hankou), to which most embassy 
personnel had already been evacuated and where Panay was to have taken the last 
group still in Nanking. Ambassador Nelson T. Johnson sent an urgent telegram 
to Washington shortly before midnight China time letting the secretary of state 
know that nothing had been heard from Panay since 1:35 that afternoon. At 9:30 
on Monday morning (Sunday evening in Washington), Johnson learned by tele-
phone from an American missionary doctor in Anking (Anqing), on the Yangtze 
about midway between Hankow and Nanking, that Panay had been sunk and that 
the fifty-four survivors were now gathered in the town of Hohsien (Hexian), about 
eight miles away, to which they had walked overnight. The ambassador and the 
commander of the U.S. Yangtze Patrol rushed to inform their respective superiors 
of the news. By late Sunday evening Eastern Standard Time, State and Navy leader-
ship in Washington had been informed that Panay was destroyed.

As Washington began to grapple with the incident, the Japanese government 
sought to defuse the situation by immediately apologizing for it at multiple levels 
and across time zones.24 In Tokyo, Foreign Minister Hirota broke with diplomatic 
protocol by personally visiting the American embassy to express his regret.25 The 
Japanese navy minister meanwhile sent his senior aide to the U.S. naval attaché in 
Tokyo to convey the minister’s “sincerest regret to this unhappy accident”; the chief 
of staff of the China Sea Fleet paid a formal call on Admiral Yarnell on Augusta 
in Shanghai to apologize and offer medical assistance.26 In Washington, the Japa-
nese ambassador requested an urgent meeting with the secretary of state to convey 
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his government’s full and sincere apologies for the “very grave blunder” that had  
occurred.

The barrage of apologies from Japanese officials gave the administration little 
time to digest what had happened to Panay, let alone conduct protracted internal 
debates before responding. Secretary of State Hull put off meeting the Japanese 
ambassador until 1 PM on Monday so that he could first consult with the White 
House. Hull had conferred with the officers of his Far Eastern Division the previous 
evening and met with them again early Monday morning to deliberate what sort 
of recommendations the State Department should make. The initial consensus of 
opinion was that Japan’s behavior had been outrageous but that given the strength 
of domestic isolationist sentiment, the United States was in “no position to send 
sufficient naval forces . . . to require the Japanese to make the fullest amends and re-
sume something of a law-abiding course.”27 Admiral Leahy had participated in the 
discussion Sunday evening and been dismayed by the weak response contemplated. 
He advised the president that it was “time to get the fleet ready for sea, to make an 
arrangement with the British Navy for joint action, and to inform the Japanese that 
we expect to protect our nationals.”28

The president received conflicting counsel from his inner circle as well. His in-
stinct was to express shock and demand an apology but wait until all facts were 
assembled before offering more precise terms of settlement. The naval court of 
inquiry convened to investigate what had happened took a week to file its official 
account; journalists who had been on board Panay, in particular Colin MacDonald 
for The Times of London and Norman Soong for the New York Times, worked to 
faster deadlines. Before even arriving in Shanghai with the dazed and wounded 
Panay survivors, MacDonald and Soong somehow managed to send the first eye-
witness accounts of the bombing. Over the coming days, more eyewitness accounts 
would appear; the incident dominated the newspapers.

While the president and his advisers waited for the findings of the naval court of 
inquiry, they discussed several options that might befit the gravity and urgency of 
the situation. These ranged from imposing a naval blockade on Japan to organizing 
a joint demonstration of force with the British to using economic tools to pun-
ish the Japanese. Each option, after careful consideration, was shelved or watered 
down.

Secretary Swanson, old and in poor health, was enraged by the attack and 
“shouted for war in his feeble voice” during the cabinet meeting held on 17 Decem-
ber.29 Swanson forcefully made the case that war with Japan was inevitable and that 
it was better to fight Japan now while its military was bogged down in China rather 
than wait until Japan had consolidated its hold there. Returning to a point he had 
made months earlier, Swanson pointed out that Japan was highly dependent on im-
ports and therefore vulnerable to naval pressure. Leahy had separately advised the 
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president to send the ships of the fleet to navy yards “without delay to obtain fuel, 
clean bottoms, and take on sea stores preparatory for a cruise at sea.”30 He outlined 
the idea of a distant blockade imposed on Japan in cooperation with the British, a 
concept that caught FDR’s fancy. After hearing out Swanson, FDR painted the broad 
contours of Leahy’s concept to his cabinet. The president viewed a distant blockade 
as less drastic than fleet action, a “comparatively simple task which the Navy could 
take care of without having to send a great fleet.” The U.S. Navy could blockade 
Japan from the Aleutian Islands to Hawaii to Guam, the Royal Navy from there to 
Singapore. FDR believed that a joint Anglo-American blockade would bring Japan 
to its knees within a year.31 The concept, however, required collaboration with the 
British navy and would put thousands of American civilians still in China—as well 
as the U.S. troop detachments at Peiping, Shanghai, and Tientsin—at risk. FDR 
realized that while many Americans were appalled by Japanese behavior in the Far 
East, few wanted to go to war with Japan—and blockade would constitute an act of 
war—over American gunboats on the Yangtze or Japanese atrocities in Shanghai, 
Nanking, or elsewhere.

If imposing a naval blockade went too far, a powerful show of naval force in the 
area would send a strong signal. The British had suggested a joint display of force 
back in November, only to be rebuffed by the Americans. As news of the Japanese 
attacks on HMS Ladybird and Bee and USS Panay reached London, the govern-
ment there reached out to Washington once again. Noting that they were “fully 
aware” that the American government was unable to participate in “joint actions,” 
the British suggested that their two governments might still synchronize their re-
sponses; the Japanese attacks had been on vessels of both nations and according 
to their sources “could not possibly have been the result of accident.”32 London at-
tached great importance to creating a united Anglo-American front, urging the 
Americans to move their fleet and assuring them that “in such circumstances Great 
Britain would undoubtedly increase her own Far Eastern naval contingent.”33 The 
message delivered by Sir Ronald Lindsay, the British ambassador, to Cordell Hull 
the next day was somewhat more circumspect: while the Japanese were acting in a 
most “reckless, criminal, and deliberate manner,” it was doubtful that either Britain 
or the United States could assemble a naval force sufficiently impressive to deter the 
Japanese from further outrageous behavior.34

The British government, in short, encouraged the United States to take a strong 
stance toward Japan and desired to act jointly with it but was unable to contribute 
to the strong display of force it advocated. On the evening of 16 December, Roo-
sevelt met with Ambassador Lindsay and Secretary Hull to explore the matter of 
naval cooperation more fully and off the record. Returning to the concept of a naval 
blockade or “quarantine” of Japan, FDR grew increasingly enthusiastic as he out-
lined it to Lindsay. If Japan committed another outrage, the British and American 
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navies should implement a cruiser blockade of Japan, keeping their battleships to 
the rear. The French and Dutch would have to be brought on board, and the block-
ade would need to be supplemented by a general embargo of Japanese goods. Roo-
sevelt elaborated that there was no need for the British to send a fleet as such, that 
cruisers, destroyers, and submarines would suffice, perhaps backed by one or two 
battleships. Reporting on the conversation to the foreign secretary, Anthony Eden, 
Lindsay concluded:

From the foregoing you may think that these are the utterances of a hair-brained [sic] states-
man or of an amateur strategist, but I assure you that the chief impression left on my own 
mind was that I had been talking to a man who had done his best in the Great War to bring 
America in speedily on the side of the Allies and who now was equally anxious to bring 
America in on the same side before it might be too late.35

In Roosevelt’s mind, such a blockade did not really equate to a declaration of 
war, hence his use of the more innocuous term he had tested the previous October, 
“quarantine.” British officials from the prime minister down, no doubt drawing on 
their experience in World War I, were skeptical of this distinction. The Foreign Of-
fice favored a joint demonstration of force, as it had months before. Both options 
required only a modicum of staff discussion between the U.S. Navy and the Royal 
Navy. The administration, however, knew that even a whiff of such contacts would 
cause an uproar in Congress and the public. Accordingly, on 23 December FDR 
asked Admiral Leahy and Capt. Royal E. Ingersoll, director of the Navy’s War Plans 
Division, to attend a secret meeting at the White House along with the secretaries 
of state and treasury. There, ignoring Hull’s misgivings, FDR instructed Ingersoll to 
go to London to make “preliminary arrangements, if we could, with the British for 
joint action in case of war with Japan.”36

In groping for a way to respond to aggression without resorting to war, FDR 
toyed with using economic power to exert pressure without force. Opportuni-
ties would arise in particular if the Japanese either refused to pay indemnities for 
their attack on Panay or if they dragged their feet and quibbled about the damages. 
During the first cabinet session after Panay’s destruction, FDR declared that there 
were plenty of ways of fighting without declaring war, that economic sanctions 
might constitute a smart and modern response to Italian and Japanese aggression.37 
Morgenthau consulted his general counsel, Herman Oliphant, and reported the 
next day that a 1933 amendment to the Trading with the Enemy Act empowered 
the president to prohibit or restrict exchange transactions in a declared national 
emergency. FDR was delighted and instructed Morgenthau to develop the concept  
further.

Oliphant in turn put the Treasury Department’s top lawyers through their paces,  
directing them to complete a draft legal justification as quickly as possible.38 The 
assistant secretary of the treasury, Wayne Taylor, pushed for more deliberation, 
asking during a departmental review under what circumstances the United States 
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could impose the rules and for how long. Morgenthau replied that those decisions 
would be up to the president but that the restrictions would be removed when the 
Japanese agreed to “be good boys.” When Taylor argued that the proposed regu-
lations might lead to war, Morgenthau shot back, “They’ve sunk a United States 
battleship [sic] and killed three people. . . . You going to sit here and wait until you 
wake up here in the morning and find them in the Philippines, then Hawaii, and 
then in Panama? Where would you call [a] halt?” Taylor, reflecting the opinion of 
most Americans, said he would wait quite a while.39 Morgenthau snapped that he 
could see no reason to wait for the Japanese to strike again, and Taylor burst out, 
“Well, of all the cockeyed things in the world that we can do that would be more 
cockeyed than the last World War we got into, this would be it.”

The exchange reveals how entrenched isolationism was even within a depart-
ment headed by one of Roosevelt’s most dynamic, interventionist confidants. Mor-
genthau’s ripostes to Taylor’s outbursts shed insight on the president’s thinking and 
illustrate how pervasive was the tendency among policy elites to equate Panay with 
Maine, though the latter was far larger and its loss had cost the lives of hundreds. 
Morgenthau told Taylor:

Well, I’m very sorry but this is what the President wants. Personally, I think it’s a marvelous 
idea. . . . For us to let them put their swords into our insides and sit there and take it and 
like it, and not do anything about it, I think is un-American and I think we’ve got to begin 
to inch in on those boys, and that’s what the President is doing. . . . How long are you going 
to sit there and let these fellows kill American soldiers and sailors and sink our battleships 
[sic]?40

One of the major stumbling blocks to the Treasury plan was that Japan might 
sell or convert its assets before they could be frozen. To render the plan workable, 
the British would have to be brought on board. The president directed Morgenthau 
to contact Sir John Simon, chancellor of the exchequer, directly, bypassing the usual 
diplomatic channels and keeping the matter as secret as possible.41 The British re-
sponse was cautious, and without British cooperation the economic instrument of 
power was blunt and difficult to deploy. By the time Treasury had completed draft-
ing the regulations, on 21 December, Roosevelt had cooled toward the proposal.

Roosevelt was left to rely on diplomatic negotiations to resolve the crisis. Secre-
tary of State Hull had always believed that dealing with the crisis diplomatically was 
the only option, given the strength of isolationist sentiment in Congress, and FDR 
had resorted to back channels to explore possible naval and economic responses 
to Panay’s sinking. But resolution through noncoercive diplomacy required Japa-
nese cooperation. There was considerable anxiety in the White House, at the State 
Department, and at the American embassy in Tokyo that the Japanese might fail 
to respond appropriately. This sense of anxiety mounted when the administration 
received information that undermined the initial Japanese narrative of an acciden-
tal attack under conditions of restricted visibility. On 16 December, Hull directed 
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Ambassador Grew in Tokyo to call on the Japanese minister of foreign affairs as 
soon as possible about disturbing new details received by the American govern-
ment, particularly that Japanese airplanes had strafed Panay’s lifeboats at extremely 
low altitudes. For Hull, these new reports raised two questions. How did Tokyo 
intend to deal with those responsible for the incident? Second, what specific steps 
would Japan take to ensure that American nationals, interests, and property in 
China would not be subjected to further attacks or unlawful interference from its 
forces and authorities?42

The following day, matters threatened to boil over when the Japanese ambas-
sador called on the secretary of state to deny that Panay or any of its survivors had 
been fired on by Japanese military boats with machine guns. Hull interrupted him, 
insisting that the American government had incontrovertible proof to the contrary. 
Turning to the matter of punishment, Hull lectured the Japanese ambassador that 
“if Army or Navy officials in this country were to act as the Japanese had over 
there, our Government would quickly court-martial and shoot them.”43 In Tokyo, 
Ambassador Grew wrote in his diary on 20 December that as evidence began to 
mount that the attack had been deliberate, “My first thought was that this might 
result in a breach of diplomatic relations and that Saito [Japan’s ambassador to the 
United States] would be given his passports and that I would be recalled home, for 
I ‘remembered the Maine.’ ”44

Had the Japanese government dug in its heels and argued that the American 
government had only itself to blame for putting Panay into a dangerous situation—
as a number of isolationists in the United States were doing—Grew’s fears of a dip-
lomatic rupture might have materialized. Instead, on 15 December, Vice-Minister 
of the Navy Isoroku Yamamoto informed the American ambassador that he had 
relieved Rear Adm. Teizo Mitsunami, commanding naval air forces in the Shang-
hai region. The next day, Japan’s navy minister announced that the Imperial Navy 
would render a salute to the victims of Panay at the site of the attack. In addition, 
he extended apologies, on behalf of every member of the Japanese navy, to the U.S. 
Navy. The Japanese government moved quickly to share the information it had 
received from its own investigations. Indicative of the serious interservice rivalries 
that plagued Japan during this period and would throughout World War II, the 
Japanese government was never able to reconcile fully the conflicting reports it 
received from the army and navy.45 Nonetheless, on the evening of the 23rd, Tokyo 
time, a high-level Japanese delegation, led by Vice Admiral Yamamoto (who in 
1941 as commander in chief of the Japanese Combined Fleet would plan the Pearl 
Harbor attack), spent three hours briefing Ambassador Grew and his team. Grew 
reported to Washington that the investigation had been thorough—the briefing 
had left maps strewn all over his office. All the American attendees, Grew noted, 
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had been impressed “with the apparently genuine desire and effort of both [the 
Japanese] Army and Navy to get at the undistorted facts.”46

Grew, who had not yet received a copy of the U.S. naval court of inquiry find-
ings, told the Japanese briefers that from the information he possessed, their ac-
count did not tally completely with the evidence. Grew reminded his high-level 
visitors that the American government was still waiting for a full reply to two notes 
(of 14 and 17 December) demanding that Japan express regret, offer full compen-
sation, and provide assurances, as well as to Hull’s follow-on note reiterating these 
points and inquiring how Tokyo would deal with those responsible.47

The next day, the Japanese foreign minister handed Grew his government’s of-
ficial response: that the incident had been “entirely due to a mistake,” and that thor-
ough investigations had fully established that the attack had been “entirely unin-
tentional.” The Japanese note reaffirmed Japan’s deep regret and willingness to pay 
indemnities, adding that the Japanese navy had been issued strict orders to “exer-
cise the greatest caution in every area where warships and other vessels of America 
or any other third power are present, in order to avoid a recurrence of a similar 
mistake, even at the sacrifice of a strategic advantage in attacking Chinese troops.” 
Furthermore, Hirota continued, the commander of the flying force concerned had 
been removed from his post for failing to take the fullest precautions. Staff officers, 
the commander of the squadron, and all others responsible for the attack would be 
duly dealt with according to law.48

By the time Washington received the note at noon on Christmas Eve, the ad-
ministration was digesting the State Department’s preliminary report on the bomb-
ing and the court of inquiry findings.49 Both were damning, leaving little doubt that 
Panay’s survivors felt the attack had been deliberate. A senior American diplomat 
who had been on the gunboat asserted that he and the other survivors had “every 
reason to believe that the Japanese were searching for us to destroy the witnesses to 
the bombing.” The Navy report did not speculate on Japanese intentions, confining 
itself to thirty-six findings of fact. These spoke for themselves, in particular that a 
Japanese powerboat filled with armed Japanese soldiers had approached close to 
Panay, opened fire with a machine gun, and boarded the gunboat after the air at-
tacks had subsided. Contradicting the Japanese investigations, the U.S. Navy’s court 
of inquiry concluded that “it was utterly inconceivable that the six light bombing 
planes coming within about six hundred feet of the ships and attacking for over a 
period of twenty minutes could not be aware of the identity of the ships they were 
attacking.”

All this made it difficult for the administration to accept the Japanese position 
that the entire incident had been accidental. There was uncertainty, however, about 
whether the Japanese government was itself directly responsible or “wild, run-
away, half-insane Army and Navy officials” in China had initiated the attack.50 The 
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American ambassador in Tokyo believed that the Japanese army and navy were in 
fact “running amok, and perpetrating atrocities which the Emperor himself can-
not possibly desire or sanction.”51 The Japanese government itself had substantially 
met the four demands of FDR and Hull: it had expressed regret; it stood ready to 
pay damages; and it was providing assurances that it was putting restrictions on its 
forces so as to prevent any repetition of similar incidents in the future. Lastly, the 
Japanese had taken the unusual step of removing a commander and reprimanding 
his subordinates. The president, having no proof that the Japanese government had 
instigated the attack, decided to settle the matter.

On the afternoon of Christmas Day, Hull sent a note to Tokyo to the effect 
that the United States regarded the Japanese note as “responsive” to American re-
quests. Grew would record that when he communicated the American acceptance 
of the Japanese note to Hirota, the foreign minister’s eyes filled with tears and he 
exclaimed, “I heartily thank your Government and you yourself for this decision. 
I am very, very happy. You have brought me a splendid Christmas present.”52 The 
Panay crisis was over.

On Friday, 31 December, a small group assembled in a darkened room in Wash-
ington to view the film clip that cameraman Norman Alley had taken of the attack. 
Alley’s negatives had been rushed under strict security across the Pacific and de-
veloped at Fort Lee, New Jersey, the previous day. Alley was on hand as Secretary 
Swanson, Secretary of War Harry Woodring, and Senator Key Pittman, chairman 
of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, watched in silence. The film showed 
Japanese aircraft high above Panay, Chief Boatswain’s Mate Mahlmann manning 
the guns in his skivvies, and the destruction on board.53 The mood was grim. FDR’s 
secretary of the interior, recalling that the president had already accepted Japan’s 
Christmas note, captured the sentiments of several members of the cabinet who 
wished that the president had been more forceful. Ickes recorded in his diary,

We didn’t get the satisfactory apology from Japan that we asked for. . . . In its note Japan 
distinctly negatived [sic] any charge of responsibility for other than an unpremeditated 
incident. This we have accepted, despite the fact that we know, and are apparently in a posi-
tion to prove, that the attack was deliberate and wanton. It may be that the President thinks 
public opinion would not support him if he should go any further just now, but he proposes 
to be ready if another incident occurs. . . . Much as I deprecate war, I still think that if we are 
ever going to fight Japan, and it looks to me as if we would have to do so sooner or later, the 
best time is now.54

A number of accounts have suggested that the Panay crisis brought the United 
States to the brink of war with Japan four years before Pearl Harbor.55 Notwith-
standing the rumblings of Ickes, Swanson, Leahy, and others, this is an overstate-
ment.56 The president pushed his advisers to give him a range of options, asking 
Morgenthau to look into the legality of seizing Japanese assets and directing Leahy 
to initiate conversations with the British Admiralty. Yet Roosevelt was keenly aware 
of public and congressional opinion, telling a friend after the hostile reaction to his 
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“quarantine speech” the previous October, “It’s a terrible thing to look over your 
shoulder when you are trying to lead and find no one there.”57

Secretary of State Hull captured the administration’s assessment of the situation 
in the memoir he published ten years after the event. Drawing on memorandums, 
conversations, and his recollections, Hull characterized Japanese claims that the 
incident was entirely accidental as “the lamest of lame excuses.” Nevertheless, he 
suspected, the idea

that some members of the Foreign Office had no hand in it may be true. Hirota himself 
professed to be genuinely disturbed and sincerely regretful. That the Japanese people did not 
like it also seemed to be true, to judge from the thousands who expressed their sympathy to 
the Embassy and offered contributions for the families of the victims and for the survivors. 
But that the Japanese military leaders, at least in China, were connected with it, there can 
be little or no doubt. In any case, it was their [the central leadership’s] business to keep their 
subordinates under control. On this side our people generally took the incident calmly. 
There were a few demands that the Fleet should be sent at once to the Orient. There were 
many more demands that we should withdraw completely from China. . . . It was a serious 
incident; but, unless we could have proven the complicity of the Japanese Government itself, 
it was not an occasion for war.58
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VIII “Here Are Your Ships, Uncle Sam!”
Shipbuilding in the Pacific Northwest during World War II
KATHERINE MACICA

In March 1942, after the Oregon Shipbuilding Corporation launched its twenty-
third ship in less than a year of operation, a writer in the company newsletter 
exclaimed, “Here are the ships you asked for, Uncle Sam. Here are ships to 

carry guns, to carry tanks, to carry planes—to carry the fight to the enemy in his 
own front yard.”1 Only three years earlier, the company’s shipyard site had been a 
swampy flatland along the Willamette River on the outskirts of Portland, and a 
mere 175 people had found employment in the city’s three shipyards. Initially, it 
took workers 226 days to build a ship, from keel laying to delivery. But by 1942, 
workers had reduced production time to eighty-nine days per ship.2 Indeed, in a 
remarkably short time the shipbuilding industry in the Pacific Northwest grew to 
become a critical weapon in America’s “arsenal of democracy.”

Shipyards in Washington and Oregon constructed and repaired more than 
four thousand vessels for the U.S. Maritime Commission and the U.S. and al-
lied navies from 1940 through the end of World War II.3 Shipbuilding grew 
to become one of the major war industries in the Northwest, with nearly three  
hundred thousand people working directly for shipyards in the Portland–Vancouver  
and Seattle–Tacoma metropolitan areas.4 The ships that passed through the ports 
of Puget Sound and the Columbia River ranged in size and function from small 
wooden harbor tugs to the battleship West Virginia, sunk at Pearl Harbor on 7 
December 1941.5 These ships deployed across the globe, bringing logistical support 
and firepower to the war against the Axis powers. The wartime boom prompted 
a geographic and technological reorganization of the shipbuilding industry, more 
intensive use of Northwest resources, and the transformation of the region’s cities 
from peripheral outposts to industrial centers. 

Despite the region’s role in naval warfare and the significant impact of ship-
building on the economic and physical landscape of the Pacific Northwest, the sub-
ject receives only cursory attention from historians.6 This paper brings military, 
environmental, and regional history into conversation by examining the shipbuild-
ing industry in Washington and Oregon and the relationships among the Navy, the 
federal government, private enterprise, and the environment. Wartime shipbuilding 
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contributed to the physical growth of the region’s urban centers and the diversifica-
tion of its economy. At the same time, the wartime expansion program shifted the 
geography of shipbuilding, laying the foundation for a lasting shipbuilding indus-
try in the Northwest. 

Three underlying factors influenced the ways in which shipbuilding emerged 
in the Northwest at the outset of World War II: American foreign policy, federal 
regulations related to the shipbuilding industry, and the resources available in the 
region. These factors created a political and economic environment that was large-
ly hostile to the development of a substantial shipbuilding industry in the Pacific 
Northwest. Private shipbuilding firms on the East Coast dominated the industry, 
and neither policy makers nor contractors had much incentive to encourage more 
geographic diversity. But the war disrupted this dynamic, forcing decision-makers 
to consider the advantages and disadvantages of Northwest resources and geogra-
phy in new ways.

Neutrality legislation following World War I had a profound impact on the ship-
building industry across the United States, sharply curtailing the construction of 
new naval and merchant vessels for much of the interwar period. After World War 
I, major world powers, including the United States, sought to encourage disarma-
ment to prevent the destructiveness of future wars from rising to the scale they had 
just experienced. To that end, leaders of the United States, Great Britain, France, 
Italy, and Japan signed the Washington Treaty in 1922 to limit the size and firepow-
er of their navies through 1936.7 Throughout the 1920s and early 1930s the United 
States refrained even from building up to the maximum treaty allowances, both 
to set an example for the rest of the world and to satisfy the domestic isolationist 
lobby.8 Interwar neutrality legislation greatly diminished demand for new ships; 
the Navy accordingly undertook minimal new construction and sent most of the 
few orders to well-established and politically powerful private and naval shipyards 
on the East Coast. These forces virtually destroyed the small shipbuilding industry 
that had emerged on the West Coast during World War I.9

Regulations governing shipbuilding in the United States as well as domestic pol-
icies aimed at economic recovery in the 1930s also played significant roles in shap-
ing the industry leading up to World War II. Between 1933 and 1939, President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt signed a series of bills to promote industrial recovery and en-
large the nation’s naval and merchant fleets. The National Industrial Recovery Act 
of 1933, for instance, authorized $238 million for the construction of thirty-two 
warships.10 In addition, the Vinson-Trammell Act of 1934 called for a modest ex-
pansion of the Navy up to treaty limits and required that half of each type of vessel 
be constructed in naval shipyards.11 The Merchant Marine Act of 1936 stimulated 
the construction of merchant vessels by subsidizing production costs and provid-
ing government-backed mortgages for new or refitted ships.12 The act also created 
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the U.S. Maritime Commission, to administer the provisions of the act and manage 
a new merchant shipbuilding program.13 These laws helped to sustain the flagging 
shipbuilding industry through the Great Depression. However, new construction 
did not increase significantly until 1938, when the potential for war became more 
immediate. At that point nations abandoned the treaty limits, and the U.S. Navy 
and Maritime Commission initiated ten-year building programs to prepare for war.  
These increases largely reinforced the virtual monopoly of East Coast firms, as the 
majority of contracts went to traditional shipbuilding centers in New England and 
the mid-Atlantic.14

The view that the West Coast, and Pacific Northwest in particular, was too geo-
graphically isolated from the rest of the country and lacked sufficient industrial 
resources to support a major shipbuilding industry contributed to the dominance 
of East Coast shipbuilders during the interwar years. Major companies such as the 
Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation, the New York Shipbuilding Corporation, 
and Newport News Shipbuilding were located in or near major cities on the East 
Coast, with easy access to key resources such as iron, steel, machinery, and skilled 
labor.15 Seattle and Portland, on the other hand, were thousands of miles from the 
major steel and machine manufacturing cities and had much smaller populations.16  
The Northwest had other important advantages, however, including deepwater 
harbors, land, lumber, and plentiful electricity provided by New Deal–funded hy-
droelectric dams. The region’s economy was dominated by extractive industries; 
indeed, more than 75 percent of the region’s workers relied on timber, agriculture, 
and mining for their livelihood.17 Local manufacturing revolved around processing 
raw materials rather than producing value-added products. Despite the region’s 
available resources, policy makers and regional planners found it difficult to imag-
ine a productive shipbuilding industry in the Northwest, believing the costs and lo-
gistical issues involved in transporting sufficient quantities of steel and machinery 
into the region would be prohibitive.18

By the late 1930s, new ship construction began to slowly increase. However, 
entrenchment within the shipbuilding industry and a failure of imagination re-
garding the Northwest’s economic potential enabled eastern firms to continue to 
dominate the industry. America’s entry into World War II at the end of 1941 dis-
rupted this dynamic. The immediate need for vastly larger naval and merchant 
fleets required military planners and shipbuilders to think in new ways about the 
nation’s resources and how best to utilize them. In 1940 the Navy and the Maritime 
Commission accelerated the expansion programs they had begun two years earlier 
to meet the needs of the impending conflict.19 However, the nation’s shipyards did 
not have enough shipways to accommodate them. That lack led the Navy and Mari-
time Commission to look beyond the East Coast to the Gulf Coast and West Coast 
for sites for new and expanded yards. Distance from sources of steel and machinery 
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became far less important than open waterfront space. The exigencies of war made 
the Northwest’s resources more valuable and diminished the significance of its  
disadvantages.

In the fall of 1940, Capt. William J. Malone, the Navy’s supervisor of shipbuild-
ing in Seattle, surveyed the existing shipyards in Puget Sound and the Portland 
metropolitan area to identify contractors suitable to construct and repair naval ves-
sels. Captain Malone reported that “none of the yards in the Seattle area had even 
reasonable facilities for carrying on the Navy shipbuilding program in the Pacific 
Northwest.”20 Nonetheless, he recommended that five shipyards in the Seattle– 
Tacoma metropolitan area and three in Portland be expanded and improved to 
meet the Navy’s needs.21 These shipyards became the foundation for the explosive 
growth of new ship construction and repair in the Puget Sound region and the 
Portland metropolitan area during the war.

Puget Sound Navy Yard and the three shipyards operated by the Todd Ship-
yards Corporation dominated the wartime shipbuilding landscape in the Puget 
Sound region. Established in 1891 in Bremerton, across Puget Sound from Seattle, 
Puget Sound Navy Yard was the first in the Northwest to play a role in the Na-
vy’s wartime expansion program. The protected and deep water of Puget Sound  
enabled the yard to become an important repair center for the Navy. Its primary 
mission during the war was repair of the Pacific Fleet. In the later 1930s, anticipat-
ing this role, the yard began expanding its facilities, adding two new thousand-
foot dry docks that could accommodate the fleet’s capital ships. Repair work began 
immediately after the Pearl Harbor attack in 1941, when the damaged battleships 
Tennessee and Maryland arrived. In addition to ship repair, Puget Sound Navy Yard 
also built destroyers, destroyer escorts, escort carriers, and harbor vessels. Over 
the course of the war, workers at Puget Sound Navy Yard repaired more than four 
hundred ships and built fifty-three new vessels.22

The Todd Shipyards Corporation maintained a ship-repair yard in Seattle and 
had operated a shipyard in Tacoma during World War I. The corporation saw 
the impending war as an opportunity to revive its construction operations in the 
Northwest. Accordingly, in July 1939 Todd and a group of West Coast contractors 
led by Henry J. Kaiser established the Seattle-Tacoma Shipbuilding Corporation, 
comprising the Seattle Division and the Tacoma Division, to run yards in those 
cities. Initially, the Maritime Commission contracted with the Tacoma Division 
to construct cargo ships and provided nearly eight million dollars to build a new 
shipyard. In 1942, the Navy took over operations at the Tacoma yard, spending 
an additional six million dollars for expansion and improvements to build escort 
carriers. Tacoma workers built forty-nine escort carriers, along with more than a 
dozen cargo ships and yard craft during the war.23

The Seattle yard was purpose-built by the Navy at a cost of $8.5 million to build 
destroyers. The Navy also funded the existing Todd-Seattle Dry Docks Corporation 
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repair yard, spending more than $5.5 million on its expansion and moderniza-
tion.24 The Todd yards in Seattle produced forty destroyers and repaired or con-
verted 1,900 ships for American and Allied navies.25

In addition to Puget Sound Navy Yard and the three Todd Shipyards Corpora-
tion yards, thirty-one other shipyards in the Puget Sound region built vessels for 
the Navy and Maritime Commission. Most of the yards contracted with the Navy 
to build a wide variety of support vessels, including seaplane tenders, minesweep-
ers, barges, and harbor tugs.26

The wartime shipbuilding industry in the Portland metropolitan area  
differed greatly in character from that in the Puget Sound region, where  
existing shipyards formed the basis of wartime ship production. Shipbuilding in 
the Portland metropolitan area, in contrast, involved constructing extensive new 
facilities, built at much greater government expense. The three shipyards examined 
by the supervisor of shipbuilding in 1940 contracted exclusively with the Navy, 
producing a variety of smaller vessels, such as minesweepers, landing craft, and 
subchasers.27 However, their activity was soon overshadowed by three massive new 
shipyards operated by the Kaiser Company. In 1939, in anticipation of impending 
war, industrialist Henry J. Kaiser established the Oregon Shipbuilding Corpora-
tion to contract with the Maritime Commission to build cargo ships. The Mari-
time Commission provided more than $22 million to construct a 180-acre ship-
yard just north of Portland.28 Kaiser’s Oregon Shipbuilding Corporation pioneered 
new mass-production techniques, constructing 330 Liberty ships and ninety-nine 
Victory ships in less than four years.29 In 1942, Kaiser expanded his shipbuilding 
enterprise in the Portland area by establishing two new shipyards. The Kaiser- 
Vancouver yard in Vancouver, Washington, across the Columbia River from Port-
land, was built at a cost of $24 million by the Maritime Commission for the con-
struction of escort carriers. The commission spent an additional $22 million to 
construct the Kaiser–Swan Island shipyard on the Willamette River in Portland, 
where workers built 147 tankers. The Kaiser shipyards built nearly eight hundred 
warships and merchant vessels and in the process created an entirely new industrial 
infrastructure in the Portland metropolitan area.30

The desperate need for space to accommodate naval and merchant fleet ex-
pansion pushed the shipbuilding industry into the Northwest. Once there, the in-
dustry realized that the region’s previously overlooked resources could expedite 
ship construction. Although the vast majority of modern naval vessels were no 
longer built of wood, in the Northwest wood reemerged as an important material 
for the shipyards themselves. Advances in forest-products research in the 1930s, 
particularly the development of engineered wood products such as plywood, en-
abled engineers to devise ways to substitute wood for steel in the construction of 
industrial facilities. One of the most innovative uses for wood was for long-span 
trusses. The ability to use wood-frame construction for all but the largest shipyard 
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buildings saved steel and time. Builders could preassemble trusses, frames, and 
other elements at the sawmill to speed construction at the shipyard. The Oregon  
Shipbuilding Corporation and Seattle-Tacoma Shipbuilding Corporation yards all 
had significant numbers of wood-frame buildings.31

Wood also played an important role in the process of ship construction. Build-
ers used wood for templates for cutting steel plate, for jigs to construct subassem-
blies, and for the elaborate networks of scaffolding that surrounded the growing 
hulls of ships. Timber industry experts estimated that around 350,000 board feet 
of lumber went into the construction of one Liberty ship.32 Given their proximity 
to an abundant supply of lumber, Northwest shipyards were well positioned to take 
advantage of wood as a building material.

In addition to lumber, the Northwest enjoyed access to a nearly unlimited sup-
ply of inexpensive electricity, provided by two massive dams on the Columbia Riv-
er. The supply of electricity proved a boon to local shipbuilders, as modern ship de-
sign called for welded rather than riveted construction. During World War I, prior 
to the adoption of welding techniques for ship construction, a ship approximately 
the size of a World War II Liberty ship required on average over 900,000 rivets.33 
The rivets themselves consumed massive amounts of steel and added to the overall 
weight of the vessel; also, riveting increased the time that it took to construct a ship. 
With the introduction of electric welding techniques in the 1930s, the number of 
rivets used in ships declined dramatically—from around 900,000 to 55,000 for a 
Liberty ship—and the rate of production increased.34 Industry experts found that 
welding rather than riveting saved between 7.5 and 25 percent of the total steel used 
on a typical ship.35 Electric welding enabled shipbuilders to use less of what was 
scarcest in the Northwest, steel, and to take advantage of one of the region’s most 
plentiful resources, electricity. 

Wartime shipbuilding in the Northwest contributed to the physical growth of the 
region’s urban centers, the diversification of its economy, and the dispersal of the 
nation’s shipbuilding industry beyond the East Coast. Shipyards in the Seattle– 
Tacoma and Portland metropolitan areas drew thousands of new residents to those 
cities. The population boom in turn led to the construction of thousands of dwell-
ing units in and around those cities. Indeed, Henry Kaiser constructed an entire-
ly new town, Vanport, for Portland-area shipyard workers. Built in 1942 on re-
claimed swampland along the Columbia River north of Portland, Vanport housed 
forty thousand residents, making it the second-largest city in Oregon at the time.36 
The shipyards themselves transformed the urban landscape as well, turning open 
marshlands and city waterfronts into sites of war production.

Ship manufacturing in the Northwest declined after the war, but the physi-
cal infrastructure created during the war remained. The changes in the region’s 
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economic and political environment that they had brought remained as well. The 
shipbuilding industry and the ancillary manufacturing industries that it supported 
during the war helped to break the hold that the extractive industries had on the 
region’s economy and imagination. Despite its decline, shipbuilding survived into 
the postwar era, drawing on the infrastructure and experience gained in wartime.37 
East Coast shipbuilders continued to dominate the industry after the war, but their 
competitors in the Northwest had carved themselves a permanent place in the in-
dustry and in the region. Shipbuilding in the Northwest continues to contribute 
to the Navy’s ability to operate in the Pacific today, as it did during the war. The 
naval battles of World War II were fought far from the Pacific Northwest, yet they 
ultimately brought profound and lasting changes to the region. 
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Part 4: Cold War Naval History





IX J. C. Wylie and the U.S. Navy’s  
First “Strategic Enterprise”

NICHOLAS C. PRIME

In 1948, Capt. (later rear admiral) Joseph C. “J.C.” Wylie and several of his class-
mates at the U.S. Naval War College listened to coverage of the “unification 
hearings” then being held in Congress. Wylie and his peers were appalled by 

what they perceived as the Navy’s inability to articulate and communicate effec-
tively either its reason for being or its utility to national strategy. This group of 
classmates made a pact: that the first of them to return to the Naval War College 
on a staff assignment would develop a curriculum to help equip the Navy to defend 
itself better amid such hearings and to lay out and convey effectively the contribu-
tions of the Navy to American national strategy.

After a one-year tour in San Diego, Wylie returned to Newport in June 1950 as 
the Navy found itself once again at war, this time on the Korean Peninsula. Wylie 
immediately sought to develop a special study group to conduct the sort of research 
that might provide the Navy with a better understanding of its reason for being as 
an independent service. Almost immediately Wylie began to marshal the support 
in the institution he would require to bring his project to life, receiving endorse-
ments from the heads of the College’s departments of Logistics (then led by Capt. 
Henry Eccles), Strategy & Tactics, and Intelligence. Armed with written memos 
endorsing his vision, Wylie pitched the idea to the College’s President, Vice Adm. 
Richard Conolly. The admiral was looking for a way to put his stamp on the institu-
tion, and in Wylie’s project he saw an opportunity. While over time Wylie expressed 
occasional frustration with Conolly’s tinkering with his pet project, the two came 
to sufficient agreement that a proposal was drafted for the planned special study 
group, to act in support of the Chief of Naval Operations, Adm. Forrest Sherman.

The main focus of the memorandum—“Our Superficial Knowledge of Our 
Profession,” coauthored by Conolly and Wylie—was the widely apparent lack of 
knowledge in the service of either naval theory or maritime history.1 As evidence it 
pointed to the inadequate effort, depth, and historical rigor in the study of these ar-
eas within the Naval War College and the U.S. Navy writ large, as well as the absence 
of any institution in the United States sufficiently dedicated to this purpose. Wylie 
and Conolly ended, as customary, with a recommended solution.2 Their solution 
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was, broadly, recognition that the Naval War College was the proper institution to 
address the task and, specifically, the establishment of an “Advanced Course” or 
“Special Study Group” there for the purpose. Its mission would be “to provide un-
derstanding of the nature of conflict, the nature of sea power, and the employment 
of naval and other armed forces in coordination with nonmilitary elements of the 
nation’s strength in pursuit of the nation’s aims.”3

The thesis statement for the course is quite revealing of the coauthors’ pedagogi-
cal intent: 

The initial premise on which this Advanced Course is founded is that it is an intellectual and 
not a technical education. Based on this premise, the course of study can bear little or no 
resemblance to the current courses which are essentially operational or technically admin-
istrative in nature. The learn-by-doing methods, which are properly the core of the existing 
courses, are not appropriate to this course. It deals in ideas, and ideas are fragile things. They 
cannot be squeezed into rigid form, nor can they be forced in time. They must be coaxed 
and nurtured and carefully built. And we must learn to recognize them when they do, as 
they so rarely do, appear.4

The curriculum (i.e., for the “school” envisioned) places a great deal of empha-
sis on independent study, focused on a wide range of readings and contemplative 
consideration tempered by stimulating and proactive group discussion. Regular 
presentations would be given in the form of seminars among students and lectures 
with speakers brought in from outside the College. An important point for Wylie 
was that the College had to be careful in its administration of the course not to 
impose immediate or specific expectations in a standard academic fashion. The 
overarching and most important aspect, the plan demands, is that quality and stu-
dent interest “will do more than any other single factor to determine the benefit to 
be had.”5

The clear messages of the proposal and the department heads’ letters of en-
dorsement attached were, first, that the program was to be on par with prestigious 
graduate schools in academe, wherein outstanding students are plucked “from the 
ranks” and given opportunities to pursue highly focused and detailed work. Sec-
ond, the right emphasis and “unhampered” approach might better develop “mod-
ern Mahans” than “keeping them perpetually in the millwork” of administration 
and operational training.6

Eccles, in his capacity as the head of the Logistics Department, submitted a 
separate letter supporting the planned curricular revisions. He further urged the 
creation of a civilian-held chair of history (which would become the Fleet Admiral 
Ernest J. King Professorship of Maritime History) and a project for writing the his-
tory of the College (published in 1984 as Sailors and Scholars).7

On 3 July 1951, Admiral Sherman endorsed the proposed changes at the Naval 
War College, with the stipulation that Advanced Study in Strategy and Seapower 
be a “course” rather than a “school” as Vice Admiral Conolly had requested.8 Wylie 
began to engage himself seriously in the process of establishing and conducting the 
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course. Unfortunately, the high-level go-ahead to start putting his course together 
did not bring with it the free hand for which Wylie had hoped. He never did receive 
it, but he did try to bring his vision as nearly as possible to fruition. Wylie’s convic-
tion and diligence in his struggle to do so is an impressive through line of this story. 
His first hurdle was potential interference from retired naval officers. In a rather 
telling letter to retired rear admiral Charles Moore (then of the Brookings Institu-
tion in Washington), Wylie laid out in a nuanced and detailed way his reasoning 
and ambitions for the course. “The Navy,” Wylie believed, “has been unable to suc-
cessfully educate the American people in the imperatives of modern naval strategy 
and largely because the Navy itself has no clear concept of just what its strategic 
necessities are.”9

In contrasting his new course with the College’s curriculum as it then stood, 
Wylie clearly implies that the school had become disconnected from its founda-
tional principles. The existing courses of the College, by Wylie’s estimation, were 
“not strategic in concept.” Instead they focused overwhelmingly on operational 
considerations in a “highly contemporary” context. As Wylie argues, the rigidity 
of Navy strategic planners in Washington had created a void, the complete absence 
among strategic planners of a “free-ranging, wide-gauged, tough-minded approach 
to the future problems of naval strategy.” In an excerpt worth quoting at length, 
Wylie presents a bold statement of his course’s merits. 

The old idea that a naval officer could be a good ship-handler, disciplinarian, and admin-
istrator and then write strategy in his spare time simply does not face the reality of modern 
strategic requirements. . . . Almost every other profession has a small group of theorists 
who are constantly attempting to work the mass of data which the profession produces into 
new and more meaningful concepts; to find simpler and simpler hypotheses to explain an 
increasing [sic] complex body of knowledge.

These men are the synthesizers, the speculators, the theorists, the planners. These are the 
people who supply the hypotheses and speculations which seek to force the chaotic nature of 
factual and real knowledge into some sort of comprehensive pattern. . . . There is, I believe, 
a general recognition that a rigorous minded person, detached from the requirement of 
day-to-day detail, and approaching a subject from the broadest and most fundamental level, 
has a very real practical value. The Navy will regard the Advanced Strategy Course with a 
heavily pragmatic eye. The Navy is, as you can well understand, not interested in the pro-
duction of speculation and theory for their own sake. My own belief is that not only will the 
advanced course have practical results, but that, indeed, practical progress is rapidly becom-
ing impossible because of the very lack of adequate theoretical thinkers.

The last such theorist which the Navy had was Mahan. There is general agreement, however, 
that Mahan’s success was as much due to the barrenness of naval strategic thought as to 
his own brilliance. What is more remarkable is that no one has picked up the work where 
Mahan left off. The Navy was forced to stretch the speculative work of a single man to cover 
a multitude of unforeseen and rapidly changing developments.10

Wylie envisioned something very much akin to a PhD, at a minimum a research 
master’s, to earn which the students would spend an entire year of broad-based 
research and engagement with scholarship in the humanities and social sciences. 
The second year, and if possible a third, would be devoted to opportunities for field 
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research and ultimately the development of a program of original research that 
would produce a thesis of substantial length. “In short, the students would actu-
ally become sophisticated and knowledgeable in the complicated elements that go 
into a modern strategy—as opposed to the narrowly military knowledge which has 
limited naval thinkers previously.”11

Prior to the formal approval of the course, Wylie was provided an assistant, Lt. 
Eugene Burdick, a reservist and graduate of Stanford with a doctorate in politics 
from Oxford then working in the College’s public affairs office. Together Wylie 
and Burdick made the most of the Naval War College’s enviable geography, travel-
ing among the great scholarly hubs of the Northeast from Harvard to MIT, Yale, 
and Princeton. The two met with scholars ranging from noted maritime historian 
Robert Albion of Harvard to Yale political scientists Frederick Dunn and Harold 
Lasswell, and to John von Neumann and Harold and Margaret Sprout of Princeton. 
They drew on the advice of these scholars to develop a rigorous curriculum and 
techniques for guiding the course to achieve its aims.

Built around lectures in formal logic delivered by Burdick, the course’s initial 
year also featured two “visiting” civilian faculty, Professor William McGovern of 
Northwestern and Dr. Herbert Rosinski, a German American historian who would 
become, without question, the most significant influence on Wylie’s own ideas re-
garding strategic theory. Additional lecturers were Professor Thomas Mendenhall 
(then of Yale), Professor Theodore Ropp of Duke, and numerous other visiting 
speakers during the first course’s two academic years. The lectures served a cur-
riculum built around works by many leading scholars, both of the day and of the 
recent past, such as Hans Morgenthau, E. H. Carr, George Kennan, Edward Mead 
Earle, Bernard Brodie, Nicholas Spykman, Halford Mackinder, and of course Al-
fred Thayer Mahan. For Wylie, however, the central pillar of the course was the 
seminar: weekly seminars addressed topics of lectures or readings or, most often, 
papers written by students and presented to the group for very thorough critique.

Wylie’s course was not without its adversaries. The first, as Wylie would recall in 
his oral history, was a particularly assertive chief of staff to the College’s President. 
That officer sought to strip the course of its mandate for “pure research” in favor of 
specific issues generated by the Navy Staff in Washington, DC. Wylie managed to 
resist this pressure, but it would not be long after his departure in the summer of 
1953 before such changes would come to pass. In Wylie’s time, however, the great-
est impediment was not anyone on the College staff: it was in fact the Navy’s Bureau 
of Personnel.

Wylie’s aspirations for the course, as he outlined them to Admiral Moore, were 
fairly simple:

At the worst, it should supply a small number of officers who are thoroughly knowledge- 
able in the . . . factors that go into the making of modern strategy. Such persons should be  
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invaluable to the Chief of Naval Operations in a number of different ways. If the project 
were wildly successful we might discover two or three men every five or six years who have 
a real feeling for strategy, a creative impulse in expressing themselves and with the broad 
conceptual type of intelligence that would allow them to become strategic thinkers of the 
first quality.12

Yet even in this letter he was not so naive as to be unaware how difficult it would 
be to realize even his “worst-case” hopes, admitting that he was not “sanguine or 
optimistic” about the course’s prospects. He did feel it was a matter of the “utmost 
urgency”—but the Navy, it appeared, did not.

In the spring of 1953 Wylie received the prospective roster of students for the 
course’s second cohort. To his horror he found among the names an officer in the 
grade of commander who had already been “passed over” for promotion to captain. 
Wylie’s reaction was a swift and stern memorandum to the President and chief of 
staff:

I can think of nothing that will faster ruin whatever stature and usefulness this course may 
have, and few things that will diminish the stature of the War College more effectively, than 
to retain the only passed over student officer in the general courses for further “advanced 
study.” The situation is to me so obvious that it requires no elaboration.13

Wylie was so incensed as to recommend that if the officer could not be reassigned 
the entire course should be discontinued immediately. Placement of a passed-over 
officer in a course meant as preparation for advancement was a sign of disrespect 
to the College. 

Notwithstanding Wylie’s hopes, the reality was that the Navy’s personnel system 
had no real knowledge of what his course sought to achieve and no incentive either 
to support its potential or to make use adequately of its end product. All Wylie’s 
students were in the grades of commander / lieutenant colonel or captain/colonel. 
The course’s sole Marine was to become a general, but of the naval officers, aside 
from Wylie himself, none would make flag rank.14

Less than a year after Wylie’s departure, the College’s chief of staff, Rear Adm. 
Thomas Robbins, signed off on changes to the course’s research mandate, directing 
that “the work of the Advanced Study Group for the year 1954–55 be primarily de-
voted to group papers, with individuals submitting additional papers as they desire 
and as approved by the President as a secondary effort.”15 This effectively ended the 
aim of the course as Wylie had envisioned it: students were no longer to be given 
latitude for original research on topics of significant depth without regard to im-
mediate practical bearing on policy and planning. Instead, their research was to be 
specifically directed; for 1954–55 the group paper was to be titled “Concept of Sea 
Power in the Formulation of United States Joint Strategy Plans.”16 Robbins went on 
to suggest that the group’s mandate be rewritten to justify retroactively, in effect,  
the de facto change he was now ordering—that is, “assignment to the group of the 
solution of specific problems or projects, such to be posed by the War College and/ 
or by the Chief of Naval Operations.”17
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Within a year of these changes the course’s fate was effectively sealed, having 
lost its mandate and whatever support it had enjoyed from the Chief of Naval Op-
erations. It was decided that Wylie’s Course of Advanced Study in Strategy and 
Seapower would be merged into the Flag Officer’s Refresher Course.18 Wylie had 
specifically and desperately fought to separate his course from this program, the 
nature and purposes of which were incompatible with his vision. By 1956 the Bu-
reau of Personnel had effectively ceased assignment of qualified officers to the 
course; what remained of it was folded into what would eventually become the 
Department of Strategy and Policy.

The ultimate result of that 1948 pact among Naval War College students, then, 
was a short-lived course of study that, while unique in purpose, failed in its fun-
damental aim. Of the officers it affected, only Wylie himself went on to serve with 
any demonstrable influence. The Navy personnel system had little understanding 
of Wylie’s course or desire to cultivate the kind of individuals for whom it was in-
tended. While it remains to be seen whether recent attempts will lead to the same 
result, the lesson of Wylie’s endeavor suggests that rigid personnel systems with 
strictly measured hurdles along a “golden path” do not comport well with the need 
to take naval officers outside that path to gain the kind of insight and knowledge 
needed to become truly the “modern Mahans.” 
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X U.S. Marine Advisors and  
the South Vietnamese Marines, 1972

CHARLES D. MELSON

During the Cold War, the U.S. Marine Corps helped establish and assist 
several analogous national armed services in in the Far East—specifi-
cally, those of Taiwan, South Korea, South Vietnam, and the Philippines. 

It also worked closely with marines of the Netherlands, France, and Great Britain 
engaged in small wars in the same region. During the Vietnam War, American Ma-
rine advisors were present from 1954 through 1973. Although the operations were 
counterinsurgency in nature, a conventional division-sized force was built that had 
its trial by fire during the 1972 Easter Offensive. Critical to this episode was the 
loss and recovery of Quang Tri City, during which, after a decade of low-intensity 
conflict, the Marine advisors had to counter a cross-border, combined-arms inva-
sion. How did the Marines respond, and was their approach justified in the end? 

A critical look at the events of the 1972 fight for Quang Tri City will bring together 
the details of the South Vietnamese marines’ and U.S. advisors’ major battle honor. 
U.S. and free-world forces were withdrawing from South Vietnam; the Vietnam-
ization policy envisioned by the Richard Nixon administration in 1969 was leav-
ing the South Vietnamese to conduct their own fighting, with American advice 
and support. After the departure of the major U.S. Marine air and ground units 
from Military Region 1 (MR 1, formerly I Corps Tactical Zone), a residual force of 
American Marines remained in the roles of advisors, communicators, fire-support 
coordinators, and embassy guards. The recent incursions into Cambodia (1970) 
and Laos (1971) had already exposed limitations of this model; a major test was 
to take place in March 1972. For the American and South Vietnamese marines, it 
would begin when they confronted head-on a North Vietnamese “spring offensive” 
across the demilitarized zone; the conventional fighting that followed would culmi-
nate in the loss of the provincial capital, Quang Tri City. 

During the spring offensive the South Vietnamese 3rd Army of the Republic of 
Vietnam (ARVN) Division was defeated in a series of bitter and confused engage-
ments in April 1972 that climaxed on 1 May with the first battle of Quang Tri City. 
The aftermath of the division’s loss of the city was worsened by rancorous disputes 
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among the Americans over the future conduct of the defense of Quang Tri Province 
in MR 1. In the end, the Army advisors withdrew, while Marine advisors remained 
with their Vietnamese counterparts.

This singular defeat would be redeemed later by a singular victory. Neverthe-
less, the campaign as a whole, so late in the war, had serious and long-term implica-
tions. For the South Vietnamese, it meant they could not hold their own against the 
North Vietnamese without critical kinds of American support. For the Americans, 
it was a foretaste of the impact of high-tempo conventional operations after an era 
of counterinsurgency. This and the lessons of the 1973 October War (Yom Kippur 
War) in the Middle East were to be important in preparing U.S. armed forces for 
the 1990–91 Gulf War in southwest Asia.

PRELUDE TO DEFEAT 
By 1971, with the departure of most American combat units from MR 1, Viet-
namese Marine Corps (VNMC) brigades were deployed in rotation to Quang Tri 
Province and placed under ARVN command. In the incursion into Laos in Febru-
ary 1971, under Lt. Gen. Hoang Xuan Lam (who commanded I Corps) as part of 
Operation LAM SON 719, the Vietnamese marines were not allowed to operate at 
greater than brigade strength. Marine general Le Nguyen Khang and his American 
advisors felt General Lam did not support the VNMC units; they gave Lam the 
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nickname “Bloody Hands,” for his throwing away of marine lives during the failed 
incursion. The possibility that politics might be influencing tactical decisions was 
difficult to ignore when VNMC requests to withdraw were met by comments such 
as “Now the marines will have to fight.” Speculation circulated that damage to the 
Vietnamese marines was actually desired, in order to weaken the Khang-Ky (i.e., 
General Khang and the South Vietnamese vice president, Nguyen Cao Ky) faction 
in the South Vietnamese government, just as the losses to the Vietnamese airborne 
had the Lam-Thieu (Lam and President Nguyen Van Thieu) faction. These same 
charges emerged again during the defense of Quang Tri in 1972, exemplifying the 
shifting effects of the complex network of political, professional, and familial rela-
tions on the policies of America and Vietnam.1

An even more significant factor in LAM SON 719 was that the Americans pro-
vided critical control of maneuver and fire support that should have come from the 
South Vietnamese. The senior American commander in Vietnam, Gen. Creighton 
W. Abrams Jr., concluded in July 1971 that the Vietnamese suffered from weak 
leadership and were unable to control American firepower. Abrams did not expect 
American advisors to “play a major role in the improvement of South Vietnam-
ese military forces.”2 The South Vietnamese marines, in contrast, had learned from 
combat with the North Vietnamese Army (NVA, formally the People’s Army of 
Vietnam, or PAVN) and adjusted accordingly, and even ARVN commanders noted 
that the marines retained unit integrity regardless of losses.3

In the fall of 1971, the 3rd ARVN Division, the Ben Hai Division, was formed 
and assigned the defense of the demilitarized zone. South Vietnamese marine units 
in this area of operations came under its commander, Brig. Gen. Vu Van Giai, for 
tactical matters but remained firmly under VNMC control for material and politi-
cal reinforcement. The relationships among military organizations were based on 
the nature of support provided: general, direct, or attached. In theory, an attached 
unit was supposed to be treated as occupying the same level as one belonging to 
the senior commander of an operation; in practice, this was often not the case. Ac-
cording to Maj. Gen. Frederick J. Kroesen Jr., the senior American in MR 1, Gen-
eral Giai was not satisfied with marine responsiveness to his orders, but Kroesen 
reported that in fact the marine brigades were combat tested, fully reliable, and 
respected. General Kroesen later observed that their ability to rotate forces proved 
vital in maintaining combat effectiveness. Significantly, they were well supplied and 
equipped and maintained at effective strength by marine logistics and replacement 
channels.4 

THE SPRING OFFENSIVE
This arrangement was battle tested on 30 March 1972, when the North Vietnam-
ese, as the withdrawal of American forces continued, began conventional attacks. 
By then, U.S. troops were down to sixty-nine thousand, leaving eleven maneuver 
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battalions and three artillery battalions in-country but no combat aircraft squad-
rons.5 The communists invaded with an initial wave of six divisions that struck 
toward Quang Tri and Hue Cities in MR 1, Kontum and Pleiku in MR 2, and An 
Loc and Saigon in MR 3. The PAVN relied on bad weather, combined arms, and 
what they believed to be the absence of effective American assistance for the South 
Vietnamese.6 Ultimately, up to twelve NVA divisions entered South Vietnam on 
these three fronts.7 The U.S. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (USMACV) 
First Regional Assistance Command in MR 1 reported that the enemy used three 
divisions, five separate infantry regiments, seven sapper battalions, three or more 
artillery regiments, and two armored regiments in the Quang Tri Province attacks.8 
The Americans responded with Air Force and fleet-air air strikes and naval gunfire 
along the demilitarized zone in South Vietnam and then into North Vietnam.

From 30 March to 4 April 1972, the 3rd Division’s 56th Regiment and division 
artillery group capitulated or were destroyed, while the 57th Regiment and Ma-
rine Brigade 147 conducted harrowing withdrawals. Eight South Vietnamese fire- 
support bases were lost before the communists in MR 1 paused to refuel and re-
fit, as strong attacks continued in MRs 2 and 3. Marine Brigade 258 and the 1st 
ARVN Armored Brigade barely held at Dong Ha as General Giai regrouped his 
division south of the Cua Viet River during the first week of April. Siting a forward 
command post at the Ai Tu Combat Base, General Giai kept his main headquar-
ters at the Quang Tri City Citadel (a historical nineteenth-century fort), along with 
USMACV Advisory Team 155.9 The South Vietnamese Marine Division G-3 (op-
erations) advisor, Lt. Col. Gerald H. Turley, would later summarize that “the main 
North Vietnamese invasion thrust was halted and the Communist army’s time 
schedule for seizing Quang Tri City within seven days was disrupted.”10

On 3 April 1972, the South Vietnamese Joint General Staff sent the entire Ma-
rine Division to MR 1, but General Khang was ordered to place his brigades un-
der the direct control of General Lam’s I Corps.11 The 3rd Division held Dong Ha 
from attacks across the demilitarized zone to the north, but the emphasis of the 
battle shifted significantly to the western approaches of the Ai Tu Combat Base and 
Quang Tri City. From 9 to 11 April the battle swung in the balance around Fire Sup-
port Base (FSB) Pedro, with substantial artillery and armored duels.12 Lieutenant 
Colonel Turley recounted, “The invading North Vietnamese divisions continued to 
press their attacks toward Quang Tri City with enemy armor and infantry forces us-
ing the Cam Lo Bridge as their primary crossing point. Once south of the Cam Lo–
Cua Viet River, NVA units moved on Dong Ha from the west. Other enemy forces 
moved south, passing FSB CARROLL and MAI LOC, on toward Route 557 and FSB 
PEDRO.”13 There enemy tank/infantry assaults were repulsed by South Vietnamese 
marines and left NVA dead and destroyed vehicles on the battlefield. Attempts by 
the I Corps commander, General Lam, to conduct a counteroffensive from 14 to 
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23 April (Operation QUANG TRUNG 729) failed to get off the ground despite heavy 
American air support, including strategic bomber ARC LIGHT strikes. The slow rate 
of advance only seemed to focus North Vietnamese Army attention on the west-
ward approaches to Quang Tri and Hue Cities. 

The demands on the command-and-control system of the 3rd Division, which 
had been reinforced with as many as thirty-six battalion-sized units (including 
Khang’s marines and ARVN Rangers), increased. As Kroesen points out, at no time 
were the 3rd Division’s logistics resources expanded; communication links were 
maintained only with the support of outside commands. South Vietnamese vehicle 
and weapon losses were estimated by USMACV as sixty-three guns or howitzers 
(155 and 105 mm), thirty-seven tanks, and eighty-nine armored personnel carri-
ers—a total of more than 240 of all kinds. Personnel losses through death, injury, 
or desertion could only be estimated (South Vietnamese marines lost some 1,808 
killed or wounded through the month of April). Finally, as Col. Donald J. Metcalf, 
the senior U.S. Army advisor to General Giai, believed, joining so many small and 
unfamiliar units under one headquarters did not create “the allegiance and loy-
alty” necessary for success in combat.14 Despite these difficulties, Lam refused to 
use the two division-level headquarters placed at his disposal by the Joint General 
Staff, those of the South Vietnamese Marine Division and the ARVN Ranger Com-
mand. General Kroesen would write that Lam dismissed suggestions of a multidi-
vision structure to fight the battle north of the Hai Van Pass as “unnecessary and 
impractical.”15 The chairman of the general staff, Gen. Cao Van Vien, would recall 
that these commands were “never utilized or given a mission.”16

Lam’s focus on his premature counteroffensive prevented him and his staff from 
even considering the obvious problems of defending Quang Tri City or Hue City. 
The contentious command issues of LAM SON 719 were again felt: Lam and Khang 
refused to deal directly with each other. As a result, General Kroesen and Col. Josh-
ua W. Dorsey III, the senior Marine advisor to General Khang, were the only means 
of contact between the two South Vietnamese generals. According to the Marine 
Division G-3 advisor, Khang and his staff monitored every tactical move as they 
waited impatiently to assume control of their brigades (147, 258, and 369).17

For Kroesen, a sign of the lack of effective authority within I Corps was that 
the Marine Division and Ranger headquarters, although not formally participat-
ing, issued guidance, responded to complaints and questions, and provided “un-
sought advice and counsel concerning their forces to anyone who would listen.”18 
General Lam compounded this confusion by going directly to 3rd Division units—
particularly the 1st Armored Brigade, whose advisor, Lt. Col. Louis C. Wagner Jr., 
U.S. Army, complained of receiving orders from the corps commander, the com-
mander’s deputy, and his operations officer.19 General Kroesen later concluded that 
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all this undercut the authority of General Giai, planting the seeds of distrust and 
disobedience that would culminate with near mutiny at the end of April.20

By 24 April 1972 the 3rd Division was organized around five mixed task forces. 
The 1st Armored Brigade and the 57th Regiment held the area from Highway 1 to 
five kilometers east and from the Cam Lo River in the north to the Ai Tu Combat 
Base in the south. Marine Brigade 147 was at the Ai Tu Combat Base with the divi-
sion forward command post, conducting defensive operations in an arc to the west. 
The 2nd Regiment defended the area southwest of Ai Tu to the Thach Han River. 
The 1st Ranger Group was south of the Thach Han River, Marine Brigade 369 was 
farther south near Hai Lang on FSBs Nancy and Jane, and Marine Brigade 258 was 
refitting at Hue.21 A pattern of inactivity, a state of confused inertia, now established 
itself in the 3rd Division’s area: “No orders, threats, or exhortations” were able to 
force subordinates to move or stay if they disagreed. Both generals, Lam and Giai, 
were losing control on the battlefield, and each appeared willing to let American 
airpower win the fight for them.22 Meanwhile, the NVA moved to cut off Dong Ha 
and Quang Tri City to cause the collapse of their South Vietnamese defenders. 

CONFUSION AT QUANG TRI CITY
On 27 April 1972, the North Vietnamese renewed the general offensive throughout 
the Quang Tri front. The 308th NVA Division attacked Dong Ha, “liberating” it on 
the afternoon of 28 April. Communist forces pushed the defenders back toward 
Highway 1 and south toward Quang Tri City using 130 mm and 122 mm artillery, 
T54/55 main battle tanks, and infantry. The 304th NVA Division attacked toward 
the Ai Tu Combat Base. At the same time, the 324th NVA Division struck farther to 
the south. As a result, Highway 1 was blocked and Quang Tri City was cut off from 
the rest of I Corps.23 This situation was compounded when NVA artillery sent the 
Ai Tu ammunition dump and stocks up in blazes. On 29 April, Giai issued orders 
for a general withdrawal to positions along the O’Khe and My Chanh Rivers but 
was overruled by Lam.24 The various accounts of what followed merge intent with 
action, so Giai’s and Lam’s command dynamics are difficult to re-create. As General 
Vien has commented, the Quang Tri debacle involved intricacies “that only the 
principals could clarify.”25

Early in the morning of Sunday, 30 April, a regimental-sized NVA force sup-
ported by armor was assembled southwest of Ai Tu. Up to this point, Lt. Col. Nguy-
en Nang Bao’s Marine Brigade 147, with brigade advisor Maj. Jim R. Joy, had been 
able to halt the North Vietnamese attacks using artillery and tank support. But now 
ammunition supplies were running low and the battalion-sized 20th Tank Squad-
ron was being parceled out south of the Thach Han River in an effort to reopen 
Highway 1. American naval gunfire could not be used effectively against the enemy 
staging area, because it was at maximum effective range. The marines called in 
aircraft, which struck close to the front lines. But even heavy air attacks could not 
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save the untenable salient that had developed north of the Thach Han River.26 On 
seeing the supporting tanks moving to the south, the remaining ARVN infantry- 
men drifted away from their positions; all types of vehicles began running out of 
fuel, and rumors were rampant. Colonel Metcalf was to recall the presence of sev-
eral thousand troops and hundreds of vehicles bunched up on Highway 1 with no 
escape route except into withering fire and panic. At this stage, according to Met-
calf, the higher headquarters—for I Corps, South Vietnamese marines, and Rang-
ers—all added to the confusion by passing conflicting orders, which Giai and his 
staff were unable to sort out.27

A critical decision was made to pull Marine Brigade 369 off FSB Jane to reopen 
Highway 1, a move that exposed the 3rd Division’s whole southern flank. At day-
break on 30 April, on orders from the division and corps, Col. Pham Van Chung 
of Marine Brigade 369, with brigade senior advisor Maj. Robert F. Sheridan, sent 
a battalion north on Highway 1 in an attempt to break through to Quang Tri City. 
The battalion met heavy automatic-weapon and recoilless-rifle fire along the way 
and waited for these enemy positions to be hit by tactical air strikes. The marine 
battalion then reached a bottleneck between the O’Khe River Bridge and Hai Lang, 
where the communists were positioned along the highway. With the destruction of 
this force, fugitives came pouring south down the road, and the battalion’s prospect 
of linking up with the units in Quang Tri City faded. The marine battalion was low 
on ammunition, overextended, and unable to move up the road through the flow of 
refugees. Colonel Chung directed the battalion to return to the O’Khe River Bridge 
and hold it for the units breaking out from the north.28

The best chance of holding Quang Tri City at this moment seemed to be Marine 
Brigade 147, the only cohesive tactical unit remaining in any condition to fight. 
Metcalf called it “our last-ditch defense.”29 At noon on 30 April, General Giai or-
dered Brigade 147 from the Ai Tu Combat Base into the city proper. The remaining 
3rd Division units could then form a defensive line south of the Thach Han River, 
while the 1st Armored Brigade’s tanks and armored personnel carriers would keep 
Highway 1 open toward Hue. General Lam acknowledged having been notified of 
this plan but issued no specific concurrence and no orders.30

Lieutenant Colonel Bao and Major Joy were briefed by the 3rd Division staff, 
and execution of the plan began smoothly enough as the brigade headquarters 
and artillery battalion departed Ai Tu. The Marine advisors effectively directed 
and controlled tactical air strikes, artillery, and naval gunfire missions, slowing the 
communist forces’ pursuit and permitting the brigade’s orderly and covered with-
drawal. All went well until the column reached the approach to Quang Tri City and 
found that division engineers had already destroyed the bridges across the Thach 
Han River. The marine infantry waded and swam across the river at the bridge 
site and moved directly into their fighting positions. The brigade artillery tried to 
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tow its howitzers across a ford, but the swift current and soft bottom of the river 
defeated the attempt—at a cost of eighteen howitzers and twenty-two vehicles. The 
armored brigade fared even worse than the marine brigade: its recently assigned 
commander had to destroy twelve tanks, eighteen howitzers, and numerous ar-
mored personnel carriers for lack of fuel and ammunition. Fortunately, the 20th 
Tank Squadron was able to ford the river north of the bridges with sixteen of its 
remaining M48 battle tanks. By nightfall, Brigade 147 and remnant forces occupied 
the defenses of Quang Tri City.31

COLLAPSE
On the morning of 1 May 1972, General Lam informed General Giai that all Quang 
Tri positions were to be held, that no withdrawal of any kind was authorized. This 
directive had come from Saigon; Lam had received his orders from President 
Thieu.32 Signals intelligence indicated the city would be hit again that evening by a 
heavy artillery attack, an estimated ten thousand rounds. With this warning, Gen-
eral Giai decided that any further defense of Quang Tri City would be fruitless. “To 
protect the lives of all of you,” Giai authorized units to fall back farther south. By 
this time he was in no position to stop them in any case. Also, he and Metcalf were 
in conflict, with Metcalf insisting that South Vietnamese marines could hold the 
Citadel “indefinitely” with American supporting arms. (This had been his advice 
the previous month when Marine Brigade 258 was left to cover the division’s with-
drawal through Dong Ha.)33

At 1215 on 1 May, the chief of staff of the 3rd Division walked into Advisory 
Team 155’s bunker and, using the American radio circuits, called all subordinate 
commanders: “General Giai has released all commanders to fight their way to the 
My Chanh River!” Within thirty minutes the I Corps commander, General Lam, 
again sent “stand and die” orders, but the 3rd Division’s senior subordinate com-
manders refused to obey. Giai, they stated, could withdraw with them or be left 
behind—a threat that, according to General Kroesen, they proceeded to carry out. 
Other units did not respond to Lam’s counterorder or refused to deviate from their 
original order to pull back.34 Metcalf was left to watch his counterparts on the divi-
sion staff pack their belongings, apparently totally oblivious to the situation and 
unconcerned by it. Shortly afterward, Colonel Metcalf radioed Marine Brigade 147, 
“The ARVN are pulling out; advisors may stay with their units or join me” for 
evacuation by helicopter. Major Joy responded that the Brigade 147 advisors would 
stay with their units.35

Recalling the division’s previous desertion of his brigade at Mai Loc, Lieuten-
ant Colonel Bao declined to defend what all others were now abandoning. The 
sight of the 3rd Division soldiers departing with their families (most ARVN units 
fought in the locales where the soldiers’ families lived) did nothing to engender 
resolve for a last stand. Luckily for the marines, their own dependents were in MR 
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3; their presence and safety would not be a constant drain on manpower and the 
commander’s attention. A little after 1430, the brigade headquarters was southwest 
of the Citadel, where the unit expected to be joined by General Giai and his staff 
before pushing on to the south to link up with Marine Brigade 369 at My Chanh. 
The move had been coordinated earlier by Joy and Metcalf, but in the confusion the 
division commander and staff did not arrive. Metcalf would later recall that Giai 
left him and the other advisors at the Citadel, while Kroesen insisted that it had 
been the marines who left Giai, with Bao being left to take the blame either way.36  
Metcalf then radioed Joy to inform him that the linkup would not be made and 
that the American advisors should act at discretion—it was every man for himself. 
In what was taken as a pro forma offer, Metcalf reiterated that the Marine advisors 
could join him for helicopter evacuation from Quang Tri City. Major Joy again 
declined, and the departing Team 155 senior advisor wished him “Good luck!” At 
1635, Brigade 147 moved east toward the coast and then turned south. After several 
difficult stream crossings the column arrived in the vicinity of Hai Lang, ten kilo-
meters south of Quang Tri City.37

The intermingled civilian refugees and military stragglers prevented movement 
on the highway, and the cross-country route used by Brigade 147 was extremely 
difficult for its M48 tanks and other vehicles, most of which were lost trying to ford 
the Nhung River. The fleeing South Vietnamese encountered what they and the 
Americans thought was at least a reinforced North Vietnamese regiment holding 
Highway 1 at Hai Lang, halting all further movement to the south.38 The interdic-
tion of the road by artillery and infantry weapons left an estimated two thousand 
civilian and military dead along a three-quarter-mile stretch—the “Highway of 
Horror.” One North Vietnamese soldier would later report, “The people were mov-
ing on bicycles, motorbikes, and buses. No one was able to escape.”39

After long and heated discussion with his battalion commanders, Lieutenant 
Colonel Bao established a tight perimeter for the night and made plans to resume 
the march the next day. All the brigade’s units were still organized and combat ef-
fective. But farther to the south, Brigade 369, although it had inflicted heavy losses 
on the communists and had not become pinned down, had been unable to reopen 
the road between Quang Tri and Hue Cities.40 Brigade 369’s goal was now keeping 
the bridges across the O’Khe and My Chanh Rivers open for withdrawing troops 
and civilians. Brigade 369’s senior advisor, Major Sheridan, had been closely fol-
lowing Major Joy’s radio traffic to effect a linkup during this mass exodus.41

The last fire-support base in Quang Tri Province, FSB Nancy, fell the next day, 
2 May 1972. General Khang and the Marine Division headquarters were now or-
dered by the Joint General Staff to assume command of all marine units and defend 
along the My Chanh River. But two marine brigades, 147 and 369, were already 
engaged with the enemy, and it was unclear who and what, if anything, else was left 
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to aid in the defense. Brigade 258 was still held in reserve, as Khang, his staff, and 
advisors went into action defending Hue City.42

In this crisis, the South Vietnamese National Security Council met with Presi-
dent Thieu and took drastic action to restore order. Outside of Hue, highly conspic-
uous sandbagged posts for military police firing squads along Highway 1 acted as 
draconian recalls to duty for stragglers from Quang Tri City. The next day, General 
Lam and his deputy were relieved, and on the 4th President Thieu went to Hue to 
place Lt. Gen. Ngo Quang Truong in command of I Corps. General Khang moved 
to the Joint General Staff as J-3 (operations), after turning down command of II 
Corps.

The South Vietnamese Marine Division under his deputy, Brig. Gen. Bui The 
Lan, was to hold what remained of the province, the rest of which had been lost, 
owing in part to American and South Vietnamese interservice rivalries.43 For the 
first time since the invasion began, the South Vietnamese Marine Division had its 
own area of operations. Even as it began digging in, the North Vietnamese were 
building up their forces to attack toward Hue City.

By 6 May, the 3rd Division could only account for 2,700 of its men, and General 
Giai was under arrest. He would later be brought to trial, in part for disobeying 
orders and abandoning a position in the face of the enemy. His defense was to be 
that, with food, fuel, and ammunition gone, he had seen “no further reason why we 
should stay on in this ruined situation.”44

FINALE
Both the Army of the Republic of Vietnam and the U.S. Military Assistance Com-
mand, Vietnam would claim that the South Vietnamese Marine Corps bore a major 
part of the responsibility for the battlefield defeat that resulted in the loss of Quang 
Tri City and Province. This charge was based on two critical observations: one, 
that South Vietnamese marines paid more attention to their service leaders than to 
their tactical commanders; and two, demands from the South Vietnamese marine 
leaders and their American Marine advisors to be allowed to fight for the first time 
as a division command.

The actions and motivations of the South Vietnamese marines were subjected 
to various interpretations: the 3rd Division senior advisor, Colonel Metcalf, stated 
outright that the VNMC lost Quang Tri City; First Regional Assistance Command’s 
General Kroesen implied it; and USMACV’s General Abrams was angry with the 
VNMC, as well as with ARVN armored units—at least until he departed Vietnam 
in June 1972, which coincided with the beginning of the successful counteroffen-
sive to regain both the province and city by the VNMC and ARVN airborne divi-
sions, supported by American air and naval forces. 

As early as 1974, Brig. Francis P. Serong of the Australian army repeated in print 
claims of VNMC misconduct originally made by ARVN and U.S. Army personnel.45 
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Even Gen. William C. Westmoreland, U.S. Army, commented to this effect, in his 
memoirs in 1976.46 One of the most vocal of Marine advisors who had participated, 
Colonel Turley, fueled additional debate in a 1985 book that put forward unsub-
stantiated charges of South Vietnamese marine misconduct more than a decade 
after the debacle.47

Interestingly, General Kroesen felt the North Vietnamese inability to pursue and 
destroy the routed South Vietnamese forces was evidence that if defended, Quang 
Tri City would not have fallen. That is, he argued, the communists did not have 
the resources or organization to do what the South Vietnamese forces had done to 
themselves with American counsel.48 Claims arose that it had been Marine Brigade 
147’s withdrawal on 1 May that caused the collapse of Quang Tri City, even though 
the unit was the last to leave and stayed long enough for the division commander 
and his advisors to escape. The brigade in fact maintained itself as an effective 
force, saving lives and equipment, the same logic presented by General Giai at his 
court-martial. Real scrutiny should have been directed instead at the performance 
of South Vietnamese army forces, particularly the 2nd and 57th Regiments, and at 
General Lam’s conduct. The unfortunate fact that the South Vietnamese Marine 
Division staff and General Khang were only in the background was attributable to 
Lam. Also, even the U.S. Army would belatedly recognize that the marines’ insis-
tence on division status was correct and valuable.49

A South Vietnamese marine campaign to regain Quang Tri City soon followed. 
Finally, even the American embassy in Saigon admitted the following: “Marine 
units recaptured Quang Tri City on September 16, 1972, after its abandonment 
by ARVN troops in May 1972.”50 In acknowledgment of this achievement, Am-
bassador Ellsworth Bunker and the commanding general of USMACV, now Gen. 
Frederick C. Weyand of the Army, proposed a U.S. Presidential Unit Citation for 
the South Vietnamese Marine Division. It was never approved.51
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XI History and Navies

JAMES GOLDRICK

I want to speak tonight about the relationship between naval history—and na-
val historians—and contemporary navies. I have spoken on this subject before 
but not with an audience that includes so many former, current, and future 

naval leaders, as well as historians. I will admit that I have been wary of address-
ing midshipmen and cadets since the occasion when, as commander of our joint 
academy, I was giving new first-years “the word” on the day after they arrived. You 
will appreciate that I was trying to convey a certain amount of “shock and awe.” But 
question time showed that my audience had not been completely overwhelmed by 
either my rank or my message. One cadet rose, introduced himself, and politely 
asked, “Sir, during your career, have you ever really screwed up?” There was only 
one answer that could be made, and it was not “no.” But my explanation of just how 
I had screwed up has some relevance to what I want to say tonight—and to put you 
out of any misery, I will admit now that I admitted then that the front six inches of 
my first command remain embedded in a wharf in Cairns in northern Queensland. 
Just as I did, we all need as individuals to be at terms with our past—and navies 
need to come to terms with theirs.

This will be an extremely personal view, but I think I am qualified to talk be-
cause I deliberately attempted over many years to combine a professional naval ca-
reer with continuing study of naval history. It was easier than might be imagined—
and I have pointed out to those who were surprised at my having had the time to 
publish as a seagoing naval officer or busy staff officer or commander ashore that I 
do not play and never have played golf. 

It has also been easier than might be imagined to combine history and navies 
because of the benefits I gained—benefits on both the small and large scales. His-
tory matters, and history helps. Many of the tricks and apparent innovations that 
I adopted, particularly as an executive officer and as a captain, were filched from 
memoirs and histories. Many times, when customs or practices were on the point 
of being abandoned, I could explain just why the navy does things a certain way. 
Very often, I have even been able to dispense with an obsolete custom because I 
could prove that it really was obsolete—or that it wasn’t in fact an “old navy custom” 
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but an unpleasant habit picked up in the recent past. And all navies have a few of 
those.

I have also been able to influence policy and operations, conscious that at least 
part of my impetus came from some historical context. I certainly believe my un-
derstanding of historical blockade concepts was of fundamental importance to my 
work in tactical control of maritime interception operations in the north Persian 
Gulf before the last Gulf War.

Just occasionally, my interest in history has backfired. During a year ashore 
working for the Chief of the Australian Naval Staff in the 1980s, I had prepared 
a speech for him. When I presented it for approval, he invited me to sit and wait 
while he went through the text. As he read and I waited, I fell into a reverie, think-
ing to myself, “How will history treat this admiral? How will his performance as 
commander of the Australian navy be judged?” I must have wandered off mentally 
rather more than I had realized, because I came to with a start to find the admiral 
contemplating me with some distaste. “James,” he said, “if you must stare at me, 
please do not do so in a way that makes me think you are writing me into one of 
your histories.” Ironically, I am now coordinating a project that seeks to assess each 
of our chiefs of naval staff in the twentieth century, and that admiral is one of the 
subjects.

History should be central to naval education, but I do not intend to detail how 
that should be managed, particularly the balance between formal and informal. 
Rather, taking discretion as the better part of valor, I want to focus on a couple of 
key problems that I believe naval historians and naval officers—and senior naval 
enlisted—need to think about.

History has been described as the “railway junction of learning.” It can equally 
be described as the railway junction of naval professionalism. I suppose that I could 
use a more modern analogy with nodes and networks, but railways have that con-
notation of travel, of a journey, that is central to history’s importance. And the 
journey is one that naval people must take themselves—historians cannot do it for 
them.

What do I mean by this? Simply, that it is the best work of historians that creates 
the opportunity for insights to be gained on contemporary naval problems—in-
sights, I emphasize, not solutions. And such insights should grow from examina-
tion of historical problems. In my own experience, I can cite works such as Nich-
olas Rodger’s The Wooden World and its analysis of the mid-eighteenth-century 
Royal Navy, a navy unbound by ideology and with a flexibility of class structures 
that created a curiously informal disciplinary system highly reliant on the quality 
of personal relationships as well as individual and collective professionalism. There 
is much in this book that sounds strangely familiar to those who must lead navies 
in the social context of the twenty-first century—more familiar in some ways than 
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either the Royal or U.S. Navies of 1914 or 1939, despite their closer proximity in 
time. My point here is that naval people themselves must arrive at such insights—
but historians may be allowed the use of very sharp sticks to get them there.

I will keep returning to the theme of insight, because I firmly believe that the 
real role of history in naval education is to create a sensibility, an outlook, that bet-
ter equips commanders and their subordinates to deal with complex and dynamic 
situations. 

I am not here talking about the sort of atmosphere criticized by Secretary of 
War Stimson, who alleged after World War II that the navy liked to retire “into a 
dim religious world in which Neptune was God, Mahan his prophet and the United 
States Navy the only true church.” A professional outlook steeped in history needs 
to be much more than that—too often it is not.

I also want to get naval people away from what has been called the “parochial-
ism of the present.” I have long believed that navies are bad at history because, in 
peace and war, they are inherently highly practical organizations bound up with the 
complex technology that they must operate in a dynamic and unforgiving environ-
ment. This point was made most tellingly to me many years ago not by a historian 
but by a psychologist, the late Norman Dixon. Meeting him when I was a young 
sub lieutenant, I congratulated him on his remarkable book On the Psychology of 
Military Incompetence. I remarked that he had included only a few naval examples 
in his largely army-focused study of what he termed the “authoritarian personality.” 
I asked Professor Dixon whether he could write a book focused on the navy. “No,” 
he firmly replied, “I could not.” “Why?” I asked. His response was simple: “Be-
cause naval officers are not incompetent.” My expression must have immediately 
brightened, because Norman Dixon pointed a finger at me and said, “Now don’t 
you start looking pleased with yourself! Naval officers are so consumed by running 
their ships and fleets that they are often narrow-minded, they are almost always 
unimaginative, they generally don’t step back and consider the big picture, and they 
almost never make the time to think through just why they do what they do.” 

Dixon had recognized that navies have more demanding peacetime roles than 
armies and, frankly, less leisure to contemplate the higher aspects of their profes-
sion, but he had also hit on some key consequences. The truth is that naval officers 
and senior enlisted do tend to distrust what cannot be directly related to their own 
experience. In the sailing era, this made navies highly conservative, suspicious of 
innovation, and dependent on proven methods. From the middle of the nineteenth 
century, however, the pace of technological change meant that navies became 
wholly contemporary in their approach. They paid lip service to history but came 
to regard historical studies as relevant only for the demonstration and inculcation 
of moral virtues, not for strategic matters, still less for practical operations. To this 
extent, both Stimson’s and Dixon’s assessments were absolutely right.
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I am not sure that either navies’ “dim religious worlds” nor their “parochialism 
of the present” has changed in the last 150 years. It is probably also true for air 
forces, within their shorter histories. Even armies, once so much better than navies 
in their use of history, seem increasingly to be in the same situation. 

I suggest two reasons for this. First, to continuing technological change is being 
added accompanying social, political, economic, and thus strategic change at an ever- 
faster rate, resulting in ever-increasing degrees of complexity in armed conflict and 
less time and space for detached contemplation. Second, the pace of military activ-
ity and the nature of modern operations are making all the fighting services highly 
task oriented and very much situated on the here, the now, and the immediate 
future—drawing directly and very largely on their own hard-won experience to 
measure any situation. All, in other words, are becoming more like what naval of-
ficers have long been. 

So, how do we deal with these tendencies, and what can naval history offer? 
First, permit me a digression directed specifically at the midshipmen here tonight. 
The situation I have described means that many long-serving naval people are pris-
oners within the bulkheads of their own experience. You need to recognize that. “It 
has always been done that way,” you will be told by your seniors and by your chief 
petty officers. Well, more often than not, it has not always been done that way. You 
must be ready to dig into the why and the how—use the historical record to do so 
and decide yourselves whether it should be done that way.

The flags of the captured British frigates that line the walls of this [Mahan] Hall 
are something to be proud of, and the actions in which they were secured some-
thing good to recall and to extol, but you must move beyond these trophies and the 
slogans that surround you at the Academy and will continue to do so at sea, and 
you should use history to do so. You will be right to follow Oliver Hazard Perry’s 
example and use the dying words of Captain James Lawrence, “Don’t give up the 
ship!,” to inspire your sailors. But none of this will be enough. You need to study 
the causes of the failure that those words imply. For, as well as the American victo-
ries of the War of 1812 and in other conflicts, you need to understand your navy’s 
defeats. You need to think about why Lawrence took his ship out to a disastrous 
but arguably unnecessary encounter, why Shannon performed so much better than 
Chesapeake, how the British had responded to their earlier defeats, and how people 
like Shannon’s captain had learned from the mistakes of other ships—and so on. 
Because in thinking about the whys and the hows of both historical successes and 
such historical failures, you will be better equipped to think about your own profes-
sional challenges.

I certainly do not want you using history alone as the basis for conclusions that 
you draw. I have in my head the picture of the historically well-read chief of the 
British naval war staff declaring toward the end of 1914 that a surface patrol in the 
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southern waters of the North Sea was something that the Royal Navy had always 
done in previous conflicts—a few days later, the submarine U-9 sank the armored 
cruisers Aboukir, Hogue, and Cressy. I will be content if historical study results in 
navy people like you knowing what some of the questions are that you should ask, 
even if those questions are continually changing.

But there is no alternative to history, because historical studies remain the only 
source of insights that we can have some hope are not in some way “cooked.” Simu-
lation and gaming, scenarios and futures studies are vital work, but the pressures 
that always exist mean we can never completely trust the conclusions of such in-
herently artificial products. Even when there has been no conscious effort to “situ-
ate the appreciation” to achieve desired results, subconscious limitations inevitably 
confine the analysis. I don’t propose to talk further about this problem—it has been 
aired extensively in the context of experimentation—but I am convinced that his-
torical studies provide the best means to check that such “futures” efforts are at least 
on the right track. I have long thought that historians can inoculate navies against 
the excesses of the social scientists, but navies also need to be protected against the 
assumption that artificial realities are actual realities.

I now have some requests to make to historians, requests that I want my naval 
audience to hear as well. The first is, do the history for its own sake. I know that 
even historians must eat. Some work must be done to pay the rent—for example, 
anniversaries are always the cause of a livelier market for history—and such work is 
not invalid just because of its origin. I read and much admired several of the prod-
ucts of the bicentenaries of Nelson and of the War of 1812. Similarly, the navy may 
ask you to examine particular matters when it needs the benefit of your analysis—
the U.S. Navy’s historians are doing some great work of this kind. But I urge you 
as historians also to go where you want to go, not always where you think the navy 
wants you to go. In this regard, I personally believe that navies should fund such 
research in the same way that scientific organizations manage theirs. A healthy sci-
ence organization, however “applied” its mission, will always retain a certain pro-
portion of its resources for “blue skies” research, however tenuous its connection 
with present-day concerns. Navies need to do the same for history.

Next is that history begins now—and this is a message for both historians and 
the navy. Modern information and decision-making systems are at a stage where 
construction of any kind of coherent narrative of events, let alone analysis, is be-
coming more and more difficult. Historians need to be involved as early as possible, 
even if the initial focus is solely on the identification and preservation of key mate-
rial. In The Rules of the Game: Jutland and British Naval Command, Andrew Gor-
don made the point that the British flagship in the 1982 conflict in the Falklands 
processed over 170,000 signals in little more than ten weeks, 62,000 of which (one 
every 107 seconds) called for “flag action.” And this was before the era of command 
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and control being conducted in “chat rooms.” Historians and the navy need to be 
forging effective alliances with archivists and information managers. The fact is 
that the overload of information and data is such that, without these sorts of efforts, 
the navy is in danger of losing its recent past, and all of us are in danger of losing 
any chance of achieving a coherent understanding of that past. I know that this is a 
concern for all our official history organizations, but I might add that I believe we 
have already lost, perhaps irretrievably, much of what should have been recorded 
in the 1990s and early 2000s.

Let me next give one gentle hint to the younger historians here tonight. The 
tight focus of a doctoral thesis can create a tendency to impose a priority for a par-
ticular issue on the wider analysis without sufficient regard to the actual place of 
that issue within the naval whole—or, indeed, of whatever “whole” is being consid-
ered. I sometimes call this “the fallacy of the single cause.” In reality, the greater the 
responsibilities and the experience of decision-makers, the greater their suspicion 
of such “single causes” and of those who propound them. Historians need to be 
very wary of this oversimplifying tendency and seek every opportunity to explore 
the wider context—social, political, financial, technological, strategic, and opera-
tional—before interacting with their naval audiences.

I am not suggesting that naval historians require practical experience. I have 
learned more about navies from historians who have never been to sea than I have 
from many outstanding senior naval commanders. Intensive and extensive study 
and great intelligence can combine to create not only the deep understanding but 
also the leaps of imagination that mark the work of the best historians. Yet such 
understanding does not come easy. Naval history is very hard work, and there is no 
getting around this fact. 

It may seem odd to accuse historians, of all people, of having difficulties with 
chronology, but this is a problem of which I have become increasingly aware with 
my return to the study of the 1914–18 war. It is particularly apparent in examina-
tion of technological change and its effects on strategy and operations. Unconscious 
hindsight is implicit in much of what is written about the navies of the period—and 
I include my own early work in this. It is also sometimes possible to make the story 
too clear and too simple—indeed, I would suggest that the better the narrative, 
the greater the risk of this happening. The problem is that this discredits some 
historical analysis for the experienced naval person—or public servant involved 
in the management of the navy—who compares it, consciously or otherwise, with 
their own knowledge of the uncertainties and confusions of aligning resources to 
both current and future capability. The reality is that 1914 was a foreign country 
with respect to 1912—even to 1913. But, to change L. P. Hartley’s aphorism, it is not 
just that “they did things differently there” at each time but also that they had dif-
ferent things to deal with—and those different things had different relationships. 
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This remains a reality for contemporary decision-makers. The year 2017 is differ-
ent from 2016, and 2018 will be different again.

Hindsight has other ill effects. It can create a false impression in the mind of 
the naval novice—the idea that all events can be predicted, that all problems have a 
straightforward solution. It may be part of the psychological profile of the average 
naval officer to prefer certainties to ambiguity and to grasp them as a sort of mental 
life ring. In real-world operations in which I was involved, one of the greatest com-
mand challenges that I faced was to explain to my people just how messy reality is, 
to indicate that my confidence as a commander did not equate to some infallible 
prescience about the future, and to comfort them as best I could—generally with 
such aphorisms as “If you can’t take a joke, you shouldn’t have joined.” But, more 
to the case, I pointed them to other periods of uncertainty and confusion, with his-
torical examples of how people at all levels of warfare have always had to deal with 
and adjust to the unknown—and sometimes got their initial responses very wrong. 
In short, I have tried to make it clear that they had better start thinking about their 
own situation. Let me add that I found among my junior officers a definite correla-
tion between having a background in history and being at ease with ambiguity and 
complexity.

But explaining ambiguity and conveying complexity need continual attention 
by historians, because if navy people are going to read and study history as part of 
their busy professional schedules, it must be accessible. I will admit that this is a 
hard circle to square, but let me ask younger historians also to keep in mind that a 
good thesis often makes a bad book—if you are going to publish yours, as you re-
vise your text please think hard about the wider audience that you should be want-
ing to reach and not your examining committee—they are no longer your priority! 

I acknowledge that the historical profession faces a great challenge in increas-
ing the accessibility of its work without falling prey to the “smash and grab” school 
of historical writers—among whom I include some political scientists who should 
know better—whose command of their narrative is greater than their understand-
ing of the complex story. The histories included in the “Naval Power” section of 
the Chief of Naval Operations’ current reading roadmap are, for example, a pretty 
good selection, although I would like to see even more books about running navies 
as well as fighting them—but may I suggest there are arguments in favor of a list of 
books that historians do not think the navy should rush to read?

I will not continue with what is increasingly sounding like a check sheet of ad-
monitions. One of the risks of senior rank, particularly when facing young officers, 
is that exhortation often descends into pomposity. So I will conclude, first by say-
ing that there may be something Clausewitzian in what I am seeking from histori-
ans and from their naval audience—achievement of a necessary “genius” based on 
deep and wide understanding of the subject and a familiarity with complexity, with 
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friction, and perhaps above all, with the realization that what can go wrong, will. 
A realization that generates a certain sympathy for the poor so-and-sos doing the 
work at the time marks the best histories and thus the best historians. After all, did 
not Thomas Carlyle suggest that “genius” was the “transcendent capacity of taking 
trouble”? What I am sure of is that possession of a deep understanding of both the 
specific and the general and of the ability to point to key issues without distorting 
them should mark the naval historian who seeks to interact with the contemporary 
naval service.

And what do I seek from the members of the naval service when dealing with 
historians and what they tell us? It comes down to two things—things all of us find 
hard to do in any field of endeavor, whether we admit it or not—that you listen to 
them and then think about what they have said.

So, I close by putting to the midshipmen one of my own insights. I have ex-
amined in depth the insidious effects on individual judgment and initiative that 
the introduction of radio had for naval operations in the First World War. Before 
radio, the Navy had a natural—and generally effective—bipolar culture in which 
subordinates were expected to follow their admiral’s every movement when in sight 
but exercise their own initiative to the full when over the horizon—because when 
they were out of sight, they were effectively out of touch. The navies of Nelson 
and Bainbridge understood and executed “mission command” long before the term 
was defined on land. Radio, however, created what I term a “virtual unreality” at 
sea. Although the processes for communicating remotely in a timely and accurate 
way were still largely undeveloped, dispersed commanders now acted as though 
their admirals had the same understanding they did, often failing to act or obeying 
signals that were clearly based on obsolete or incorrect information. The battle of 
Jutland in 1916 is the outstanding example of this syndrome, but there were all too 
many other occasions during the Great War when such failures occurred.

I think navies may be in a similar situation of “virtual unreality” in 2017 and 
that there are associated cultural problems that affect command both down and up 
the chain. Ironically, the malaise may be greatest among those not at the top but in 
the middle and at the bottom. The syndrome of the “thousand-mile screwdriver” is 
one of which subordinates justly complain, but I have no need to remind those with 
higher-command experience here that senior commanders have to intervene di-
rectly, and always have, when they have better information and better understand-
ing than those on the scene. The trick has always been to terminate such interven-
tion as soon as possible and get back to the bigger picture. But juniors can be, and 
I think often are, corrupted by a communications system that allows them to clear 
every decision with their boss before it needs to be implemented. Furthermore, 
they can be so corrupted without ever becoming aware of it. Too many reach a state 
in which they would rather ask permission than seek forgiveness. The implications 
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of this for a situation in which the protagonists are engaging in cyber as well as 
kinetic warfare should be obvious.

So, my question to you midshipmen is: When you go to sea and take up your re-
sponsibilities, will you be officers who wait to ask permission or the ones who take 
the initiative and seek forgiveness? Study some history and think about it.
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